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ABSTRACT 
This study explored the life experiences of young people labelled with autistic 
spectrum, through collaboratively creating their life-stories with them. 
Implications for educational psychology practice were subsequently considered. 
Although there is an abundance of autistic spectrum research within medical and 
developmental psychology fields, the voice of young people themsel \'es, who are 
labelled with autistic spectrum, is often marginalized or absent. The current study 
sought to remedy this gap. Life-stories were undertaken with five young people 
attending a specialist autistic spectrum provision within a large rural county. The 
stories were analysed using a thematic narrative analysis technique and the themes to 
emerge from the stories were explored. These included a strong focus on the social 
barriers experienced by participants, although autistic spectrum impairments were 
also evident. Implications of the findings were noted with regard to professional 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
There is a lack of exploration of the life experiences of young people labelled with 
autism in the research field to date. The current study sought to improyc 
understanding of how a small group of these young people saw their own livcs. 
through collaboratively creating stories about their life with them. 
Rationale 
Autism was first highlighted as a medical condition by Kanner (1943) and its variant 
"Asperger's Syndrome" defined by Hans Asperger the year after. Kanner considered 
that autism prevented children from forming the usual biologically-based emotional 
attachments to others, and that they displayed a "powerful desire for aloneness" 
(Kanner 1943:249). Since Kanner's early work, historical perspectives on the 
medical label autism have evolved. In the 1950s for instance, viewpoints around its 
causative factors moved away from a focus on biology towards more psychological 
considerations, with a particular focus on the traumatic influence of the 
"dysfunctional family" supposedly resulting in autism (Smith 1996). From the late 
1960s this led to the suggestion that cold and distant mothers might cause children to 
be autistic (Hobson 1993a; cited in Trevarthen 1996). However since the 1970s, a 
biological focus on autism has returned within the medical field. Whilst some 
confusion remains over exact diagnostic terms (Kabot. Masi and Segal 2003), autism 
is currently considered to be a biological neurodevelopmental disorder (Bailey, 
Phillips and Rutter 1996; Rutter 2005) with an accompanying genetic component 
(Lauritsen, Mors, Mortensen and Ewald 1999). 
The autism research field is dominated by a medical model. with its prcvailing 
discoursc of epidemiology, assessment and diagnosis. Another perspectiYe is offered 
by developmental psychology, the aim of which is to more fully understand autism 
from a social, emotional, language and cognitive point of vicw, Howc\'cr cyen herc 
therc are many overlaps with a medical perspective: For instance both the medical 
and dcvelopmental psychology literature share a focus on the discourse of deficit and 
disordcr (Lohianco and Sheppard-Jones 2007). An alternativc social modcl 
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perspective (Oliver 1990) on the other hand is not concerned with individual deficit. 
rather aims to identify the social barriers that stop people from living full lives. 
A medical model of autism IS based on a realist ontology and positivist 
epistemology, where reality is viewed as fixed, objective and measurable and exists 
separately from human beings (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2000; Robson 2002: 
Bryman 2004). Medical and developmental psychology research into autism tend to 
use positivist research paradigms. A social constructivist epistemological stance is 
much less common. Here, reality is not considered as fixed and objective. rather it is 
subjective and evolving according to each individual. Moreover "subjectivc 
meamngs are negotiated socially and historically" through language (Creswcll 
2007:21). As such there is not one truth, rather there are multiple truths (Manthei 
1997). According to this view, a medical label such as autism does not represent a 
fixed objective reality, rather the label is a construct that develops through human 
social communication and interaction (Gillman, Heyman and Swain 2000). 
It is noteworthy that childhood autism diagnoses are usually arrived at through 
discussions between doctors and parents (and sometimes teachers). The views of the 
children and young people themselves are not often sought. Assuming that the very 
foundations of the medical label autism are to be questioned, a route towards this 
may be to better understand the life experiences and perspectives of the young people 
themselves who are labelled. This type of exploration is currently missing within the 
autism research field. 
I developed a personal interest in the medical condition of autism ten years ago 
during my early studies as a psychologist. Whilst learning about autism at the time, I 
was fascinated by its potential to help me understand child psychology - both 
"normal" and "abnormal" (as I viewed it then). Since then and during further 
training as an Educational Psychologist (EP), my own perspectives on autism ha\t~ 
evoh'ed. Whilst retaining a strong interest in the psychological foundatilms of 
chi ldrcn and young people who have been given the autism labeL my focus has 
shifted away from the ~hild-deficit view permeating medical and traditional 
de\e\opmental psychology (Wagner and Gillies 2001; Frederickson and Cline 2002). 
Instead. I ha\'l~ been introduced to a social model of disability (Oli\t~r 1990). 
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According to this model, challenges experienced by children \\'ith autism are not 
caused by individual impairment, rather by the processes of social exclusion that 
result from these impairments. 
As a Trainee Educational Psychologist (TEP) I have developed an interest in those 
assessments and interventions, which are linked to a social constructi\'ist perspective. 
For instance I have been drawn to techniques specifically designed to support 
children in giving their views a voice, as well as to approaches geared at maximising 
environmental interventions, rather than focussing narrowly on children's indi\'idual 
difficulties. Such fields of interest also have links with a "Positi\'e psychology" 
orientation. As highlighted by Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000), 
... Our message is to remind our field that psychology is not just the study 
of pathology, weakness and damage; it is also the study of strength and virtue. 
Treatment is not just fixing what is broken; it is nurturing what is best. 
Psychology is not just a branch of medicine concerned with illness or health; it 
is much larger. It is about work, education, insight, love, growth and 
play ... Positive psychology .... tries to adapt what is best in the scientific method 
to the unique problems that human behaviour presents to those who wish to 
understand it in all its complexity. 
(Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi 2000, p.7) 
As my EP training progressed, I continued to maintain an interest in developmental 
psychology perspectives on autism, whilst simultaneously questioning some of the 
processes involved in its medical and psychological assessment and diagnosis. I was 
particularly concerned at the lack of research undertaken into the lived experience 
and perspectives of the very children and young people who are labelled. I was 
aware that many autobiographies had been published by adults with the autism label 
(e.g. Williams 1992; Lawson 1998; Holliday Willey 1999; Tammet 2006), and also 
published by parents of - and sometimes with - their autistic children (c.g. Barron 
and Barron 1992: Stc\'Cns and Stevens 2008). By reading a small selection of these 
(Barron and Barron 1992; Williams 1992: Holliday Willey 1999; Tammet 2006: 
Stc\'cns and Stc\'ens 2008), I hoped to impro\'e my understanding of the life 
cxpcriences of children and young people labelled \\'ith autism, albeit indirectl\' 
through the retrospectin~ cycs of diagnosed adults and their families. 
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A central research question developed from these and other readings, namely: 
How do young people with the autistic spectrum label see their !i,'es and 
experiences? 
As this pnmary research question was concerned with understanding lived 
experience (rather than measuring an external notion of a fixed reality), a qualitative 
methodology was deemed appropriate. Moreover, having read several published 
autobiographies written by adults with the autism label, I became increasingly 
interested in the potential for eliciting information about the life experiences of 
younger people with the diagnosis. As such consideration was given to the potential 
for creating life-stories with individual young people labelled with autism. 
A second related research question developed from the primary question, namely 
How do these l~re experiences relate to theoretical models and disciplinary 
perspectives? 
Early readings of published autobiographies were undertaken with the broad aim of 
better understanding the life experiences of children and young people with an 
autism diagnosis. Initially, this was to aid preparation for subsequent work with 
teenagers labelled with autism, which was to constitute the main study. However in 
the event possibilities for this were limited, as will be revealed in due course. Instead, 
as the study progressed, two published autobiographies became a specific vehicle for 
cxperimenting with a data analysis approach, in order that lessons could be leanlt 
with regard to data analysis within the main study. 
Thesis Structure 
With reference to these research questions, Chapter Two: Literature Review will 
includc an analysis of a range of theoretical models for considering autism. whilst 
rck\'ant rcsearch \\'ill be critically explored. This will be followed by a rc\iew of the 
literature relcnll1t to a young person's \'iew on autism. 
Chapter Three: Methodology will contain a description of the methodology of the 
present study, as well as an outline of the data collection and analysis techniques 
employed. In Chapters Four - Eight, five life-stories created collaboratively \\'ith 
young people labelled with autism will be presented, and themes to emerge from the 
stories are considered in Chapter Nine: Discussion of Themes. Finally Chapter 
Ten: Conclusions and Implications for Practice will review implications of the 
current findings for professional educational psychology practice. 
Definition of Terms 
The current study was located within the narratiw! inquiry research tradition. This 
field incorporates a variety of research methods, all sharing "an interest in 
biographical particulars as narrated by one who lives them" (Chase 2005:651). The 
tenn narrative can be used to denote a dominant social discourse when referring to 
"metanarratives" or "grand narratives" such as science and religion (e.g. Clandinin 
and Connelly 2000). However Chase (2005) defines a narratiw! primarily as the 
following: 
a) A short topical story about a particular event and specific characters such as 
an encounter with a friend, boss or doctor; b) an extended story about a 
significant aspect of one's life such as schooling, work, marriage, divorce, 
childbirth, an illness, a trauma, or participation in a war or social movement; or 
c) a narrative of one's entire life, from birth to the present. 
(Chase 2005) 
The current study involved using a research method for eliciting narratives (adopting 
Chase's definition of narrative), known as the life-story method (e.g. Goodley 1996: 
Atkinson 1998; Atkinson 2004). This involved co-constructing specific kinds of 
narratives known as l~rc-stories with individual participants. As life-stories are 
patiicular fonns of narrative, their definition often overlaps with some of thc 
definitions of narrativc above (Chase 2005): For instance, they are sometimcs 
· .. ·birth-to-present narrativcs" (Atkinson 2002; cited in Chase 2005): at other timcs 
they rclate to more specific aspects of a person's life, as in definition (b) abo\'c 
(Chasc 2005). Thc life-stories in the present study were treated as data and analyscd 
using Ilar,.afi\'{' mw~}'sis: Narrativc analysis is defined in thc current study as a rangc 
of hh)ls for analysing narrative data. The implications of the current study related to 
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professional educational psychology. As such it was appropriate particularly during 
the data analysis phase, to consult the discipline of psychology within the narrative 
inquiry field, known as narrative psychology. The specific tool for the narrative 
analysis of the life-stories was therefore selected from the narrative psychology field. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIE\Y 
Since Kanner's original identification of the medical condition autism, its nature has 
been significantly contested through the decades, both within medical circles and 
beyond. Bearing in mind the research questions highlighted above, there are three 
parts to this literature review. Part One will describe both a medical and 
developmental psychology perspective on autism. The implications of these 
perspectives will be explored in relation to their respective potential to offer an 
insight into the lived experience of young people with the autism label. 
In Part Two alternative social perspectives on autism will be similarly explored, 
followed in Part Three by a review of the literature relevant to the perspective of 
young people with the autism label. The latter will be undertaken with a specific 
view to the methodological framework of the current study. 
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Part One: Medical and Psychological Perspectives 
A Medical Model and the Autistic Spectrum 
Diagnosis 
It was not until the 1980s that a degree of consensus was reached around the 
prevailing features that constituted a medical diagnosis for autism (Rutter 2005). 
Until then a plethora of terms were used such as "Infantile Psychosis". "Infantile 
Autism" and "Autistic-like conditions", with no apparent consistency in their relative 
usage. It is now considered that the medical definition of "Autistic Disorder" as 
described in the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association 1994; summarised in 
Kabot et a1. 2003) is the most widely accepted: 
According to the DSM-IV, autistic disorder is one of several pervasive 
developmental disorders (PODs) that are caused by a dysfunction of the central 
nervous system leading to disordered development. All children with PDD are 
characterized by qualitative impairments in social interaction, imaginative 
activity and both verbal and non-verbal communication skills. Additionally 
they have a limited number of interests and activities, which tend to be 
repetitive, and the manifestation of symptoms occurs within the first three 
years of li fe. 
(Kabot et a1. 2003, p.26) 
There are five pervasIve developmental disorders including "Autistic Disorder", 
"Asperger's Syndrome" and "Pervasive Developmental Disorder - Not Otherwise 
Specified" ("PDD-NOS") (Kabot et a1. 2003). "Autism" or "Autistic Disorder" is 
differentiated from "Asperger's" within the medical field, as the significant language 
and cognitive delay usually seen in "Autistic Disorder" is considered absent in 
"Asperger's" (Trevarthen 1996). In practice within the research literature, "Autistic 
Disorder" and "Asperger's" are often viewed as different manifestations of the same 
condition albeit manifesting differing degrees of severity. As such. they are 
regularly considered to he located along a "spectrum", hence the tenn "Autistic 
Spectrum Disorder" (Gillberg 1992). 
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There is a danger that medical diagnoses that use a realist ontological interpretation 
of diagnostic categories are viewed by medical professionals as absolute certainties 
that are fixed and static (Gillman 2004). It could be argued that both medical and 
some psychological practices of assessment and diagnosis ha\e the effect of 
oppressing a disabled minority (Swain, French and Cameron 2003), and can be a way 
for doctors and psychologists to gain professional territory (Gillman 200-+). 
Moreover and ironically behind this exterior of professional certainty, there remains 
much confusion in medical circles around the difference between "Autistic Disorder" 
and "Asperger's", as well as around differential diagnoses for ·'POO-NOS". 
"Autistic Disorder" and "Asperger's" (Gillberg 1998; Kabot et a1. 2003). In 
addition, the label "Asperger's" is sometimes used interchangeably with "High-
Functioning Autism", (Lasser and Corley 2008) and a consensus has not yet been 
reached around whether there is a difference between the criteria for either diagnosis 
(Volkmar and Klin 2005; cited in Reilly, Campbell and Keran 2009). 
As such and for the purposes of the present study, the term autistic ~pectrulll 
(Gillberg 1992; Trevarthen 1996) will be adopted to encompass both "Autism" / 
"Autistic Disorder" as well as "Asperger's Syndrome" and / or "High-Functioning 
Autism". However, on reviewing specific research studies, the medical labels used 
in the individual studies will be adopted and placed within quotation marks to 
indicate this. 
Epidemiological research 
There is a wealth of epidemiological research undertaken from a positivist 
epistemological stance into the autistic spectrum. For instance, Steffenburg and 
Gillberg (1986) carried out a prevalence study using medical professionals to confer 
"Infantile Autism" and "Autistic-like condition" diagnoses on children who wcre 
their patients. The diagnoses were defined using the criteria of the OSM-lII 
(American Psychiatric Association 1980; cited in Steffenburg and Gillberg 1986). 
Out of a total sample of 78, 413 children bon1 betwccn 197.5 and 198-+ in S\\cden, a 
total rate of 6.6 per 10,000 of children \'·CIT diagnosed, two thirds of whom with 
"Infantile Autism" and the rest \\·ith "Autistic-like conditions". Girls \\·ere tive timcs 
less likely than boys to be diagnosed. A similar study was carried out by Ehkrs and 
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Gillberg (1993), however this time the focus was on "Asperger's Syndrome". Here. 
it was teaching rather than medical professionals who took the lead in diagnosing 
children and the criteria used for "Asperger's" as outlined by Gillberg and Gillberg 
(1989) and updated by Gillberg (1991; cited in Ehlers and Gillberg 1993). Again in 
Sweden, out of a total number of 1,519 children between 7 and 16 years old, it \\"as 
found that 3.6 per 1000 children fitted the diagnostic criteria for "Asperger·s". with 
four times as many boys than girls being diagnosed. 
More recently Baird, Charman, Baron-Cohen, Cox, Swettenham, Wheelwright and 
Drew (2000) undertook a UK-based epidemiological study of 16,235 children aged 
18 months, who were followed up at age 3, 5 and 7 years of age. The sample was 
taken from ten health districts in the South East Thames Health Region, UK. Parents 
and teachers were used to gather information, which medical professionals used to 
make diagnoses of "Autistic Spectrum Disorder" using the ICD-I0 criteria (World 
Health Organization 1993; cited in Baird et al. 2000). This time a provisional rate of 
30.8 per 10,000 was found, with fifteen times as many boys than girls diagnosed. 
This represented a higher prevalence rate and a higher male: female ratio than in 
previous studies, although the authors considered that the overlap in the sample 
between "Autistic Disorder," and "Asperger's" partly accounted for this increase. In 
another UK-based study, Chakrabarti and Fombonne (2005) found a rate of 22 per 
10,000 of children who met the medical criteria for "Autistic Disorder" using the 
DSM-IV criteria (American Psychiatric Association 1994; cited in Chakrabarti and 
Fombonne 2005). Lastly and also a UK study, Baron-Cohen, Scott, Allison. 
Williams, Bolton, Matthews and Brayne (2009) found a prevalence rate of 157 per 
10,000 of "Autism-spectrum conditions" (Baron-Cohen et al. 2009:500) 
There are difficulties in epidemiological research comparisons owing to changing 
diagnostic categories and tenninology over time, methodological differences 
bdween studies (Baird et al. 2000) as well as wider cultural differences. Ho\H~\'er it 
is clear that the incidence of children who meet the criteria for a medical autistic 
spedrum diagnosis are rising, although the reasons for this are currently undefined 
(Rutter 200S). It is also apparent that boys are more likely than girls to be diagnosed. 
particularly where there is no associated learning disability or cogniti\e delay (\\' ing 
1981 ~ Steffenhurg and Gillberg 1986). 
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From studies such as these, we know the broad picture of distribution of the autistic 
spectrum, when it is considered as a diagnosed condition from the perspective of a 
medical model. We also know that usually up to seven times as many boys than girls 
are diagnosed (Rutter, Caspi and Moffitt 2003). However quantitative research such 
as this does not seek to question the medical diagnoses themseh"es, nor does it 
interrogate the processes involved in reaching these diagnoses. The perspectives and 
life experiences of the young people who are at the centre of such processes usually 
remain unexplored when diagnoses are made. 
A Developmental Psychology Perspective on the Autistic Spectrum 
A psychological perspective is concerned with uncovering the reasons behind human 
behaviour (Carlson and Buskist 1997). Psychology perspectives have tended 
therefore to focus on the behaviours associated with the autistic spectrum rather than 
on its epidemiology, although developmental psychology often informs a medical 
perspective (Jordan and Powell 1995). As such it could be argued that there are 
strong links between a medical model and a developmental psychology view of the 
autistic spectrum. Both use positivist interpretations of the autistic spectrum label, 
and both share a discourse of abnormality, deficit and disorder. 
With these points III mind and on reVIew of the mainstream developmental 
psychology literature on the autistic spectrum, children with the autistic spectrum 
label are reported to have difficulties across their social, emotional, language, and 
cognitive development. These areas will now be discussed. 
Social and emotional development 
To use the discourse of traditional developmental psychology, children labelled as on 
the autistic spectrum are deemed to have social impairments in a number of areas. 
For instance it is reported that they find it difficult to give eye contact, to engage in 
reciprocal conversations and to take part in conversational tum-taking (Frith 1989). 
They ha\"e little sense of social protocols. etiquette, conscience or personal modesty 
(Frith 19S9) and are considered to han~ significant difficulties in engaging in 
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interpersonal social relationships (Jordan and Powell 1995; Bailey et al. 1996). 
There is an apparent lack of strong relationships with siblings or classroom peers. 
whilst interpersonal skills are described as abnormal (Trevarthen 1996). 
It is widely agreed that children labelled with autistic spectrum do struggle in the 
social arena. However within a traditional developmental psychology model, social 
factors causing or exacerbating these difficulties are ignored, whilst individual deficit 
and disorder are strongly highlighted (Smukler 2005). This is evident in the 
following description of the autistic spectrum: 
The most characteristic social abnormality is the lack of social reciprocity and 
the impaired ability to develop loving relationships on the basis of 
interpersonal interactions. Social signalling and appreciation of other people's 
social cues are both deficient and there is a poor integration of sociaL 
communicative, and emotional features - as, for example, is expected in 
greeting behaviour. 
(Bailey et al. 1996, p.9, my italics) 
As a result of Kanner's (1943) early observations, children medically diagnosed with 
autistic spectrum have often been considered to prefer their own company and to 
shun relationships with others (White and Roberson-Nay 2009). However more 
recent psychological studies highlight that these children report a desire for increased 
social peer interaction (White and Roberson-Nay 2009). For instance, using 
standardised self-report questionnaires, Bauminger and Kasari (2000) found that 
"autistic children" described greater feelings of loneliness than "typical children". 
The reported implications of this finding relates to a discussion of the cognitive 
versus affective basis of the autistic spectrum, rather than to the experiences of the 
participants themselves, particularly those of isolation. As such, and in seeking to 
fulfil the research aims, it could be argued that the voice of the children was 
marginalized. 
A focus on emotional devdopment within the de\'elopmental psychology field 
highlights findings that children with the autistic spectrum label lack empathy, do not 
show the usual interest in other people's emotional experiences (Frith 1989) and 
struggle to fonll emotional ties with others (Losh and Capps 2006). Their own 
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expressions of emotion are reported as inappropriate and / or overly intense and they 
are described as struggling to recognise or name their own emotional experiences 
(Jordan and Powell 1995). 
In order to explore this area further, Losh and Capps (2006) examined the personal 
memory accounts of "High-Functioning children with Autism" using a discourse 
analytic framework. Although using a traditionally qualitative approach to language 
analysis, the framework employed for coding responses was quantitative in 
orientation and results were analysed statistically. Accounts of personal memories 
were compared between children with and without an autistic spectrum label. All 
participants were given a range of prompts containing single words relating to a 
range of emotions ranging from simple ("happy", "sad", etc.) to more complex (e.g. 
"proud", "surprised"). They were asked to give an account of a personal memory 
related to that emotion. The researchers report that the children with "High-
Functioning Autism" provided appropriate accounts with regard to simple emotions, 
but their accounts showed a lack of understanding of more complex emotional 
prompts. Moreover the "autistic group" were considered less likely to personalise 
their narratives, tending to omit attributions of meaning to the events, and needing 
significantly more prompting to retrieve and narrate their emotional memories. As 
such, the researchers conclude: 
... Autistic children's script-like emotional accounts, lacking reference even to 
the causes of their emotions, leave in question the children's depth of 
understanding of all types of emotional experiences. 
(Losh and Capps 2006, p.816) 
It could however be argued that the somewhat clinical approach to eliciting personal 
memories of emotional experiences disadvantaged the children who were on the 
autistic spectrum. Memories were not accessed within the context of a natural 
con\'ersation, and hence may ha\'{~ been harder to retrieve. The "script-like" nature 
of the research methods themselves may have been partly responsible for the "seript-
like" responses elicited, although there was clearly a difference between the two 
groups using the same methodology. 
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Psychological research also highlights that children with an autistic spectrum 
diagnosis suffer greater levels of anxiety than those without. For instance. in their 
research using semi-structured interview formats which were quantitatiyely coded 
and statistically analysed, Green, Gilchrist, Burton and Cox 0000) report that 
teenage boys diagnosed with "Asperger's Syndrome" exhibited significantly ,greater 
anxiety levels than those in the control group. In their similarly designed study. 
White and Roberson-Nay (2009) also describe elevated anxiety lc\'Cls which 
correlated with greater reported experiences of loneliness. Again using a positiyist 
research design, Bauminger and Kasari (2000) detail that "High-Functioning children 
with Autism" described greater feelings of loneliness compared to "typically 
developing children". 
Language and communication 
Some children labelled as on the autistic spectrum never acquire verbal language, 
whilst those that do speak are described within the developmental psychology 
literature as showing a range of impairments (Tager-Flusberg 2000). Expressive 
language is considered to be affected: For instance pronouns are sometimes 
reversed, there can be confusion over tenses, speech has a monotone quality and 
vocabulary is often delayed (Baron-Cohen and Bolton 1993; Jordan and Powell 
1995). Language understanding is also reportedly impaired - often only understood 
literally (Baron-Cohen and Bolton 1993) - whilst the social and pragmatic functions 
of language are highlighted as poorly understood (Frith 1989). There is also 
considered to be a lack of skills for sharing joint attention (e.g. pointing and eye-
contact) and this is described as predicting later language development (Mundy, 
Sigman and Kasari 1990). 
The current study focussed on using a qualitative narrative inquiry approach to better 
understand the life experiences of young people with the autistic spectrum label. The 
de\'elopmental psychology field widely documents that these children show some 
impainnent in their narratiH~ skills. For instance dit1iculties described in narrating 
either a real or fictional story include a lack of contextual cues relevant to the listener 
as well as a tendency to add irrelevant details (Treyarthen 1996: Tager-r1ushcrg 
2(00). 
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As with the studies previously highlighted, much developmental psychology research 
into the narratives of children diagnosed with autistic spectrum label is undertaken 
from a positivist epistemological stance. There is an emphasis on the quantification 
of linguistic features and structures. The qualitative exploration of the narratives of 
life experiences of the children themselves is noticeably absent. For instance. Capps, 
Losh and Thurber (2000) used a quantitative content analysis approach to statistically 
analyse the narrative skills of children "with Autism" as they retold a fictional story. 
Although they reported some similarities in narrative skills across groups, the 
children "with Autism" were described as less likely than "typically-developing 
children" to use complex syntax structures in their stories, or to use evaluative 
features such as offering explanations of characters' thoughts and feelings. 
Losh and Capps (2003) further examined the narrative abilities of "very high-
functioning children with autism", again using a statistically-based content analysis 
approach. The ability of the participants to retell fictional stories was compared 
with their ability to tell real stories from their personal lives. Whilst the children 
were reported as showing relatively good narrative skills during the fiction-retelling 
task, this was apparently not replicated in the personal story-telling task. The 
children were thought to require considerably more probes and prompts to both 
initiate and maintain their personal story-telling compared to their fiction-retelling. 
These findings are discussed by the researchers with reference to improving autistic 
spectrum diagnostic procedures and are explained by the social and emotional 
deficits of the participants. Such conclusions are resonant with a medical and 
traditional developmental psychology focus on labelling and diagnosis as well as a 
child-deficit view of impainnent. Again it could be argued that the voice of the 
participants themselves is silenced. 
Goldman's C~008) similarly designed study also reported deficits in the ability of 
children with "High-functioning autism" to produce coherent personal accounts. 
Findings were interpreted as resulting from participants' lack of understanding of the 
social need for narrati \CS around sharing personal experienccs. The researcher 
etmcludes: 
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The result was a string of unconnected experiences rather than a meaningful 
autobiographical story. These findings suggest that children should be 
encouraged and taught to share their life experiences in meaningful ways to 
others. . 
(Goldman 2008, p.1987) 
Whilst the recommendations of Goldman's study superficially overlap with the aims 
of the present study, the former are again based on a view of child pathology rather 
than on a desire to better understand the life experiences of the participants involyed. 
Goldman's aim to "teach" such children to share their life experiences centres on a 
need to repair their impaired personal narrative skills, rather than to increase 
Goldman's own understanding of these children's lives. In contrast to this need to 
repair pathology, the current study aims to gain a more holistic vicw of how these 
young people see the world. 
Cognition 
Psychological research into the cognitive skills of children with the autistic spectrum 
label focuses on areas such as memory, sensory-processing, a lack of understanding 
of others' mental states and rigid, repetitive and obsessive behaviour. 
With regard to memory, children with the autistic spectrum label are described as 
having good factual and rote memory skills. However as highlighted in Losh and 
Capps' (2006) research above, they are reported to struggle in recalling memories 
involving personal experience. As such, it is considered that they usually require 
direct questioning to prompt these (Jordan and Powell 1995). As highlighted earlier. 
it is deemed likely in the developmental psychology field that difficulties in 
remembering personal memories are linked to a lack of ability to reflect on emotional 
experience. It is considered this is because emotional appraisal skills are necessary 
to lay down personal memories (Jordan and Powell 1995). 
Children medically diagnosed with autistic spectnlIll are also reported t() lack an 
understanding of their own and other's mental states, known as a lack of theory of 
mind (Baron-Cohen and Bolton 199~), According to this thcnry, children camwt 
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appreciate that other people have minds \\'hich are separate to their own. The theor~ 
has been used to explain many of the social and communicati\'e impainnents linked 
to the autistic spectrum (Baron-Cohen and Bolton 1993). 
As also reported in the developmental psychology literature, children labelled with 
autistic spectrum show either hypersensitive and / or hyposensitive tendencies with 
regard to sensory processing, although such tendencies are not included within the 
medical diagnostic criteria (Trevarthen 1996; Hilton, Graver and LaVesser 2006). It 
has been argued that these difficulties occur as a result of a very narrow attention 
span whereby incoming stimuli are not scanned for meaning, and thus choices cannot 
be made around which stimuli warrant attention (Jordan and Powell 1995). This 
inability to organise experiences into a coherent whole is known in psychology as the 
theory of weak central cohesion (Frith 1989). 
A final cognitive style reported in the developmental psychology literature, is a 
tendency to develop repetitive behaviours, resistance to change as well as strong 
interests and obsessions (Bailey et al. 1996; Trevarthen 1996; Green et al. 2000). 
Moreover, some children labelled as on the autistic spectrum show isolated skills in 
areas such as reading, spelling, music or drawing even within the context of autistic 
spectrum - associated learning disability (Bailey et al. 1996). In rare instances very 
high ability in such areas is observed (Trevarthen 1996). Again as previously, all 
such features are viewed in the developmental psychology literature as symptomatic 
of pathology (e.g. Bailey et al. 1996; Green et al. 2000). 
It should however be noted that such psychological research is useful in shedding 
light on some of the complex cognitive processes associated with the autistic 
spectrum, and to some degree does serve to increase understanding of the life 
cxpericncc of these children. However the psychological processes of fonning and 
testing such theories either do not involve or include the vicws and lived experienccs 
of the children themseh'Cs, or else only include them in relation to specific parts of 
the child. Additionally such processes do not place the issues in the context of 
childrcn's livcs nor do they consider the uniqueness of these children's cxperienccs. 
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Conclusions 
Medical and traditional developmental psychology models have their place in the 
modem world - advancing science and knowledge through research and experiments. 
discovering new medicine, and establishing causes and cures for a range of 
conditions including the autistic spectrum. However the disadvantages of such 
perspectives are also widely documented. The main criticism is their narrow focus on 
individual deficit (Lobianco and Sheppard-Jones 2007), whilst also creating a 
discourse of "victim" around individuals (Atkin and Hussain 2003). Such \'iews 
offer us a limited degree of understanding of how children with the autistic spectrum 
label see their own lives. Moreover, medical and traditional developmental 
psychology approaches focus on a broad and sometimes diverse range of autistic 
spectrum symptomatic features, which has the effect of fragmenting the essential 
personhood of the children themselves. This results in "dehumanising" the children 
who are labelled (Smukler 2005: 1 7). Through such discourses, these children are no 
longer seen first and foremost as whole and rounded people in their own right, rather 
as clusters of medical symptoms. 
In Literature Review: Part Two, existing literature on a range of social perspectives 
on the autistic spectrum will be explored. Finally in Part Three, the limited research 
into the experiences of children themselves with the autistic spectrum label will be 
reviewed. 
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Part Two: Social Perspectives on the Autistic Spectrum 
A Social Constructivist Perspective 
In addition to disagreement within the medical field over its diagnostic criteria, there 
is further ongoing debate within even wider circles as to how the autistic spectrum 
should be viewed. For instance from a social constructivist perspectiYe. Molloy and 
Vasil (2002:659) go so far as to theorize that "Asperger's Syndrome" is simply a 
"neurological difference" rather than a "disorder" as is commonly considered. 
Social constructivist epistemologies encourage the dismantling of "dominant 
narratives" such as medicine in favour of the "fragmentary, heterogeneous and plural 
character of social 'realities' ... " (Thomas 2007:36). Common social constructions of 
disability include notions of "personal tragedy for individuals so 'afflicted' " (Oliver 
1990:80), or alternatively cultural constructions of "dependency" (Oliver 1990:81). 
When adopting a social constructivist perspective, conclusions drawn from the 
assessments and diagnoses of powerful professionals (e.g. medics and psychologists) 
are also considered as social constructions (Gillman 2004), rather than as 
representative of the concrete external reality espoused within positivist 
epistemological circles. The dangers of a medical model view of diagnosis are 
highlighted, where medical labels threaten to overtake a person's identity, whilst the 
person beneath the label disappears (Gillman et a1. 2000). The latter authors describe 
an alternative approach to medical diagnostic practices: 
Social constructionist ideas offer a way of thinking about diagnosis that 
challenges the so-called 'facts' and 'truths' that underpin and support it. If 
diagnosis is regarded as a hypothesis that is neither true or false, but more or 
less useful, then consideration could be given to the efficacy of specific 
diagnoses in tenns of the opportunities they create or the possibilities they 
limit. Furthennore, viewing diagnosis as tentative or one of many possibilities 
affords those who are the recipients of diagnosis the choice to accept or reject 
it. 
(Gillman et a1. 2000, pA05) 




From an educational psychology perspective, Ylollo;: and Vasil (2002) consider that 
diagnostic practices particularly within developmental disorders such as the autistic 
spectrum are unhelpful: Once a child is labelled, they lose their own unique identity 
in the eyes of others - with the diagnosis overshadowing all else. The child becomes 
the problem rather than the environment in which she finds herself (;vlolloy and Vasil 
2002). 
A Social Model Perspective 
A social model of disability theorises that it is the existence of societal and 
environmental barriers which causes individuals to be disabled (Oliver 1990), rather 
than the impairment itself. Whilst social constructivist perspectives on disability 
centre on themes of social deviance (as expressed through society's distorted 
constructions of disability), a social model perspective is concerned with the social 
oppression of disabled people (Oliver 1990; Thomas 2007). However, as Hughes 
and Paterson (1997) describe, it could be argued that individual impairment receives 
scant attention within a social model. or is viewed medically within it. According to 
a purist social model perspective, it is claimed that there is '"an untenable separation 
between body and culture, impairment and disability" (Hughes and Paterson 
1997:326). 
Theorists such as Goodley (2001), Hughes and Paterson (1997) and Corker and 
French (1998: cited Molloy and Vasil 2002) all argue for a "second wave" of social 
model theory, whereby impairment and disability are not segregated, rather both are 
viewed through a social and political framework. This allows for a vicw of 
impairment, which takes account both of the '"lived experience of impairment", as 
well as its social construction within the wider discourse of disability (Goodley 2001: 
cited in Molloy and Vasil 2002:663). This view is of relevance to the primary aim of 
the present study, namely exploring the lived experience of the children \\'ho arc 
labelled with autistic spectrum, within wider sociaL psychological and educational 
contexts. 
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Social Perspectives within Autistic Spectrum Research 
As previously described there is a lack of research within the autistic spectrum fIeld 
using social rather than medical perspectives on the autistic spectrum. In particular 
there is a lack of focus on the personal experience of the individuals - and 
particularly children - who are labelled. However, a social perspective on the autistic 
spectrum was used by Bagatell (2007) in his research with an adult labelled \\'ith 
"High Functioning ASD". Through the narrative analysis of Ben's identity 
development, his struggle against the dominant social discourse of "nonnality" and 
his accompanying sense of marginalisation were revealed. Some relief is 
subsequently found in a social group for adults on the autistic spectrum where Ben 
discovers an "Aspie" identity, which he celebrates by using car stickers and t-shirts 
bearing autistic - spectrum related slogans. In time however, Ben needs to learn to 
"orchestrate" the voices of this "Aspie world" with the "voices" of his everyday 
world - family, going to college, MENSA member etc., where the emphasis on 
fitting in with others and appearing "nonnal" remains (Bagatell 2007:423). By the 
end of the research, Ben is experiencing increasing difficulties around this process, 
serving as a reminder of the difficulties of living with the autistic spectrum label in a 
society where the dominant discourse is one of "nonnality". 
Gray (2001) employed a social constructivist narrative inquiry approach to analyse 
semi-structured interviews with the parents of children " with Autism". His 
interpretation of the tenn narratil'c centred on themes of social discourse. Through 
this process he uncovered three possible narratives for the families in their view of 
the "Autism" diagnosis of their child. One was to comply with the "official 
narrative" of the Autism Centre (which favoured a medical model perspectin~ of the 
autistic spectrum. involving treatment and therapeutic intervention): the second was a 
narrative of "resistancc", where the parent became politically active in the autistic 
spectrum fIeld; and the third was a narrative of "transcendence". where the parent 
tunled to her religious faith to explain her child's "Autism". \Vhilst Gray's study is 
limited by a lack of exploration of the views of the children themselves. it is 
ne\'erthekss useful in its social constructidst portrayal of a range of possible frames 
()f rdcrencl' aruound the autistic spectrum label. 
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There is also a dearth of empirical studies aimed at exploring the first-hand accounts 
of individuals labelled with autistic spectrum (Chamak, Bonniau, Jaunay and Cohen 
2008). Although employing traditionally qualitati\'e methodologies, earlier studies 
(e.g. Bemporad 1979; Volkmar and Cohen 1985) revealed an ongoing focus on 
deficit and disorder. These are akin to a medicalised "case-history" approach 
(Molloy and Vasil 2004: 158), whilst the voice of the individual remains 
marginalized. More recently however, qualitative studies have been undertaken into 
the first hand Internet accounts of "High-Functioning Autistic adults" (Jones, Zahl 
and Huws 2001; Jones, Quigney and Huws 2003). Here thematic coding (Jones et al. 
2001) and grounded theory techniques (Strauss and Corbin 1990; cited in Jones et al. 
2003) enabled the voices of the researched to occupy a more central position, than 
within earlier studies of first-hand accounts. Moreover themes to emerge included 
feelings of isolation and difference, anxiety, depression and anger (Jones et al. 2001) 
as well as a range of unusual sensory experiences (Jones et al. 2003). 
There is growing interest within the research field around the increasing number of 
autobiographies published by adults with the autistic spectrum label. Whilst 
ostensibly using qualitative methodologies, a number of textual analyses of 
autobiographies seem to employ a positivist interpretation of the autistic spectrum 
label, and findings are reported using a medical model discourse (e.g. Happe 1991; 
O'Neill and Jones 1997; Chamak et al. 2008). 
Yet, it could be argued that autobiographies offer a completely alternative 
perspective to a medical one with regard to the autistic spectrum (Waltz 2005). For 
instance Smith (1996) uses social constructivism to reflect on the autobiographical 
puhlications of Grandin and Scenario (1986) and Williams (1992). Grandin's 
portrayal of the changing social constructions of the autistic spectrum over recent 
decades is emphasised, as well as her resistance to earlier psychoanalytic 
interpretations of her "condition". As Smith describes: 
Grandin structures her history as a history of negotiations with changing 
constructions of the autistic subject generated in the discourses of science and 
clinical therapy. Her narrati\'e engages the ways in which the autistic is read -
and misrl~ad - hy the experts hecause it is the 'autistic subject' whom they sec. 
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and not the person with variable and changing characteristics associated with 
autism. In effect, Grandin invokes an everyday autobiography of her own to 
displace the everyday biography of autistic subjects written by experts. 
(Smith 1996, p.240) 
Again from a social constructivist perspective and in her overview of the field of 
"autistic autobiography", Rose (2008) emphasises the autobiographies' portrayal of a 
society that disables and oppresses those with autistic spectrum differences, whilst 
their authors "simultaneously demand recognition of the different yet none-the-Iess 
entirely human autistic experience" (Rose 2008:49). Finally, Da\"idson (2007) 
undertook a qualitative textual analysis of a range of autobiographies also published 
by adults with the autistic spectrum label. She concludes that each text portrays a 
strongly unique and individual life, throwing into question the social tendency to 
construct those on the autistic spectrum as a homogenous group. Moreover, 
Davidson considers certain themes to be common across texts, including feelings of 
isolation and difference, anxiety and depression as well as unusual sensory 
expenences. 
Conclusions 
The preceding reVIew reveals alternative social perspectives to those offered by 
medical and traditional developmental psychology models. It could be argued that 
such social perspectives are more ethical and respectful in their outlook towards 
thosc with an autistic spectrum diagnosis, as they seek to challenge processes that 
lead to the marginalisation of those who are different. However it is noteworthy that 
all the perspectives reviewed above - medical, psychological and social - share a 
lack of emphasis on the life experiences of children and young people considered as 
on the autistic spectrum. In the Literature Review: Part Three to follow, relevant 
research studies about the perspectivcs of young people themselves will be 
considered and implications for the present study discussed. 
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Part Three: The Young Person's Perspective 
As already highlighted, there is a lack of research into the life expenences and 
perspectives of children and young people themselves with the autistic spectrum 
label. Of the research that exists, the majority is undertaken with children considered 
to be at the milder end of the spectrum, without accompanying learning di fficulties 
or cognitive delay, and is usually conducted with a focus on mainstream educational 
experiences (e.g. Cesaroni and Garber 1991; Connor 2000; Humphrey and Lewis 
2008; Camarena and Sarigiani 2009; Tobias 2009). It is noteworthy too that, to the 
researcher's knowledge, none of the studies are undertaken solely with young 
people: The perspectives of parents or other key adults and / or professionals are 
usually also included. 
Earlier research by Cesaroni and Garber (1991) describing the personal account of a 
"High-Functioning thirteen-year-old boy with Autism" (and his parents) again uses a 
medicalised "case-study" discourse despite employing qualitative research methods. 
The research report lacks detail with regard to data analysis processes, however 
several emergent themes are highlighted: These include difficulties in sensory 
processing, good memory skills (in contrast to some findings in the medical / 
psychological literature), repetitive behaviours and difficulties with empathy and 
social interaction. The authors postulate that these unusual behaviours may mask a 
wish for human relationships, whilst they report a participant experience of. .. 
... a growing awareness of being different from their peers and a strong desire 
to develop interpersonal relationships during adolescence. From an early age 
Albert has been isolated from his peers. 
(Cesaroni and Garber 1991, p.3! 0) 
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Research with a Focus on Educational Experiences 
More recently and from an educational psychology perspecti\"e. Connor (2000) 
undertook structured interviews about school with sixteen adolescents diagnosed 
with "Asperger Syndrome" from a range of mainstream school settings. School-
based Special Educational Needs Coordinators (SENCos) were also interviewed. As 
with the previous study, this research is limited by its lack of data analysis process 
description, whilst the structured interview format does not allow for flexibility 
within interviews. However, student perspectives revealed social skills difficulties 
and anxiety around peer interactions, whilst participants also showed a good degree 
of self-insight into their own difficulties. Preferences for working alone in the school 
environment rather than engaging in group work were clear, as well as a desire to 
engage In individual activities at lunch-times, rather than socialising with other 
students. 
Also from an educational psychology perspective, Tobias (2009) conducted two 
focus groups with pupils with an "Autistic Spectrum Disorder". These were located 
in the student support centre in a mainstream secondary school. A focus group was 
also conducted with participants' parents. A Personal Construct psychology 
approach (Kelly 1955; cited in Tobias 2009) was used as a framework for the student 
groups, designed to gain the young people's views on how they could best be 
supported within their school environment. Again teenagers reported difficulties in 
social interactions with peers and felt they were regularly the victims of bullying. As 
such they requested support aimed at increasing their sense of belonging within the 
school environment (including the continuation of existing access to adult mentors), 
as well as support to develop general life-skills, for instance in order to gain jobs 
oncc leaving school. With regard to the latter, Camarena and Sarigiani's (2009) 
semi-structured interviews into the post-secondary hopes of "High Functioning 
teenagcrs with Autistic Spectrum Disorder" revealed concerns that centred mainly 
around social rather than academic issues. 
Humphrey and Lcwis (2008) analysed semi-structured inten"icws and personal 
diarics. using an interpretativc phenomenological approach. Their aim was to 
cxplorc the pcrspcl:tivcs on school ()f twcnty young people "with Aspergcr Syndrome 
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and High-Functioning Autism" (Humphrey and Lewis 2008:23). between the ages of 
eleven and seventeen in four different mainstream school settings. A collaborative 
research approach was used with the participants, and student views of researcher 
interpretations were included as part of the data analysis. This was part of a \\'ider 
study designed to enhance inclusive practice where the vie\\'s of a range of key 
professionals within the schools were also explored. As before, students reported 
regular experiences of being bullied and teased, as well as associated feelings of 
social isolation. With regard to a view of their "AS" ("Asperger's") label, a number 
viewed themselves negatively and described themselves as "being different" or "'not 
normal" (Humphrey and Lewis 2008:31). The young people also reported a desire to 
"fit in", suggesting they did not feel free to just be themselves (Humphrey and Lewis 
2008:40), a finding which was also echoed in Camarena and Sarigiani's (2009) 
research where one adolescent described himself as being "on the edge of being 
normal" (Camarena and Sarigiani 2009:5). 
All such studies share a focus on improving understanding of the educational 
experience of children labelled with autistic spectrum. Howcyer there is a paucity of 
research about how these children and young people view their lives as a whole. 
Biographical research focuses on gaining a deeper understanding of individual life 
experiences, whereby participants' own words and interpretations are used to create 
their life-story (Atkinson 1998). This approach has been used in research with 
children with physical disabilities (Curtin and Clarke 2005), as well as in the field of 
fostering / adoption (Ryan and Walker 1985, 1993) and childhood trauma (Rose and 
Philpot 2005). However, to the researcher's knowledge, only one such research 
study has been undertaken with young people labelled as on the autistic spectrum. 
Molloy and Vasil (2004. the latter an EP) collaboratively created life-stories with six 
adolescents (four male and two female) who had been given the label "Asperger"s 
Syndrome". Their parents were also interviewed and were present at the interviews 
with the young people. This was an international study: three participants lived in 
the UK and three in Singapore (with one Chinese participant and two British 
"l'xpats"). One participant attended a spl'l'ial school for students deemed to he 
nllnerablc to hullying and alienation, two attended the Special Educational i\eeds 
(SEN) unit nfmainstream schools, whibt three attended mainstream schools, 
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Using the life-story research method located within a narratiYe inquiry framework 
(e.g. Goodley 1996; Gillman, Swain and Heyman 1997; Atkinson 1998: Traustadottir 
and Johnson 2000), Molloy and Vasil (2004) held conversations with the teenagers. 
using a broad topic guide covering a range of subjects including friends, family. 
interests, school as well as the impact of their "Asperger's" labeL Life-stories were 
created using the young people's own words where possible, and initial drafts of the 
stories were checked and edited by all participants (teenagers and parents) in order to 
create the final versions. Researching from a clear social constructivist perspective. 
Molly and Vasil describe how .... 
.. the life stories told by the adolescents in this book are not the objective truth 
but reflect how they see themselves and their experiences at a particular point 
in time. As they grow and mature they will understand themsel ves anew and 
will no doubt tell different stories about their pasts, which with each decade 
they will see in a different light. 
(Molloy and Vasil 2004, p. 27) 
In terms of emergent themes within the life-stories, it appeared that issues around 
identity and diagnosis were most pertinent, although this was possibly reflective of 
parental influence within the research process. Most young people reported how 
they felt different from their "normal" peers whilst in one case, a parent considered 
her child was too attached to her "Asperger's identity", (Molloy and Vasil 2004). 
The young people described how they gained benefit from Asperger support groups, 
as they "took away the pressure of 'pretending to be normal' " and allowed them to 
make contact with peers with similar difficulties to themselves (Molloy and Vasil 
2004: 124). Teenagers also considered it helpful when they had been told about their 
diagnosis, as this helped them to understand themselves and their difficulties better. 
Socialising and making friends posed significant challenges for all adolescent 
participants. With the exception of one, all reported a strong desire for friendships 
based on close ties, and yet all struggled both to form and maintain such friendships. 
\\'ith regard to schooling, those who attended mainstream schools struggled \\ith 
feelings of not belonging, whilst nearly all participants reported experiences of 
bullying and teasing. Although nearly all had hopes for the future with regards to 
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career plans, anger and depression were nevertheless experienced widely. often as a 
result of social isolation or being bullied by peers. 
Clearly this research is pertinent to the present study: Findings are highly rele\'ant to 
the primary research question of the present study, namely improving understanding 
of how young people labelled with autistic spectrum see their lives. There are also 
clear methodological parallels. However in contrast to the present study, the 
adolescents in Molloy and Vasil's research did not have associated learning 
difficulties. It is moreover noteworthy that parents were also interviewed. sat in on 
interviews with the teenagers, and edited the life-stories to ensure accuracy (Molloy 
and Vasil 2004). As such it is possible that the life-stories are not a complete 
reflection of how the young people saw their lives, as participants were not granted 
confidentiality or anonymity from their parents, and thus may not have spoken as 
freely as if they had been alone with the researchers. Sometimes it is not clear which 
is the voice of the parent and which the voice of the child. It could therefore be 
argued that there remains a need for research into the life experiences of young 
people themselves, where confidentiality is guaranteed and their own voice is heard. 
They could currently be considered as a marginalized group, whose voice has been 
silenced by the more powerful majority (Booth and Booth 1996; Atkinson and 
Walmsley 1999; Atkinson 2004), including professionals, parents and those not 
considered as on the autistic spectrum. 
Some conclusions to Chapter Two: Literature Review will now be presented. 
Literature Review: Conclusions 
The preceding reVIew highlights the limitations of a medical and traditional 
developmental psychology model in answering the two research questions of the 
present study. A lack of attention to the lived experience of the young people who 
are diagnosed results from an epistemologically realist concern with prevalence, 
assessment and diagnosis. Moreover, a focus on individual deficit and disorder 
ignores environmental and social impact and does not acknowledge the uniqueness 
of individual lives. In adopting alternative social views on the other hand, the 
medical model "grand narrative" is challenged, whereby medical diagnosis is 
considered a possibility rather than a "truth" (Gillman et al. 2000), and society's part 
in creating disabling barriers is also emphasised (Oliver 1990). A small number of 
studies with adults labelled with autistic spectrum have been conducted using social 
perspectives of the autistic spectrum. These and pertinent analyses of published 
adult autobiographies together hold promise with regard to improving understanding 
of individual life experience. 
However the perspective of children and young people themselves is of greatest 
relevance to the two research questions of the present study. Themes emerging from 
their lived experience within the current limited research base include: A desire for 
interpersonal relationships coupled with difficulties in maintaining those 
relationships; experiences of being teased and bullied; feelings of anxiety, anger, 
depression and social isolation; a lack of "life-skills"; and finally feelings of "not 
being nonnal" coupled with a desire for infonnation about their medical diagnosis to 
aid self-understanding. Some of these experiences relate to autistic spectrum 
impainnents. However, in accordance with a social model view, the influence of 
society and its grand narrative of "nonnality" should not be underestimated. Indeed, 
in her autobiography about living with the autistic spectrum label, Holliday Willey 
(1999) expressed her wish for a society which ... 
.. . continues to break the boundaries of nonnal. .. and then, maybe then, the 
world really will welcome all people. 
(Holliday \Villey 1999, p.7:') 
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The implications of children's life experiences for EP practice will be fully addressed 
later in Chapter Ten: Conclusions and Implications for Practice, in the light of 
findings from the present study. However in advance of this it may be useful to 
briefly note the following: When working within the discourse of medical and 
traditional developmental psychology models, EP assessment tends itself to be bound 
up with a focus on labelling and diagnosis, whilst EP facilitated school-based 
interventions centre on perceived deficits located within the child. On the other 
hand, when adopting social perspectives on the autistic spectrum, EP assessment and 
intervention seeks to improve the environment, whether at school, home and 
increasingly the community. Importantly for the current research aims moreover. 
there are EP assessment and intervention techniques specifically aimed at gaining the 
view of the child. These will also be discussed in the concluding chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
This chapter provides a rationale for the methodology selected within the present 
study, followed by a description of its research methods and procedures. It then 
explores ethical and political issues and concludes with an examination of the data 
analysis process. 
Methodology and Rationale 
The exploration and representation of lived experiences of children and young people 
labelled with the autistic spectrum is scarce in the research literature to date. The 
current study is a step towards remedying this gap. The aims of the current study 
involved increasing our understanding of how young people who have been given 
the autistic spectrum label see their lives through the creation of life-stories. This 
was in order to better inform EP practice within the autistic spectrum field. These 
aims were operationalised (Cohen et al. 2000) into the following research questions: 
How do young people with the autistic spectrum label see their lives and 
experiences? 
How do these life experiences relate to theoretical models and disciplinary 
perspectin's? 
The primary aIm and question relate to an increased understanding of the lived 
experience of others. As such, a research methodology located under the broad 
umbrella tenn "narrative inquiry" was considered (e.g. Reissman 1993~ Booth and 
Booth 1996~ Clandinin and Connelly 2000; Daiute and Lightfoot 2004~ Clandinin 
2007). The field of narrativc inquiry incorporates effccti \'c research methods 
through which human experience can be understood (Clandinin and Connelly 2000). 
t\luch of the research to date into the issues affecting young people labelled \\'ith 
autistic spedrum has been conducted from a perspective which vicws reality as an 
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objective, external entity (positivist epistemology). Within narrati\'e inquiry, there is 
a different perspective on reality. In contrast to a positivist view, research methods 
within the narrative inquiry field are based on a view of reality as an ongoing 
construction by individuals reflected in, for example, the creation of their own life-
stories (Roberts 2002). Here, reality is viewed as subjective and evolving, and the 
role of language is key within its ongoing construction (social constructiyist 
epistemology). 
In much of the research undertaken with young people labelled with autistic 
spectrum there has been a focus on a deficit model which is then generalised to other 
children who are regarded as a homogenous group (Clandinin and Connelly 2000). 
In studies such as these, the individual experience is lost. Narrative inquiry redresses 
this balance: As Pinnegar and Daynes (2007)) highlight, 
The particular deserves as much attention as the general among social 
scientists. Thus, as researchers, narrative inquirers embrace the power of the 
particular for understanding experience and using findings from research to 
inform themselves in specific places at specific times. 
(Pinnegar and Daynes 2007, p.24) 
With regard to examining potential benefits for research participants, Booth and 
Booth (1996:59) consider that research methods located in the narrative inquiry field 
enable the "voice" of marginalized groups, such as those with communication 
impairments, to be heard. The critical feminist influence within narrative inquiry 
research methods is highlighted, where research is seen as "emancipatory" (Zarb 
1992) and empowering for groups traditionally excluded from society. These 
transformative effects can extend to the researcher as well, who can also be 
personally changed through the research process (Roberts 2002). 
Additional bendits were considered through selecting and using the "life-story" 
method for eliciting narratiYes by co-creating the participants' life-stories (Goodley 
1996; Gillman et a1. 1997~ Traustadottir and 10hnson 2000: Atkinson 2004). For 
instance, Atkinson (2004) describes how, when co-constructing the life-stories of a 
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group of adults with learning difficulties, a sense of empowennent and inclusion was 
experienced by participants as a result of taking part in the research. \loreover, 
Gillman et al (1997) consider that the process of creating life-stories helps 
participants to gain insights into their own lives, and is fundamental to having a sense 
of identity and self-concept. 
From the perspective of narrative psychology (a branch of the \\'ider narratiYe inquiry 
field) within which the current study is embedded, Crossley (2000) concurs that it is 
through the process of talking about and recording life-stories that individuals are 
"constantly engaged in the process of creating themselves" (Crossley ::WOO, p.10). 
Narrative psychology is considered to be "grounded in the humanistic tradition of 
understanding the whole child" (Korn 1997:35). Again linked to these humanistic 
psychology aims, narrative psychological approaches are increasingly used not only 
within the research field but also as therapeutic interventions, for instance as seen in 
the field of narrative therapy (e.g. DeSocio 2005; McLeod 2006). 
During the earlier phase of the current study and whilst preparing for subsequent life-
story work with young people, a small number of published autobiographies written 
by adults with the autistic spectrum label were read (Williams 1992). These were 
read with the view that the people themselves (adults, children and young people) 
who have been given the autistic spectrum label, are the experts on what life is like 
with it. Narrative psychology favours a view that the individual is the "expert" on 
themselves, rather than those in powerful professional positions such as medics, 
psychologists and psychiatrists (Crossley 2000). Through reading the 
autobiobTfaphies of diagnosed adults and in particular their portrayals of life as a child 
/ teenager, it was hoped that a better understanding might be gained of the life 
experiences of the teenagers with whom I was soon to work. 
In particular two autobiographies were selected for more focussed readings 
(\Villiams 1992; Holliday Willey 1999). However it should be noted that the authors 
of these autobiographies had either taken on or been giyen the autism label in 
adulthood. This was in contrast to the group of young people subsequently selected 
for life-storY work. who had all already heen gi\'l~n the autism label as teenagers, 
. . 
i\ 100TO\'Cr, the two autohiographies werL' sct in Australia and America respecti n::ly. 
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whilst the young people with whom life-stories were created were based in the Ul\.. 
As such it was not really possible to compare the perspectives and experiences of the 
published authors with those of the young people in the present study. 
The two published autobiographies were subsequently used instead as a vehicle for 
experiementing with a particular narrative analysis technique, selected from the 
narrative psychology field. This technique focussed on specific turning points 
experienced by the authors as set against aspects of their socio-cultural environment. 
However, this narrative analysis tool was revealed as significantly limited. As such 
an alternative narrative analysis technique was subsequently selected to analyse the 
life-stories themselves, also taken from the narrative psychology field. This involved 
identifying dominant themes within the life-stories, as well as viewing them much 
more holistically. Further details of both narrative analysis techniques are presented 
under the Data Analysis section below. 
Research Methods and Procedures 
The current study was conducted in two phases. The first phase involved reading a 
number of published autobiographies, written by adults who have taken on the 
autistic spectrum label usually in adulthood. These texts were treated as "research 
data" and analysed accordingly. The second research phase consisted of direct 
individual life-story work with a small number of adolescents who had been placed 
in a specialist autistic spectrum school provision, and who had all been given 
variations of the autistic spectrum label. 
Phase One: Autobiographies 
There are now a number of published autobiographies, written by adults with the 
autistic spcctrum label (e.g. Grandin and Scariano 1986; \\'illiams 1992: Lawson 
1998; Holliday \\'illcy 1999: O'Neill 1999). It was considered that the perspecti\cs 
of adults who themselvcs identify with the autistic spectrum label may provide an 
initial insight for the researchcr into thc young people's world (ho\\c\ cr possibilitics 
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for this were limited as already described). Two autobiographies in particular were 
selected (Williams 1992; Holliday Willey 1999) because they focussed on late 
childhood and adolescent years, which were particularly relevant to the forthcoming 
selected group of young people. These were read in detail and analysed using a 
narrative analysis technique taken from the narrative psychology field (see under 
Data Analysis below for more details, associated limitations and a summary of 
conclusions). 
Phase Two: Life Stories with Young People 
Several stages of activity took place within this second phase of the current study. 
These included firstly selecting the participants, followed by planning the life-story 
sessions and finally undertaking the sessions themselves. 
The Participants 
It was decided that life-story work with adolescents rather than younger children 
would be undertaken, in view of the longer lives they had already experienced. Early 
decisions in the selection process included whether to work with young people 
labelled with autistic spectrum, who had been placed in mainstream rather than 
specialist provision. However on reflection, it was considered that the risks of these 
young people feeling "singled out" compared to their peers would outweigh the 
benefits of taking part in the research. It was hoped that young people in a specialist 
autistic spectrum provision were less likely to feel they had been selected as 
participants because they were "different" to their peers. 
During the selection procedure, it was hoped that it would be possible to reflect a 
spread of gender, age and ethnicity. It was important that final participants would be 
in a position cogniti \'Cly to give informed consent to the research. However the 
severity of their autistic spectrum impairment was not considered as an excluding 
factor per sc. 
Procedure 
This phase of the study involved working individually with fi\'e young people, 
between the ages of twelve and fourteen, who had been given the autistic spectrum 
label and had been placed in a specialist autistic spectrum centre. All the young 
people were also labelled as having associated "moderate learning difficulties". 
Researcher access to the specialist centre was facilitated by the county Senior 
Educational Psychologist (Senior EP). This EP had responsibility for de\'eloping 
educational provision for children with an autistic spectrum label within the count\' 
and had close links herself with the specialist centre. The specialist centre fonned 
part of a larger special school, and the latter catered for young people who had been 
given the general label "moderate learning difficulties" but were not considered to be 
on the autistic spectrum. 
Next, an initial letter of infonnation about the research was sent to the main special 
school Headteacher, and to the specialist autistic spectrum centre Manager 
(Appendix 1). Subsequent meetings were arranged between the researcher and the 
specialist centre Manager, and these were facilitated and also attended by the Senior 
EP. The purpose of these meetings was to explore the overall anticipated benefit of 
the research with the centre Manager, as well as to enlist her support and interest for 
the study. The centre Manager subsequently liased with the main special school 
Headteacher and both professionals gave written infonned consent for the research to 
go ahead (Appendix 2). 
The centre Manager proceeded to play a vital initial role in the facilitation of 
identifying young people who wanted to be included in the research. Letters of 
infonnation about the research were sent via the Manager to the parents of all young 
people who, in the view of the Manager (who knew the children well). would be in a 
position cOt,rnitively to give infonned consent to the research (Appendix 3). Out of a 
possible thirty sets of parents, this entailed letters being sent to twcnty. Se\'en replies 
signalling initial interest in the research were subsequently retun1ed. 
All SC\Tn parents wcrc contacted by the researcher by telephone in order to havc an 
initial discllssion about thc rescarch. A tinal group of fivc was sclected bv the 
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researcher to reflect a spread of gender and age as far as possible. Owing to the 
small sample numbers, it was unfortunately not possible to reflect a spread of 
ethnicity. Research packs were then sent out to each parent and young person, 
comprising of two parental consent forms (Appendix 4 and 5), an information sheet 
for the young person (Appendix 6) and consent form for the young person (Appendi"'( 
7). 
Once selection of participants had been undertaken in this way, the planning process 
began for the forthcoming life-story sessions. 
Planning and Undertaking the Life-Story Sessions 
First, two informal visits were made to the specialist centre in order to make general 
observations and to consider possible approaches within the life-story sessions. It 
was important to attend no more than twice in this observational capacity, in order 
that the young people did not grow to view me as a member of staff at the school, 
rather than as a researcher. It was noted through observation that lessons within the 
centre included very visual teaching methods to which the young people seemed to 
respond well. This was taken into account when planning the life-story sessions and 
online research was subsequently undertaken into the availability of pictures, 
symbols and photographs, to be used as visual supports for the sessions. 
When considering possible formats for the life-story work, ideally the young people 
would lead sessions as far as possible. They should decide themselves how they 
wanted to portray their life: For instance, as written text; as artwork: photographs: 
videos, etc. (Ibanez-Clark 2007; Thomson 2008). It was intended that the researcher 
role would be one of "facilitator" as far as possible. However, during con\'crsations 
with parents prior to the sessions, it was highlighted that some of the young people 
might struggle with the concept of choice. Therefore plans were made to incorporate 
more structured approaches, where the researcher would take a greater lead in 
directing the session in the event of more open-ended methods being unsuccessful. 
Prior to the seSSIOns, three adolescent acquaintances (who the researcher knew 
personally) \\'l~rc infonnally consulted regarding the most important areas pf thcir 
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lives. Following this, a list of key areas was drawn up to be used as a loose 
framework for guiding the life-story sessions (Appendix 8). 
Narrative inquiry and life-story research literature was also consulted during this 
planning phase, and theoretical and practical ideas for the sessions were noted. For 
instance, Booth and Booth (1996) used narrative inquiry methods with young adults 
who had been given the label "learning difficulties", and found these adults had 
particular difficulty understanding the concept of time. In addition, Preece (2002). 
when working with children with the autistic spectrum label, found they had 
particular difficulties when recalling personal events. As such, consideration was 
given to how the temporal nature of the life-story could be visually represented to aid 
understanding during the sessions, if it transpired that this would be useful or 
necessary (Appendix 9). 
Consideration at the early planning stage was also given to the role of questioning 
during the life-story sessions. In the same studies above, both Booth and Booth 
(1996) and Preece (2002) found that the young adults and children responded better 
to closed rather than open questions. Whilst it was important not to approach the 
sessions with assumptions regarding the individual needs of the adolescents, it was 
nevertheless useful to remember that questioning techniques might need refinement 
as the sessions progressed, if more open-ended forms of questioning were not 
successful. 
In the event, I refined questioning techniques by making the questions more closed 
with regard to most participants. I used visual prompts with all participants during 
their initial session, to indicate the range of ways their life-stories could be created. 
However I employed more structured and ongoing visual approaches (Append;""¥: 9) in 
only two out of five cases, whilst in both cases it soon transpired that the participants 
preferred to work without them. Hence. I only needed the loose framework referred 
to abo\'l? as a guide for structuring the oral interviews, whilst using the photographs 
taken by participants (and in one case a video), as a stimulus for discussion. 
ThL' inkniews were conducted with the following life-storY research principles 
around researcher tle.\ibility in mind .... 
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If you come with pat questions and follow them precisely in the interview, the 
answers will very likely be pat and only skim the surface. You should know 
when to depart from what you had planned and enter into a free-flo\\'ing 
conversation that will capture even more of what the person wants to tell you. 
(Atkinson 1998, p.32) 
Between three and five life-story sessions were held with each participant. which 
usually lasted between forty minutes and an hour. Four out of fiye participants \\ere 
keen to take photographs of key areas of their lives in between sessions to contribute 
to their life-story. However participants varied with regard to the number of photos 
they took and the prominence they gave them in their final life-stories. In one case, 
in addition to taking photographs, a participant also made a video of some aspects of 
her home life, which is not included for reasons of anonymity. A final participant in 
contrast just wanted to talk with me without using a camera or any other additional 
medium. All participants indicated they would like written life-story texts to be 
created. One participant wrote his own story during our sessions with myself as 
researcher acting as scribe. With regard to the remaining four participants, it was 
agreed that the researcher would create a rough written draft before their final 
session, and this draft would be used as a platform for collaboratively creating their 
final life-story with them (Atkinson 1998). 
The researcher transcribed each interview immediately afterwards. Researcher 
reflections were recorded alongside and pointers for areas of questioning for the 
following session considered. Initial drafts were created from the transcripts using 
only the words of the participants themselves. with all the researcher's words edited 
out (Atkinson 1998). Sections of participants' words were moved around in order 
that similar content could be grouped under main themes which emerged from the 
transcripts (Atkinson 1998), such as "friends", "family", "school", etc. Participants 
had full control during the final session over the final shape of their \\Titten story, 
although they differed in the number of re\'isions they made to the rough draft. 
lt should be highlighted that participants were highly unique \\ith rcgard tu their 
indi\'idual nceds as the interyic\\'s c\oh'ed and the life-stories wcrc created. As such. 
further retlections on indi\'idual approad1es used are included within tIk' Researcher 
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Reflections contained in Chapters Four - Eight, following the presentation of each 
life-story. A research journal was also kept and the notes from it used to develop my 
responses to the participants during our ongoing life-story work. 
Having explored selection, planning and research methods considerations, an account 
will now be given of the ethical and political issues that arose during the research 
process. 
Ethical and Political Issues 
Political Considerations 
Political considerations were particularly significant early on in the current study. As 
with all early research, it was necessary to promote the study to the different 
"stakeholders" within the process. Firstly, academic university approval was 
required. A research proposal was designed to fulfil university requirements for 
academic rigour and robustness, and ethics approval was obtained from the 
university for the study. 
In addition to university affiliation, the researcher also worked as a Trainee 
Educational Psychologist (TEP) in the local authority where the study was to take 
place. It was important therefore that the relevance of the study, both academically 
and practically, was highlighted to psychology service colleagues. It was agreed at 
an early stage that the broad focus of the research should be on the autistic spectrum, 
primarily in light of a long-held interest on the part of the researcher in this field. 
The tirst fOlmal meeting was held between the researcher, the Senior EP and 
specialist centre Manager. 
At this meding the nature of the intended study was both explained and promoted. 
In particular it was important to highlight the qualitati\e nature of this kind of 
research, where issues of \'alidity, reliability and generalisation were di tTerent to 
those within the quantitatiye research paradigms. Anticipated outcomes and benetits 
of the intended study \\'en.~ clearh outlined. In particular it \\'as necessarv to 
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emphasise the potential for impact on ser\'1ce delivery of the lived personal 
experiences of the young people. 
A final political consideration pertinent throughout the research related to the role of 
the researcher. From an early stage, it was particularly important that any 
infonnation sent out to parents and participants about the research should be on 
university (rather than psychology service) headed paper. It was recognised that it 
would not be possible to eliminate issues of power imbalance between the researcher 
(as an adult) and the participant (as a teenager). However at the very least, the role 
of researcher, rather than Trainee EP needed to be highlighted. It was important that 
the participants perceived - if possible - the purpose of the sessions as one of inquiry 
and increased understanding for the researcher, rather than as psychological 
assessment or intervention for themselves. 
Ethical Concerns 
Before the selection of participants was undertaken, and with regard to seeking 
ethical approval from the university, there were a number of important issues to be 
considered. Firstly there was the issue of medical labelling, and the extent of the 
young people's awareness of the label they had been given. It was anticipated that 
this would vary amongst individual participants, as a result either of their age, the 
infonnation they had been given by parents / other adults, and also on account of 
their individual cognitive skills. Therefore it was necessary at an early stage to 
consult the parents involved regarding their child's perceptions about the label they 
had been given. This infonnation would then be used to act consistently where 
possible with the parents during the life-story sessions. Similar considerations 
needed to be given to the issue of specialist provision. 
With regard to equality and diversity, gender issues would firstly be pertinent, as 
there may well be certain areas of their life that adolescent boys would not wish to 
discuss with an adult female researcher. It was therefore highlighted to participants 
that the researcher's role was one of facilitator, and the young person would lead the 
direction of the research. Further considerations included that the hTfOUP would 
ideally retlect a spread of ethnicity, and anticipatory plans were put in place in this 
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regard: For instance, a discussion would be held with any participant from a Black 
or Minority Ethnic background regarding their background, in order that the message 
could be given that ethnic and cultural diversity was celebrated. However. in the 
final analysis all positive responses signalling initial interest \\"ere returned from 
parents of children of white British ethnic origin. 
Informed Consent 
It was vital that all those who were involved both directly or indirectly should gin? 
informed consent for the research to take place (British Psychological Society 2006). 
As described earlier, the centre Manager and the special school Headteacher were the 
first to give this. 
With regard to gaining the informed consent of the participants and their parents. the 
first step involved telephoning those parents who signalled initial interest in the 
research. This was in order to explain the anticipated nature / content of the research 
to them first, including its purposes, anticipated directions, outcomes and wider 
benefits. The parents then played a vital initial role in helping to explain the issues to 
their child, as appropriate to their individual needs. Parents also advised the 
researcher at this stage whether the Participant Information Sheet (Appendix 6) was 
in a format which would be accessible for their child. 
In addition and associated with their autistic spectrum label, the young people in the 
final group had also been given the label of "moderate learning difficulties". As 
sllch and for the purposes of informed consent, they were considered to be 
vulnerable. Ethical concerns included whether they had sufficient cognitive and/or 
communication ability to understand what the research involved. As described by 
the British Psychological Society (2006) psychologists should: 
Lnsure that clients. particularly children and vulnerable adults, are given ample 
opportunity to understand the nature, purpose and anticipated consequences of 
any professional sen"ices or research participation, so that they may give 
informed consent to the extent that their capabilities allow. 
(British Psychological Society 2006. p.12) 
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With this in mind, following early discussions with the centre \1anager. letters were 
only sent out to the parents of those young people whose cognition levels were such 
that they would understand the general purpose of the life-story sessions: This 
purpose was described as one where the researcher would understand better how the 
participants saw their own lives (See Appendix 6). When designing the Participant 
Information Sheet, efforts were made to ensure it was written in plain English, and 
backed up with visual prompts. Moreover, as recommended by Marchant, Jones, 
Julyan and Giles (1999; cited in Preece 2002), the issue of informed consent was not 
treated as a one-off event, rather as an ongoing process throughout the research, in 
order that the young people felt free to withdraw at any time. 
Anonymity and Confidentiality 
Issues of anonymity are challenging when working with a small group from an 
individual school. Early consideration was given to how the letters were sent out in 
order to protect the anonymity of future participants as far as possible. Whilst 
positive slips signalling initial interest were passed via the centre Manager to the 
researcher, it was the researcher who ultimately chose the final sample from these to 
reflect where possible a spread of age, gender and ethnicity (although the latter has 
been discussed above, under Ethical Concerns). 
Also with regard to protecting the anonymity of participants, the Participant 
Infonnation Sheet detailed how alternative names for the participants would be 
created, as well as for any other individuals they were going to include in their life-
story. The name of the school would also be changed. 
Finally and as described on the Participant Consent Form (Appendi'( 7), it was 
emphasised that the finished life-stories would belong to the young people 
themselves, and would be kept confidential by the researcher - other than when used 
anonV1TIously within university research reporting activities (e.g. within the \\Tittcn 
thesis). The young people were of course free to show them to anyone they wished, 
howcvcr it was important for other adults not to make assumptions about this. It was 
particularly pertinent to highlight this issue to thc parents involved. namely that their 
child may wish to keep thcir story pri\'ate. 
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Researcher Reflexivity 
As the current study involved working with vulnerable young people, it was 
especially important that the researcher maintained a reflexiye approach to the 
research process as a whole, and to the life-story sessions in particular. Reflexiyity is 
described by Etherington (2004) as .. 
.. . an ability to notice our responses to the world around us, other people and 
events, and to use that knowledge to inform our actions, communications and 
understandings. To be reflexive we need to be aware of our personal responses 
and to be able to make choices about how we use them. We also need to be 
aware of the personal, social and cultural contexts in which we liye and work 
and to understand how these impact on the ways we interpret our world. 
(Etherington 2004, p.19) 
Reflexivity within qualitative psychological research creates the opportunity for 
researchers to recognise their influence on interpretive accounts of the data 
(Etherington 2004~ Payne 2007). It "bridges the chasm that more traditional 
research approaches created between the researcher and the researched" (Coyle 
2007). Narrative Inquiry research methods promote the incorporation of the 
researcher's narrative, whereby personal assumptions are made explicit, and are 
considered to strongly influence all stages of the research process (Etherington 
2004). Moreover, a benefit of narrative inquiry research is its focus on the individual 
life experience: This creates a situation where pre-conceived researcher assumptions 
are often challenged quite directly. However proactive researcher reflexivity ensures 
better access to life-story research data (Goodley 1996). Reflexivity is also 
considered to add robustness to research outcomes by making explicit the contextual 
situations out of which the data arose (Etherington 200-l). 
With regard to links between research and practice, ongomg retlexiyitv is 
increasingly considered an important component of professional educational 
psychology (Cunningham 1991; EYans 2005~ Moore 1005; Pellegrini 1009). 
Morcoycr. it was important to remember that young people themselyes haye thc 
capacity to be retlexiyc about their life cxperienccs, with the potential to cngage as 
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active agents and not passive recipients within the research process (Christensen and 
James 200 I). 
During the current study, it was especially important to maintain a reflexive approach 
during the collaborative creation of the participants' life-stories. A particular aim 
was that the young people should be given as much freedom as possible to direct this 
process themselves. However, as noted earlier, this approach may not feel 
comfortable for some participants, who may become overwhelmed by too many open 
questions, or by the concept of choice over life-story format. In the light of such 
possibilities, and remembering also there would be many other unforeseen events 
during the sessions, it was vital that the researcher endeavoured to maintain a 
reflexive approach throughout, in order that flexibility around participants' 
individual needs could be enhanced. 
Reflexivity can be fostered through the use of research journals as the research is 
carried out (Etherington 2004). In order to aid the maintenance of these reflexive 
processes, a "research log" was kept from the outset in which the researcher recorded 
personal thoughts, considerations, emerging insights, as well as relevant notes from 
academic reading. The reflections were considered as "field notes" and subsequently 
treated as data within the narrative analysis process (Clandinin and Connelly 2000). 
These field notes are summarised within the Researcher Reflections contained in 
Chapters Four - Eight, following presentation of each life-story. 
Data Analysis 
Phase One: Data Analysis of Published Autobiographies 
As already described, two autobiographies written by adults who had taken on the 
autistic spectrum label (Williams 1992; Holliday Willey 1999) were read and 
analysed during the preliminary phase of the current study. Early explorations 
involved reading and re-reading each text. Initial literal readings developed into 
those which were more interpretive and reflexive (Mason 2002), whilst memos were 
also kept during the process (Robson 2002). The primary aim of reading these 
autobiographies was to gain a better understanding of how these adults saw their own 
lives, as a preparation for working with the individual young people to follow 
(although possibilities for this were limited as already described). In addition, it was 
necessary to trial a narrative analysis approach, in order to inform data analysis plans 
for the main study. 
One of the aIms of the current study was to seek to improve psychological 
intervention for young people who have been given the autistic spectrum label. In 
view of this a psychological approach to the narrative analysis of autobiographies 
was explored. A number of psychologists have used narrative analysis to analyse 
published autobiographies (e.g. Crossley 2000; Bruner 2001; Freeman and 
Broclaneier 2001; Harre 2001; Freeman 2004). These authors were consulted in 
order to gauge which narrative themes, in their view, commonly emerge from the 
genre of autobiographical writing. These were found to include the development of 
"self' as manifested by specific "turning points" in written autobiographical lives 
(Bruner 2001). The second theme - "socio-cultural environment" - \vas considered 
to inter-relate with this process of self-development (Freeman 1001). These two 
themes were used as a framework for constructing time-lines for each autobiography, 
against which specific turning points and important cultural and social environmental 
aspects could be plotted. Time-lines were subsequently compared and contrasted 
between autobiographies. 
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A full description of the narrative analysis of the published autobiographies, as well 
as subsequent findings, is included in Appendix 10. Principal insights to emerge 
from the analysis included a sense of relief on the part of the authors to finally take 
on the autistic spectrum label in adulthood, coupled however with an ongoing sense 
of struggle around the dominant social discourse of "normality". Socio-cultural 
portrayals of highly negative attitudes towards people having the autistic spectrum 
label were also highlighted in sixties America and Australia. However it should be 
highlighted that the narrative analysis approach used was re\'ealed as significantly 
limited: Through using the timelines (See Appendix 10, p. 222-232) as a framework 
for data analysis, the data became truncated and segmented such that the richness and 
depth of the autobiographies was lost, whilst a view of the texts as "whole entities" 
was also compromised. This arguably also had the effect of segmenting and 
categorising the very "personhood" of their authors, and no doubt limited 
possibilities for wider interpretation of the textual data sources. 
As such an alternative narrative analysis approach would need to be considered for 
the main study. 
Phase Two: Data Analysis of Life-Stories 
1. Firstly it was noted that Clandinin and Connelly (2000) make the distinction 
between "field texts" and "research texts" within the narrative analysis process. The 
fonner texts include narratives, which are created collaboratively with the 
participants during the data collection process. The creation of the life-stories 
represented the "field texts" during the first stage in the narrative analysis process. 
Several decisions were made during this first data analysis stage, as the collaborativc 
creation of "field texts" in the form of life-stories took place bet\\'ccn participants 
and researcher. These decisions included for instance how far the researcher should 
intcrvene in editing the "field texts" and how far they should be left to "speak for 
themselves" (Roberts 2002:46). As described earlier howe\cr, only the words of the 
participants themselves were used as directly lifted from the intcnicw transcripts. 
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whilst the young people had ultimate ownership O\'er editorial decisions as tht:) 
revised and reconstructed the initial draft into their final life-story (Atkinson 1998). 
2. A "research text" was written during the subsequent narrative analysis stage. 
This second stage involved transforming the "field texts" into a "research text". 
for the purpose of interpretation, analysis and discussion within the doctoral 
thesis. In undertaking this task, lessons learnt from the analysis of 
autobiographies (Appendix 10) were applied. Although still keen to locate the 
narrative analysis of data within the branch of narrative inquiry known as 
narrative psychology, this time I wanted to prioritise the holistic nature of the 
stories, in order that they could remain intact. 
Upon consulting Lieblich et al (1998), it became clear that narrati\'e analysis 
techniques can be divided into two broad groups. Firstly there are holistic 
techniques (Lieblich et al. 1998: 12) and secondly categorical approaches 
(Lieblich et al. 1998: 12). Techniques belonging to the former group focus on the 
life-story as a whole entity: Specific life-story sections are considered only within 
the context of the life-story as a whole. In contrast, techniques belonging to the 
latter group segment life-story data according to pre-defined categories (akin at 
times to content analysis). Taken to the extreme, such narrative analysis 
techniques analyse data quantitatively. Specific sections of the life-story are 
considered only in relation to other similarly categorised sections. and not in 
relation to the life-story as a whole. 
Moreover within the holistic-categorical dimension, it is possible to focus either 
on the content orform of the life-story when using narrative analysis to analyse it. 
The former approach is concerned with what the narrator is saying and / or why 
they may be saying it. The latter focuses more on how the story is told. e.g. 
aspects of the plot, its relationship with the sequence of time, significant turning 
points, metaphor usage. etc. (Lieblich et al. 1998). 
It could be argued that the narrative analysis of published autobiographies within 
the current study had focussed on their form rather than their content. For 
instance, attention had been paid to the chronological sequence of pal1icular 
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"turning points", rather than to an interpretation of the actual content of those 
turning points. This had resulted in a kind of silencing of the yoice of the authors. 
Moreover, through focussing on their form, the published autobiographies had 
become segmented somewhat akin to the categorical approach described above. 
When considering implications for the narrative analysis of the co-constructed 
life-stories to follow, one of the aims of the current study was reconsidered, 
namely to redress within research the marginalisation of the voice of young 
people who are labelled with autistic spectrum. In light of this, it was important 
to really attend to the actual content of what they said. The current study also 
sought to treat the young people as whole human beings, and as such it was 
important that their life-stories should likewise be treated as whole entities. In 
contrast to a focus on form and categorisation as undertaken during analysis of 
the published autobiographies, a "holistic - content" narrative analysis approach 
was therefore considered more appropriate (Lieblich et a1. 1998). As these 
narrative psychologists describe: 
The holistic-content mode of reading uses the complete life story of an 
individual and focuses on the content presented by it. 
(Lieblich et a1. 1998, p.13, my italics) 
3. Following the process described by these authors the stories were read and re-read 
several times, in order to gain a holistic impression both of individual life-stories, as 
well as an impression of the stories as a group. Next decisions were made around 
"special foci of content or themes" that were emerging both within and across stories 
and these were tracked within and across stories using coloured pens (Lieblich et a1. 
1998:63: Crossley 2007). These marked sections were then re-read as indi\'idual 
narrativc themes both within and across stories (Lieblich et a1. 1998; Crossley 2007). 
Selections of particular themes were made on the basis of "the space devotcd to the 
theme in the text, its repetitive nature, and the number of details the teller proYidcs 
about if' (Lieblich et a1. 1998:63). However during this process, and commensurate 
with this kind of narrativc analysis approach, it was important not to lose sight of the 
stories first and foremost as whole entitics. 
4. Dominant themes considered to emerge from the data as described were grouped 
together into the "research text"~ for the purpose of subsequent discussion and 
linkage to theoretical models and disciplinary perspectives. The same dominant 
thematic strands within the researcher reflections were also included as part of the 
"research text". 
Conclusions 
The purpose of Chapter Three: Methodology has been to provide a rationale for the 
choice of methodology within the current study, combined with a detailed account of 
the research methods and procedures employed. Ethical and political considerations 
have been discussed, followed by a description of the data analysis process. 
The five collaboratively created life-stories will now be presented, each followed by 
their associated researcher reflections. The research questions of the present study 
will be directly addressed in Chapter Nine: Discussion of Themes and implications 
for professional educational psychology will be explored in Chapter Ten: 
Conclusions and Implications for Practice. As a reminder and following Clandinin 
and Connelly (2000)~ it should be noted that the life-stories contained in the 
forthcoming Chapters 4-8 were considered as "field texts" whilst their analysis and 
interpretation in Chapter 9 is considered as the "research text". 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RACHEL 
Introduction 
Five life-story sessions took place with my first participant Rachel, all at her home. 
During our initial session, we discussed how she might like to make her life-story. 
As described in Chapter Three: Methodology, various possibilities were highlighted 
to her, such as taking photographs, drawing, writing, making a book, etc. Rachel 
told me she would like to make a book, and that she wanted to do some drawings to 
go in it, with some writing underneath. When discussing the kind of book she would 
like, we agreed I would buy her a sketchbook. She was also keen initially to take 
photographs, saying she would like to include some of her new horse. 
As the seSSIOns progressed and aware of the constraints of our remaining time 
together, I suggested that in addition to her photos and drawing, I could use our 
transcripts to put a written story together using only her words. She seemed 
enthusiastic about this idea. As such, the fifth and final session was spent with 
Rachel editing and finalising the written text, which is included in full below. The 
photos that Rachel took, as well as the sketch which she drew, are included 
immediately after the written life-story below. 
At the time of taking part in the research, Rachel was fourteen. Before we began our 
work together, her mother infonned me that Rachel had a medical diagnosis of 
"Autistic Spectrum Disorder". However, on discussion with Rachel's mother prior 
to the sessions, it appeared that Rachel was not really aware of her own label, and her 
parents had not discussed it with her in depth. That said, Rachel's mother did 
explain to others the reason why Rachel didn't always understand things - "because 
of her condition", as she described it - and she told me that she did that in front of 
Rachel. Finally Rachel's mother considered that Rachel was aware that she went to a 
special school and that she was "different to others". 
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"Growing up with Horses": Rachel's Story 
Horses 
Some memories 
Tina is my mum's horse. My mum had her when Tina was nearly three and 
she used to ride her when I was a little baby. 
I can remember one black furry little pony. The fur was really thick and 
really curly. I was 3 years old, I think. We went down the little lane with 
grass on it. My mum ran forward and I was galloping. We were both 
laughing and then I went speeding past my mum. I don't know where he is 
now ... probably still at the same farm just up the road from us. 
I can remember another one that I used to ride - a really tall horse. It 
looked like a giraffe! It was a really dark horse and it always kept its 
head up really high. I didn't really like that horse, because it was always 
really scaring me. I was having a riding lesson up there and I was on the 
lead rope. 
I can remember another one called Lucie. I liked her like so much that I 
really wanted her on loan. She was a chestnut mare. 
One of my very old ponies was called Dolly. She was a little mare and she 
used to 'nap to the gate' but I got her out of it. I had her ages and ages 
ago, about a couple of years ago. When I had Dolly, there was only one 
tack room. Thieves nicked all the saddles and nearly all the bridles, apart 
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from my mum's double bridle that her mum gave to her. They didn't nick 
all the stuff but they nicked all the wheelbarrows. It was all nicked. 
As Dolly's saddle and bridle had gone, we had to lunge her. A lunge is a 
long thick piece of string, which is quite long. This is used on horses so 
they do not go galloping off. Then we bought saddles for Dolly and Tina. 
I had a chestnut boy called Kiz after Lady, I couldn't remember his real 
name because it was a really difficult long name. So I just called him Kiz 
then I had Patch, then Sky and now I have Berry. 
Berry and Tina 
Berry does not go galloping off, but he's a bit lazy. He's 'fit up' now. 
I ride him now. He used to have loads of scabs on him because the other 
horses were bullying him. There are still a few on him, but not very 
many, as they're not bullying him anymore. When horses are new, they go 
into where the other horses are and they can get beaten up. So when 
Berry first went into the barn in with the other horses, I think they 
were out on the field. He went round kicking them all and they were 
kicking him back. They have stopped it now. 
He had a few bald patches on his face, but they didn't go where the 
bridle was. He's got a really bad one, where the numnah goes over it. 
It's pink, but I don't think it actually rubs him. He's got another two on 
him but they don't really rub him either. He's also got one on the side of 
his face, but not very much and there's loads of hairs there now. 
I got a new saddle because I don't really have one of my own. My mum is 
going to get some chains for it, because I don't want anybody to nick it. 
I ride Tina sometimes, but we can't ride her at the moment because she's 
got a few scabs on her back where the saddle goes. It might rub on her 
back and it might hurt her, so we're just lunging her. It was something 
to do with wet and dry and it was spreading on her neck. 
My mum does muck out, but Tina is out in the field all the time now. So 
my mum just brings her in, then lunges her and puts her feed out. 
William Fox-Pitt and the Olympics 
William Fox-Pitt goes to Badminton and he went to Hong Kong this year 
for the Olympics. They do really posh dressage there, with long striding 
and really short strides. They also do cross-country, that's really big. 
They also do show-jumping which has jumps that are quite high. 
Normally I really like cross-country and show jumping, but I really like 
the dressage most. 
A couple of weeks before, you get the dressage test. You have to 
practise it until you get it right. So Williams practises and practises it 
loads and loads of times, so that he doesn't do it wrong. If he gets it 
wrong in the dressage test, he gets penalties. So you have to practise it 
about a thousand times a day. They do it loads of times, so that they 
learn it and know how to do it. Then on the final day, they won't forget it. 
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You have to do sitting trot and in the dressage saddle, you have to wear 
really long stirrups with a bit of a bend in your knee. 
They do the dressage on the first day and then cross-country and then 
show-jumping. For cross-country and show-jumping, you have to wear a 
show-jumping saddle and you have to bend over. You have to go with the 
horse because if you don't it makes the horse uncomfortable. So you 
have to go with it and give it some reign, so you don't hurt its mouth. 
Then, with your head, you have to keep it straight, like when you're 
sitting normally. You always have to keep your head forward and keep it 
up. 
Horses and the family 
I might be so passionate about horses because I have grown with them. 
It might have been my mum, I think she got me into horse-riding. My 
nan started horse-riding, but probably her mum started horse-riding as 
well. So it's in the family. 
Friends 
Primary school friends 
My friends from primary school are in secondary school now, they are in 
R. [mainstream] Comprehensive. They are the same year as me, but they 
go to a different school. I never get to see them, but I never go outside 
very much. 
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I did have a best friend called Kelly at primary school until Bethan took 
her away. She was really nice and she used to look after me sometimes. 
When I got upset I didn't cry, but I did get a bit upset. She used to 
make me feel happy, and would make funny jokes and make something 
funny. I didn't mind that Kelly went off to a different secondary school 
to me at the end of primary school. 
I also had a friend called Sean at primary school. He used to make me 
really laugh and used to make funny jokes. We used to bully one boy, a 
friend of mine called Bertie and we used to make him cry. I feel a little 
bit bad about that now. I was sad that Sean and I went to different 
Secondary schools. If I saw Sean again we would probably talk to each 
other and I would ask him about his school, R. [mainstream] Secondary 
school. I would also tell him about my school and that we do things like 
DT and Art. 
Friends from school in my life now 
My best friend is Oscar from the L. (specialist centre) school. I met him 
when I was in Year 7, when I started school. He's in Year 10 now, he's 
two months and one day older than me. He really makes me laugh and he 
tells me little jokes about friends. 
I think he's started boarding on a Wednesday and a Thursday. I don't 
see him very much now because I moved into the main (special) A. school 
now. I wish I could see him more and have thought about inviting him 
over to the house. He did ask if I could come over to tea for one day, 
and my mum said she wanted to think about it. My mum would say yes, 
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but I don't know about Oscar's mum, I am not sure why she doesn't like 
him going to other people's houses. I have been to his birthday party. 
I have all my friends in the main [special] A. school now. I met one of 
them in my taxi and then I met my other friend a few days after. 
Gradually I got more friends in the main school, so I really wanted to go 
there instead of the L. [specialist] centre. Most of my friends in the 
main school are really funny, especially my friend Graham. I like funny 
people. 
I miss the rest of my friends from the L. (specialist) centre but I might 
ask if they can go to the main school as well. Chris is a friend from the 
L. (specialist) centre, and he is funny as well. I don't ever have myoid L. 
centre school friends over to tea and if I could go to their house for tea 
I would. Oscar lives in Bumblehead and Chris lives near Dowdry, which 
might be too far away. 
I made friends with some Year II's last year in my taxi. They're in 
college now and in work. I have one of their mobile numbers on my 
mobile phone, so I can keep in touch, but I haven't talked to her for 
ages ... 
Other friends 
I also have a friend called Amy. She's from R. [mainstream] Secondary 
school in Year 8 or 9, I think. Sometimes she rides with me and 
sometimes she comes round here for a sleepover. We met at our yard, 
where we keep our horses. I don't mind that I am not at school with her, 
it's enough to see her at the yard. Amy and I talk about all sorts of 
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things - horses and stuff, and planning what we are going to do the next 
day. We don't talk about school. Amy and I used to sleep in the toy 
room when she first started coming over. Then we went down to my 
bedroom, and she sleeps on my bed. I sleep on the floor on a mattress 
next to her. 
Sometimes other friends go skiing with us. My mum has known them for 
quite a long time. If we're going on holiday, sometimes we meet them on 
the motorway at a certain point. 
The future 
In the future we might move somewhere else, maybe Wales, or we might 
go down to Cornwall. This would be probably after college. I don't really 
want to move, because my friends are all here in Countyshire, so I just 
want to stay here. 
School 
Memories of pre-school and primary school 
I can remember going to pre-school, it was really good. I have a video 
from pre-school, where we had to sit on this little car with a background 
behind it of the countryside. My hair was really long at the time and it 
was in two plaits. They had to take my hair out, it was all the way down 
my back. I had blonde hair at the time and when I washed my hair, by 
the morning I would have a blonde fringe. 
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.... 
I can remember a few bits of Primary school but not very much. I can't 
remember what I did on my first day, I think I just wanted my mum. But 
I can't remember. I went to that Primary school over the road. 
There was a girl I did not like at primary school, her name was Bethan. 
She never wanted to go near me or anything, she didn't like me. I didn't 
really like her because she didn't really go near me and she took my 
friends away. She was a bit of a bully and none of the teachers or other 
children helped me with it. I don't know why she was unkind like that. I 
did not really mind and I just got over it but it was unpleasant at the 
time. She started to bully like that since I first came to the school. 
She was in my class and in the same year but we did not sit together. 
Because she took my friends away I used to play on my own but it was 
not difficult really and I managed. 
I liked the Headteacher at primary school. He was funny, and he used to 
tell us all sorts of stories during assemblies. There weren't any teachers 
at primary school that I did not like, they were all quite nice. 
I can remember my Year 6 Leavers' Service. We made a cup and it's 
downstairs at the moment. We coloured it with special stuff and then 
the lady burnt it. She may have burnt it before we coloured it with the 
special stuff. Then, during our Year 6 Leavers' Service, we had fruit 
pastilles in our cups. We had to sing during our Leavers' Service. I can 
remember a tiny bit of the songs but I can't remember what the lines 
were. I did feel a bit emotional on my last day, but not very much. 
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My school currently 
The school I am in now is better than my primary school. I don't know 
why, I just really like it. I like the teachers. I have two favourite 
teachers: Our deputy headteacher and one of our school teachers. I 
don't know why I like the deputy headteacher, but I just like him. He 
doesn't really joke but he's just funny. I like one of our school teachers 
because he does DT with us. He's a really good artist. I just say 'I can't 
draw horses,' and he draws a horse for me. I don't know if there are any 
teachers I don't like at my school, most of them are in the middle. 
We sometimes get homework at school, but not all the time. We get the 
work that we haven't quite finished, like drawing, and we have to take it 
home to finish it off. I don't mind having homework, but if there's 
hundreds of homework then I don't bother doing it. So sometimes I do 
my homework and sometimes I don't. They don't tell us off if we don't do 
our homework. 
I am currently in Year 9. I know R. [mainstream] comprehensive school is 
probably a bigger school than mine, or they might be the same. I have 
been there with my sister and my mum, because my sister used to go 
there. I know they get loads of homework there. 
I really like Art, DT and Swimming, but I don't really like Science, Dance 
or PE. I do Art on a Thursday which I enjoy. I have been painting a 
'Wow!' picture using thick paint. It's about a 'bang,' that is blowing up. My 
favourite art materials are artists' drawing pencils, like my mum's. 
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In PE we have one group who goes off swimming and one group who stays 
at school and does PE. I am doing swimming again this term. I don't know 
why I don't like Science. We have to use Bunsen burners and in our last , 
lesson, we had to use toast in the bunsen burner ... I burnt mine, though 
not very much, as it still had white bits. Two of my friends burnt their 
toast and one of them burnt the whole of it, it was black. I don't really 
like burnt toast, I really like light brown toast or dark brown toast. 
I have moved into the main [special] R. school now. I wrote in my report 
- in the beginning or middle of last year - that I wanted to go to the main 
school, because I really wanted to go there. So I am no longer in the L. 
[specialist] centre. I moved when I came back from the summer holiday 
just for a whole day. Before the summer holidays I was staying there 
for half a day. Now I am there full-time, and it's really good, I really like 
it. I prefer it to the L. [specialist] centre, because I have all my friends 
in the main school. There is no-one in my school who is unkind to me, like 
Bethan was at primary school. They are all a lot nicer. 
We do canal walks at school, which are 8 or 9 miles. Some people stay in 
school if they're not very good at walking, and do the "small walk" round 
the football field. Quite a lot of other people go on the long walk - the 
Year 8's, Year 9's, Year 10's and Year l1's. I did it last year. I had 
trainers on and my feet were really bad. Every time I do long walks, my 
feet get really tight and stuff, and they really hurt. I thought I was 





My mum is a really talented artist, she draws some really good pictures. 
She's got watercolours and artists' colour pencils and she lets me use 
them if I ask her. She's also got a red or maybe blue sketch book. 
It might have been my mum who she got me into horse-riding. It might 
run in the family. 
My dad 
My dad is sometimes quite funny, but sometimes he can be a bit rough. 
He always wants to play play-fighting, but I don't really want to, so I just 
hit him really hard back. Then he hits me back but not very hard. 
Sometimes my parents get me things that I really want, but not all the 
time. 
Gemma 
Gemma is my half-sister, we have different dads. My dad got married to 
another girl and my mum got married to another boy and they both split 
up and they met together. Then they had me. I was born when Gemma 
was seven. My mum had my sister with the other boy, so I'm always 
confused. I'm always thinking my dad is my sister's dad and my dad is my 
step-dad. I've met my sister's dad a few times on my sister's birthday, 
he's quite nice actually. 
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I used to play with Gemma, but when she went to secondary school she 
didn't used to play with me very much. As she got older in the years she 
had less time with me and had to do loads of schoolwork, so I didn't get 
very much time with her. I missed that at the time and I miss her now 
she's away. Now we kind of play with each other sometimes and I get to 
see her about twice a year. Sometimes we talk on the phone but not very 
much. I saw her in the summer holidays, as I went to Cornwall with my 
grandma and my granddad. 
The thing I like best about Gemma is, when I'm sad, she always makes me 
feel happy again. She always gives me cuddles. If I saw her now I would 
probably playa board game with her. 
My Grandparents 
I have two granddads, but I don't see one of them. I last saw him ages 
and ages ago - I think it was last year and I only saw him once. He lives 
in a different country so he is abroad. He doesn't really want to see my 
mum" I don't know why. He really likes the other children that he had, 
but I don't think he really likes my mum. So that's why we don't really 
see him. 
I've seen my other granddad quite a lot, every time I go down to Cornwall 
I see him and I see my nan and her dog called Charlie every time I go up 
there. Charlie is the little dog that my nan has, he's getting really furry 
and getting really curly hair. 
My nan is going to move house in Countyshire. 
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Cousins 
I have nice cousins. Most of the time I don't really see all of them. I 
don't think I've seen one of them since I was a baby and most of them I 
haven't seen in years. Most of them live in Cornwall. I would like to see 
them more. 
My family and the future 
In the future we might move somewhere else, Wales or something or we 
might go down to Cornwall, probably after college when I'm older. But I 
don't really want to move, because my friends are all in Countyshire, so I 
just want to stay here. 
I might just live with my Nan until I find somebody, until I find a house. 
I have not talked about that with my nan, I'm going to wait for a couple 
of years as we might not move. 
My Pets 
Jake 
Jake was a dog who we rescued from the rescue centre. She got old and 
died when I was about five. I felt emotional about it. I was really upset 
and nearly crying. I sti II think about her now, but not all of the time, so 
it's still a little bit sad. 
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Sophie 
We had Sophie before Jake died, and we have had her since she was a 
puppy. 
She's really nice and cute and sometimes on her face she looks really 
cute like a big puppy. She's very gentle and soft and I just really like 
her. Sometimes when she's lying on the carpet in the living room and the 
adverts come on, I lie next to her and just stroke her, and sometimes I 
put my head on her. I think we have a special relationship. I really like 
her. 
I really like walking with Sophie. I think it was last year when I was 
walking her and I was sitting down to have a drink. I had just finished 
when I saw a little head and I didn't know what it was. Then I saw it run 
across and it was a fox. I just recognised the head. I was feeling a bit 
scared but it was a bit far away for me to see. Sophie didn't really notice 
it. 
Sammie 
Sammie is my Nan's little dog. He is as nice as Sophie but when you 
first come in he just barks loud and for ages. He is as gentle as Sophie 
but not until he stops barking and calms down. He's getting really furry 
and getting really curly hair. 
Future Pets 
I'd like another pet but we can't have another dog until Sophie dies. We 
might have two dogs again - rescued dogs, like Jake was. 
My Free Time 
Holidays 
I started skiing when I was about four or five and I find it really easy 
now. When I was a lot younger I was really nervous about skiing and I 
wanted to stay with mum. But now I'm fine. 
We sometimes go skiing with some friends. If we're going on holiday, 
sometimes we meet them on the motorway at a certain point. My mum 
has known these friends for quite a long time. 
Computers 
Sometimes I play on my computer using computer games, sometimes I 
listen to music on my computer and sometimes I look at my pictures from 
different holidays on it. 
My favourite computer games include my Laura Croft game. I haven't 
played it for a while since I've been ill. In the game we have to kill some 
tigers or they will kill you. I killed all of them, and the little monkeys 
and the snakes. I don't know how many I've got through now, but I still 
got a few left to kill. 
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Another computer game I play is one that's got all different colour balls 
that fall in. If you get three or more of the same colour, you can win 
points. I've also got a car racing game, called European racer. You race 
cars and there are a few police cars as well. I think one of the racers is 
when the police car chases you. I did a couple of races and I won them -
I was in the British Racing Team. 
I enjoy computer games because they have adventures. You can play all 
sorts of games, and they are always different, with different types of 
keys. We recently got Nintendo Wii and we sit downstairs now to play it. 
My dad set me up on the Wii Fit. The programme does not have ages for 
children or teenagers, it's mainly for adults, so I'm aged twenty on it! All 
of us sometimes play on it and I enjoy it. 
TV 
I don't watch very much TV. I watch Heartbeat which is about coppers 
who try to get the bad people who are breaking in. Some of it is set in 
the country-side and some of it in the town. I also watch The X- Factor 
if it's on and the British got Talent, if it's on. The British got Talent has 
dancing, singing, all sorts of things, even dancing dogs! The dog was 
really good, it was standing up on its back paws. One of the judges said 
he had never seen a dog as intelligent as that. 
We now have a TV in my dad's study in front of the exercise bike, so we 
can watch TV while we're exercising. My dad also bought a big TV for 
downstairs and it's about 37 inches. We've set it all up. 
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Music 
I listen to music in the taxi on the way to and from school. I also listen 
to it in my room or on the TV sometimes. 
My favourite music is a bit of Elvis Presley, Westlife, Boys Own and 
Rihanna. I've seen Shane Ward in concert in Swindon at the Oasis, which 
was really good. It was mostly all girls in the audience. I didn't know I 
was going to see him on live, I thought I was going to see him on TV. My 
mum told me about it, and I said 'Yes' because he's one of my favourite 
boy singers. Leona is my favourite girl singer. I really like one of her 
songs - the "Bleeding Heart" - and my mum likes her too. My dad's got 
her CD on the computer that I borrowed from my friend. I'm trying to 
get my dad to put it on to DVD, then I can hear the songs. 
With regard to dancing to music, I don't like dancing with a dancing 
teacher. I like to dance the way I really want to. I would like to go to 
discos and nightclubs when I am older. 
Other things I do in my free time 
Sometimes I play in my toy room and play with a few toys such as my toy 
farm over there. I have a toy horse, as well as other animals for the 
farm. The toy horse has been professionally made and it's Signed on its 
belly. I also sometimes read all sorts of books in the toy room, but not 
all the time. 
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I have a French sewing kit. My mum started me off with it and then I 
carried on afterwards, but I haven't done it for ages. 
I don't go outside very much. I sometimes go out walking with my dog or 
play outside with my friend Amy, but normally I just stay in. In the 
winter I am always in because it's always cold. I don't know if I would 
like to go out more or whether I am happy staying in. 
If I did go out more, I would like to walk around the fields on my own. I 
like it on my own. I don't know why, but it seems really nice to be on your 
own - and so I just like it. It's good to walk on your own because if you're 
scared of things, you can get used to them in the outside world. If I 
walked on my own at the moment, that would be a bit scary. For instance 
when I'm with cows, I'm really scared of them and yet, if I did it more, 
I'd get used to them. If I'm with my dog, I feel fine. 
My home 
I like being at home. My favorite room in the house is the toy room. I 
especially like the skylight windows in it. I have slept up there on my own 
and I like looking out of the window to see if I can see any stars. 
Sometimes if there are some out, I will see them. 
When I was little this house had not yet been built. Back then we lived 
in Lipstee and also in Mincroft, as well as somewhere else that I cannot 
remember. We also lived at No.4, Forehad for about eleven or twelve 
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Researcher Reflection 
Rachel was my first participant. I was new to the life-story research methods and I 
had also never worked closely with young people who were in a specialist autistic 
spectrum provision. Additionally, my professional qualification was riding on the 
success of these sessions. As such, I approached my early work with Rachel with a 
degree of trepidation and anxiety. 
On transcribing early recordings it was clear that my general anxiety was manifesting 
in a rather patronising tone of voice towards Rachel, as though I was talking to a 
much younger child. I also underestimated her abilities, for instance assuming she 
had difficulty with reading when later it became clear that she had reasonable reading 
skills. Upon supervisory discussion, it transpired that this attitude is also quite 
common towards people with learning difficulties and disabilities. I wondered if, for 
others as with myself, this was also on account of a fear of the unknown. 
With regard to the life-story research method itself. researcher anxiety initially 
manifested in a focus on technology, e.g. concern over whether the digital recorder 
was working properly. Beyond the initial session, 1 then became aware of a tendency 
to avoid asking too many "probing questions", for fear of appearing overly 
interrogatory. Whilst an ethical mindfulness of this danger has its place, it was 
nevertheless possible that valuable opportunities were lost to explore important 
issues with Rachel as a result. For instance, in response to my question about her old 
friends from Primary school, Rachel replied "I never get to see them, but I never go 
outside very much". At the time, a decision was made not to follow this remark up, 
for fear of appearing overly intrusive (although attempts were made to cxplore it 
fUliher in a subsequent session). In hindsight, further questioning following the 
remark would not havc been inappropriate and may well haye furnished useful 
infonnation about Rachel's understanding and perspecti yc on this aspect of her Ii fe. 
Rescarcher concenl oyer appeanng overly inquisitorial was also particularly 
pCliincnt with regard to Rachel's autistic spcctrum diagnosis. Howc\cr. in this 
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situation, it could be argued that the concern held greater validity'. According to 
Rachel's mother, Rachel was not really aware of her own label, as it had not been 
discussed in depth with her. It was important that as a researcher I did not gi\e 
different messages to those given by parents and thus confuse the participant. On 
reflection therefore, I decided to try and tackle the subject indirectly. by discussing a 
display about the autistic spectrum that I had seen at her schooL made by some of the 
students there. Interestingly, Rachel told me she had not noticed it herself. although 
she passed it every day in the corridor. She told me that the autistic spectrum had not 
been discussed within her year group at school, although it had been discussed \\'ith 
the year above, and that it was also not talked about in her family. I had a strong 
sense at that point that this was not an area she wished to discuss further and so \\'e 
moved on to a different topic. Again in hindsight, I wondered whether my 
judgement had been accurate, or again whether it had been borne out of a misplaced 
fear of crossing a boundary. I also wondered what it is like for young people such as 
Rachel, when others talk about their condition in front of them but never say what it 
IS. 
In one sense I experienced confusion myself over whether the issue needed to be 
raised at all: The research question related to how young people with the autistic 
spectrum saw their own lives. If Rachel did not see her autistic spectrum label as 
part of her own life, then presumably it was my role as life-story researcher to 
represent her perspective. That said, the fact that her label had not been discussed at 
home or at school meant that this could be considered a "taboo subject", which may 
have left Rachel with some unanswered questions about herself and life. Whilst it 
was not my role to contradict approaches taken by home and schooL part of my role 
was to explore Rachel's perspective on issues pertaining to her own life including her 
understanding - or lack thereof - of differences she may experience with regard to 
others. 
The issue also raised in my mind one of the difficulties associated with the 
"invisibility" of a disability such as the autistic spectrum, compared to a physical 
disability. It could bc argued that labels pertaining to "psychological" medical 
conditions calTY more negative connotations compared to physical disabilities 
((~illman d a1. 20(0). 1I ad Rachel been in a wheelchair, it would have bcen much 
harder to avoid the subject, both within our sessions as well as her own discussions 
with family and school. 
As the sessions progressed my tendency to perceive Rachel as a younger child as a 
result of her label was soon challenged. For instance, and in contrast to the 
developmental psychology literature on the autistic spectrum reviewed earlier (Frith 
1989; Bailey et a1. 1996), she was quite able to give me eye-contact. to sit quite close 
to me and to engage in a conversation for up to an hour or more. She responded to 
jokes with smiles and was able take turns to speak within our conversations. In 
addition she was both a skilled and experienced horsewoman and skier. I was also 
particularly struck by quite a subtle aspect of Rachel's speech and intonation. She 
had a tendency when speaking to raise her voice a little higher at the end of her 
sentences, as is quite common among teenagers. I reflected later as to why I felt 
such surprise in this regard. I realised that, in view of her medical label, I had not 
expected her to exhibit subtle "teenage" characteristics such as this. It appeared that, 
on some level, I was allowing her medical label to 'screen out' the fact that she was a 
teenager and again I wondered how common this tendency was in others as well as in 
myself. 
With regard to the life-story research method and in view of the fact that Rachel was 
my first participant, much reflection and learning took place with regard to the 
research method itself. In particular lessons were learnt over when to stand back 
from the process of creating the final life-story and when to take a more directive 
approach, with associated issues of ownership over the final product. For example 
initially, Rachel seemed quite clear that she wanted her life-story to revolve around 
sketches and photographs. She did draw one sketch and took a small number of 
photographs. However, although her photos and sketch did stimulate some 
discussion, the vast majority of our conversations took place independently of these, 
in a relatively natural and conversational way. As described in Chapter Three: 
Methodology, Rachel's life-story was eventually completed by using the words from 
our transcripts to create a story containing only her words. On questioning during 
the final session, Rachel told me she thought this final life-story was "really good". 
Whilst this response \\"as positive, I was concerned in hindsight that Rachel had lost 
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some ownership over the final product, and that we had in some ways deviated from 
her original intention. 
A further issue arose which was also pertinent to all five participants. This related to 
negotiating the location for the sessions, for instance whether they should take place 
at home or at school. Once this was achieved, it was then necessary to develop and 
manage my relationships with key adults in that location, yet at the same time 
operating within strict parameters of participant confidentiality. As the sessions in 
this case were conducted in Rachel's own home, it was necessary for me to also 
build a relationship with Rachel's mother, in order that she also felt comfortable 
having me there. On the other hand, it was also important that Rachel's mother 
understood that my sessions with her daughter were confidential, at least from my 
perspective (Rachel was of course free to share with others whate\'cr she liked from 
our sessions). As I negotiated my relationship with Rachel's mother, I was 
sometimes aware of feeling awkward that she was excluded from a process involving 
work between her daughter and a relative stranger in her own home. 
On a wider scale, it also highlighted to me how much harder it is to negotiate 
confidential access to young people compared with adults. Some of the reasons for 
this are of course valid. I was working with vulnerable young people and as such the 
protection of their well being during our work together was paramount. 
Additionally, there are more general issues to consider around child protection with 
regard to working with relative strangers. Upon further reflection, I also wondered if 
the concept of a confidential young person's "voice" was itself somewhat alien 
within the adult world, both with regard to the research field and even more so v.'ithin 
EP practice. This issue will be discussed further throughout forthcoming chapters. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: LIZZIE 
Introduction 
Lizzie was my second participant. As with Rachel, the four life-story sessions took 
place in her home. When presented with a choice around how to make the life-story. 
Lizzie was very enthusiastic about taking photographs to stick in a life-story book, 
and she was also keen to make a video. (A selection of photographs are included 
immediately after Lizzie's final story below, however the video clips which were put 
onto DVD are not included for reasons of confidentiality). 
Lizzie already enjoyed writing and drawing in her free time. She had previously 
completed several pieces of writing of her own, for instance about her school life, the 
autistic spectrum and favourite films. Some of her prior writing on school is 
included in her final story below, under the section School. In addition, Lizzie 
showed me some DVDs - made by the school and parents - about her early days at 
school, which also informed some of our discussions and subsequent final life-story. 
As with Rachel, the final life-story was created from the transcripts of our 
conversations, using only the participant's words. Owing to Lizzie's enjoyment of 
writing and her writing skills, this approach was not considered until relatively late 
on in the process, as Lizzie would have been quite capable of completing written 
annotations of the photographs / videos herself with myself acting as facilitator. 
However, Lizzie seemed much more interested in looking at the photographs, and in 
talking to me and was less enthusiastic about my suggestions for writing activities. 
That said, by our final session, Lizzie had begun to make some short written entries 
of her own in the life-story book, both about the current run-up to Christmas at 
school, as well as about the medical condition of ·'autism". In effect, the book 
appeared to have taken on the role of a diary for her. Lizzie had also stuck in and 
labelled the photos that she had taken as part of our work together. 
Unfortunately OW1l1g to time constraints, it had not been possible during the 
pl?nultimatL' session to discuss and clari fy whether Lizzie wanted me to put the fuller 
story togdher myself using the transcripts. In hindsight I realised this was an 
important omission for which time should have been made. Fortunately howe\"er, on 
questioning during our final session, Lizzie was keen to include the fuller story in her 
book. As it was quite long, she suggested going through the story herself, editing it in 
her own time and then sending me the final version which she dul y did. The final 
version as edited by Lizzie is included below. 
At the time of taking part in the research, Lizzie was fourteen. Prior to her 
undertaking the research, her mother informed me that Lizzie had a medical 
diagnosis of "Autistic Spectrum Disorder", "Moderate Learning Difficulties" and 
"Tuberous Sclerosis". Her mother also told me that Lizzie was fully aware of her 
label, having discussed it with her family and at school. Lizzie herself told me that 
she was on the autistic spectrum, she had Tuberous Sclerosis and that she was 
sometimes slower at learning than others. Finally Lizzie's mother considered that 
Lizzie knew that she attended a special school, and understood why. However she 
felt Lizzie was currently feeling angry about being different to others and haying to 
attend a special school, although despite this she did love her school. 
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"Learning about the Autistic Spectrum": Lizzie's Story 
About Me 
I drew a picture of myself and my personality when I was ten. In my 
picture, I coloured my personality yellow, because it is bright. My 
personality was the bright thing inside my outer shell. 
I think I am really good and really loving. I like hugging people although 
I learnt at school that you have to ask if you can hug someone or they 
could feel uncomfortable. Sometimes I accidentally forget to ask and 
then I sometimes get a bit worried because the person doesn't like it. 
Sometimes I accidentally frighten them. I like helping people because it 
makes me feel good afterwards that I've made other people feel better. 
It also feels good when other people help me. 
I am really good at writing, and I am also an artist. The problem with 
being an artist and a writer is that when you make books, sometimes the 
pages fall out and you have to put them all back in the right order again. 
I would like to be an artist when I am older, that's why I draw. I have 
drawn pictures of 'Harry Potter,' my brother, my cat, Pokemon as well as 
a really really really good one of myself, when I was thirteen. I have also 
written books called "Lizzie's Past," "The Land before Time," and "The 
Encyclopaedia of Autism" as well as books about my Primary and 
Secondary schools. 
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I think I've got self-control, but it can still be hard. I think it's to do 
with people's personalities and how much self-control they've got. 
About my Autism 
My parents found out I had autism when I was nine and they told me 
about it when I was ten. 
Having autism means extremely sensitive ears. For example I don't like 
loud noises because they hurt my ears. Sometimes it gets too much. 
Noises that hurt my ears are loud drumming, dogs barking, and definitely 
thunder, lightening and fireworks. I'm a bit more used to aeroplanes 
now, although RAF's are still a bit noisy to me. If someone claps in my 
face, it always makes me jump. I am not sure if I want to go to church 
this Christmas yet, because of all the people. 
I'm a bit more used to the sound of cars now but I'm still not used to 
vans and lorries. When I was at [mainstream] Primary School, at the 
age of ten, mum told me that the others walk on their own, but I couldn't 
because of my autism. I can't walk on my own because of the roads. 
When noises hurt my ears, I just get anxious and when I'm anxious I get 
quiet. Sometimes I wear ear defenders. These are round things, a bit 
like ear muffs but bigger and more helpful. Sometimes sounds are a bit 
louder to me. Sometimes noises are different to other people than they 
are to me. 
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There are other things I find difficult because of my autism. For 
instance when I go up in Prize-giving, I am not sure when to go up and 
when not to, after or before the person says my name. 
Mum said it is because of my autism that I can draw so well. I also 
definitely find it difficult to know how I feel, for example, whether I am 
happy or excited, or sad. 
Sometimes having autism isn't fun because sometimes people don't 
understand the way you say things, because you don't speak the same way 
as them. People my age normally speak using long words and I don't 
understand long words. Sometimes if someone is using a long word I 
guess what that long word means. 
I find it hard to say if something wasn't my fault. I can't say long words 
I don't understand. Sometimes I say a sentence the wrong way. I can't 
really explain things properly either. And I struggle to get my words in 
the right order. Instead I say things backwards or the wrong way 
around. Another part of autism, is that you find it hard to cope with the 
word "no." I find it hard to cope with the word "no" sometimes. 
The fun part of autism is watching cartoons and stuff. Because 
teenagers have normally learnt a bit more than me, they think they're 
more grown up. They think cartoons are for younger kids, not for people 
my age. I definitely know that because I have a friend called Michael 
who is fourteen, and he thinks that cartoons are for younger kids. But I 
enjoy them. I believe in God and I believe in things like dragons. My mum 
told me I think dragons are real, because of my autism. 
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One of my friends at school called Oscar, that bit's not part of his 
autism. I think its fun to believe things. Oscar likes to believe things 
that are real, from real life, rather than fantasy. I think it's fun to go 
on an adventure to find things out that you don't know if they're real or 
not. I like to go adventuring and stuff. Larry another friend from 
school is a bit of a fantasy type person. He said one day that he saw an 
ant as big as his pencil case! The teacher said that bit wasn't true. I 
thought it was funny. 
Miss Robins, one of my teachers, finds out stuff about autism and she's 
good at remembering them as well. She said autistic people don't zip 
their coat up sometimes, because they don't feel the cold the way other 
normal people feel it. So autistic people don't get cold at the right 
times. I don't get cold. Once, when I was in the playground, I wasn't even 
cold and I didn't have a coat on! It was freezing cold and really cloudy 
and everything. I was really warm. 
My sister doesn't understand me. I don't understand her because she's 
normal. My family don't have autism like me. I have a different brain to 
them. My family are all normal. They're all normal apart from my friend 
Ricky. He's the only one with Asperger's out of my whole family and 
friends outside of school. There's no-one with autism in my family or the 
rest of my friends. They are all normal. 
At school my teacher taught me about the autistic spectrum. I have 
mild autism. Learning this was helpful because it means I can know 
autism, and also how much I've got. That also helps me to understand my 
friends better and it helps me understand myself better. 
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About my Tuberous Sclerosis 
I was born with Tuberous Sclerosis with my Autism. I take a medicine 
that calms my brain down a bit and stops me from having fits. 
My Schools 
Primary school 
It was fun at primary school sometimes, but I found it hard there 
because of the noise. There were lots of people. I liked to help people 
every day, taking them to first aid. 
They didn't understand me properly there but they tried. I stayed out 
of some lessons and I didn't learn much in the classroom. I started to 
learn in Year 7 at [specialist] Secondary school. In Primary School it was 
complicated and I couldn't do it. I had to sit outside and do Numeracy 
outside the classroom. That's how I know that they didn't understand 
me because I didn't join in many lessons. 
I only had one helper, Miss Franks. All the rest of the children were 
normal, except for my best friend Ronnie. He didn't get bullied either. 
There was one person called Diane, she used to bully me. She's the only 
person who did. But I was still nice to her even though she wasn't very 
nice to me. 
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Secondary school 
When I was still at Primary School, Miss Evans the Head of my 
[specialist] Secondary school came to see me and watch what it was like. 
I spent time with Miss Evans and then I started to visit my Secondary 
School. Because of my disability I was going to [specialist] Secondary 
School. It was 2005 and I was eleven when I went for my first year to 
the Secondary School. When I first started in the September, I was 
anxious, shy and nervous. I think it was because it was my first time 
there and I didn't know anyone. First I was with my mum sat at the back 
at the class, on the visits. 
I saw who was in my class - David, Carl, Larry, Oscar and Hal. They tried 
to help me and make friends with me. 
I felt really nervous and anxious and I didn't talk. I also found it hard to 
say how I feel. The teachers tried to help me to speak. Because I was so 
anxious I had my 'Pickachu' that I held and cuddled, from the cupboard in 
the classroom. I had to have lots of help from the teachers and helpers. 
I didn't go to assembly, many lessons or anything and I cried and I got 
very upset, especially when loud noises happened. I got very anxious with 
changes. I sat at the back of the class on my first year. 
I began to achieve with horses, dogs, joining in more lessons, speaking, 
loud noises, assembly, swimming to the deep end, and more. The 
teachers at Prospect Centre helped me to achieve these things. We 
went to Greatwood, with J. class, Miss Evans and Miss Maylin. The 
horseS also helped me feel less anxious. I got filmed on the Greatwood 
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racehorses programme on channel 4. I was wearing a sticker that said 
something. 
Prize-giving was in 2006 and I was 12 years old. I was very anxious and 
wore ear-plugs in my ears because of the noise. I had a prize. It was a 
trophy for my achievements with Miss Evans. It was my first time. 
I was very anxious about the crowd and I sat at the front with the rest 
of my class. Miss Maylin had a board and helped me with my worries on 
the board. We waited and watched the leavers with Miss Evans. This 
was because I was anxious and Miss Evans was nervous too. I went to 
get a prize-giving book from someone. Then I went to get the trophy 
later with Miss Evans and Miss Evans and I went to sit back down. 
Miss Evans taught me when I was in Year 7. She taught me a bit when I 
moved to a different classroom, and when we were only just Year B. 
After that my teacher was Miss Tythe for Year Band 9. Miss Tythe was 
good. Miss Maylin is a jolly person who helped me go into assembly for 
the first time in Year 7. It did help and made a difference having her 
there. She was with me in Year 7 and Year B. Then she left at the end 
of Year 8. 
I also had my Sports Day. School wanted me to have my hair up because 
it grew a lot. I didn't like to have it up. It was my first sports day so I 
was nervouS and anxious about what was going to happen and about lots 
of people. But I had fun. 
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At Christmas, I performed in a church with Jim, Tim, Sid, Pam, Mark, 
Arthur and more. We practised in Miss Evans's class. Miss Maylin and 
Miss Brown were all watching and helping as an audience. When I almost 
turned thirteen, we moved into a new building, a new Secondary school. 
In March it was Red Nose Day. We wore red noses and raised money for 
the council. In June we went to Pencelli. At Christmas I did another 
performance again in the church with Miss Evans and Miss Maylin. 
In the holidays I turned thirteen. In September we moved into 9S, and 
we went on lots of trips like the great Weston Super Mare. In 9S my 
teacher and helpers were the same, but Miss Maylin left. In October we 
had a Harry Potter party, and I helped. We had potion-making, treasure 
hunts and a quiz and Miss Evans dressed up as a ghost. 
Nearer to Christmas in November we had a school cinema with Harry 
Potter and Order of the Phoenix, or Ice Age Two the Melt-down as our 
choices. The choices for P5 was Harry Potter and P4 was Ice Age. Then 
we moved to Mr. Fyne's class for the next year and I turned fourteen. 
My helpers now are Miss Nicholas, Miss Tick and Miss Robins, and 
sometimes Miss Layley. My teacher Mr. Ben makes us laugh a lot, he's 
funny and now I have achieved a lot. In June it was Prize-giving. I won 
some sweets and a letter for achieving in boarding that I started in 
January. After half-term, I started lessons on Thursdays with Miss 
Layley (and her) dog, a black Labrador retriever, because I'm scared of 
dogs. 
Once at school, we did about road safety. There was Miss Layley, Miss 
Brown and lots of teachers. The head of the secondary school was also 
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there and also there was a person we didn't know. The person knew all 
about road safety. We had a big map out and we had to do some 
activities that were for the younger people, so the teachers could see if 
they were suitable for them. 
My class and I made up a story about dinosaurs and acted it out to the 
Year l1's. We all had the idea. We all made up the story. We wrote 
down how the story went and who everyone was. It took a long time. 
Then we had an idea that we could perform it in front of the Year l1's at 
assembly in the classroom. We just started practising the day before, 
so we didn't have very long. We were trying to be brave! Mr. Ben said 
the Year 11's loved it when I asked him what they thought. 
Carl was the narrator, and he was saying the story and being a Time 
Traveller at the same time. Oscar was a Velograpter and a big 
Gigonotosaurus. David's the funny person, so he did lots of funny bits 
and added funny bits in the story. He had the idea of putting the pencil 
in my nose to make a dinosaur beak. Oscar was roaring in one of the bits 
of the presentation. 
I gave my Christmas cards out to the teachers and my class. 
My favourite lessons at school are Science, and RE. I like Science 
because I like learning about nature, and RE because I like learning about 
religion. We have swimming lessons on a Thursday, it used to be on a 
Tuesday when I was in Year 7 and 8. 
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Next year I'm going to be still in Year 10, and then I'm going to be in 
Year 11. So in 2010 I'm going to leave school. 
Boarding 
I started boarding in January on Wednesdays and Thursdays. For 
Halloween this year we had trifle and after tea, a Halloween party. 
My favourite job I like at boarding is the recycling, because you can go 
into the playground, where the taxis are. I like it because there's a big 
plastic bag and massive big bins. I like trying to jump up and put it in and 
I like pouring the bin out. This is my favourite job because you can say 
hello to people who are walking around in the playground. You get to talk 
to them as well like with Miss Evans, who I saw once. You see lots of 
people and that's why it's my favourite job. 
My Friends 
MyC/ass 
When I got used to my class in Secondary school, I found out what 
everyone's personalities were like. David is very funny. He likes Dr. Who, 
Pokemon, Harry Potter and Scoobydoo. He is playful, good at drawing 
and is kind and friendly. Carl is funny, sensible, sometimes calm, helpful 
and kind. He likes Sonic Heroes, the Transformers and Harry Potter, and 
he's good at drawing. He can draw robots in 3D, it looks really good and 
real. Me and Carl have a different way of drawing. Oscar is good, 
playful, boisterous, kind and friendly and likes Pokemon, Harry Potter 
and wrestling. 
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The people in my class are all born with autism. The one who is more 
autistic is Hal who can't even speak properly either. Because of his 
autism, he doesn't join in lessons and he does other fun things instead. 
This is because he doesn't understand as much as us. Larry joins in 
lessons, but part of his autism is that he can't tell what's real and what's 
not. Carl has got a little bit of what David's got in his autism, but Carl 
can control himself sometimes. Carl and David still don't know when to 
stop and when not to, like I don't because of our autism. We don't know 
when to do things, at the right time. Oscar's autism isn't as much as mine 
and Carl's. Oscar says that cartoons aren't real and he's the type that 
doesn't believe things very easily 
There's someone called Wilf in Year 11 as well, he's got autism, like David. 
Part of David's autism is swearing. Also, when you're a teenager, you say 
about ladies and that. This is because of his problems and he also copies 
stuff from comedy shows. David also finds it hard to cope with the word 
"N " o. 
On the autistic spectrum, Oscar has a bit of autism. Larry and I have 
mild autism. David has the kind of autism that makes you Silly and Carl 
would be that too. Carl isn't very silly, like telling jokes all the time. I'd 
say Hal's between 'severe' and 'very severe autism.' I can't tell because 
of how he acts. 
I don't see these people from my class outside of school. Sometimes I 
think it is because some live far away. 
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Friends outside school 
My friend Ronnie has Asperger's and he is my friend. He was in the same 
class as me in Primary School and now he goes to (mainstream) Secondary 
School. I still see him sometimes. He actually finds it really hard at JB. 
School now. He gets bullied because of his Asperger's. Ronnie would be 
a 'little bit of autism' on the autistic spectrum rainbow which would be 
just Asperger's. Sarah is Ronnie's sister. I don't see them a lot because 
they are busy sometimes. 
Michael is another friend outside of school. I don't see him a lot, he 
lives far away. Catherine is Michael's sister. 
I have a babysitter called Liane. She comes on Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Thursdays. 
I like playing with kids. Michael and Catherine are only a little bit noisy. 
Other teenagers swear and stuff. That's why I say I like kids better 
because they don't know swear words yet. Kids play, and they're a bit 
calmer, and you can trust them a bit more. 
My Family 
My Mum and Dad 
My mum is a nurse and my dad works with computers. When I first 
arrived at my Secondary school, my mum sat with me at the back of the 
class. 
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My mum and Lucy, my sister like shopping. They like Sainsbury's and 
Swindon. 
My Sister, Lucy 
One day I looked for Hebrew together with Lucy on the internet. 
I'm a slow learner. I'm still learning what I would learn at Primary School 
in my new school. 
My Brother, Alan 
Alan is three. 
My Free Time 
Special interests 
At weekends and holidays I watch TV. I've got DVDs like Pokemon, 
Harry Potter and Scooby-Doo. I also watch Sky which has better films 
and watch cartoons like 'The Land before Time,' and 'Pokemon.' 
I also go on my laptop, my play station, and my DS. I also do drawing, 
and reading. I read and draw Harry Potter and Pokemon. 
Pokemon is about a boy called Ash who gets his first Pokemon, and he 
wants to be a Pokemon master. A Pokemon is a creature with powers like 
electric shocks. There are electric types and flying types. They are big 
and small. They say there are 150 or more. 
I don't like shopping. 
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My clothes 
I like to wear Pokemon t-shirts and jumpers. I like to wear a shirt that's 
from the Tuberous Sclerosis club. It has the letter "S" on it and says 
Tuberous Sclerosis on it. I like to wear green t-shirts. I wish there was 
a t-shirt with autism written on it. One that says "A" and with autism at 
the bottom. 
My Pets 
My cat Suzie loves the towel, she likes to play with it. She guards it as 
well. If you touch it and she's guarding it, she quickly tries to get your 
hand and scratches it. 
Finley has behaviour problems the vet said, so we need to give Finley 
attention and special food like my black cat Suzie. 
I'm scared of dogs. 
My Worries 
Dogs 
I'm scared of dogs. I started lessons with Miss X's dog, Larrie. This is 
helping me as I am getting to like her dog. I learnt that when dogs feel 
excited, their tail wags. Also I learnt that if you don't want a dog to 
sniff you, you put your hands in your pockets. Then your hands aren't 
there for them to sniff. 
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One day I saw a big dog. It was really fluffy and I could see the dog out 
of the window with an owner. He was very big but I don't know what type 
it was. 
The Future 
In 2010, I'm going to leave school. Mum said we're going to sort things 
out a bit more in the future. 
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Lizzie's Photographs 
Lizzie's photograph 1 
Lizzie's brother and sister 
Li::::ie 's photograph -
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Lizzie's photograph 3 
Lizzie's photoaraplz 4 
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Lizzie's photograph 5 
Lizzie's cat 
Li::=ie' photograph 6 
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Lizzie's brother wearing Lizzie's ear defenders 
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Researcher Reflection 
From the outset of my work with Lizzie, I was conscious of lessons learnt from my 
work with Rachel, my first participant. In particular I was aware of my former 
tendency to be somewhat over-cautious in my questioning. Lizzie was much more 
proactive herself in directing the course of our conversations compared to Rachel. 
For instance, she herself brought up the subject of the autistic spectrum in the first 
session, a subject which clearly she knew a lot about and which seemed to be a 
special interest for her. In contrast to the previous participant, her autistic spectrum 
label was clearly a subject with which Lizzie was familiar, and which had been 
discussed openly with her both at school and with her family. Moreover, this time I 
was much more conscious of the need to follow up her remarks directly where 
possible. It is possible that this change of approach on my part, coupled with her 
openness and readiness to talk, led to our second session in particular being quitc 
pivotal. From my perspective, it felt that the session significantly increased my 
understanding of Lizzie's perceptions around the effects of her autistic spectrum 
label, and gave me an awareness of a sense of individual and shared identity that she 
gained from having this label. From Lizzie's perspective, I wondered if the session 
had allowed her a valuable opportunity to share and "offload" some of her feelings 
and concerns to an "objective" outsider. By the end of the session I wondered if 
Lizzie almost over-identified with the autistic spectrum label, \'iewing herself and 
her classmates through this lens alone and forgetting the person behind the label. 
At the outset of this session, Lizzie had asked me how much I knew about the autistic 
spectrum. In response to this question, whilst I told her I knew a little, I tried to 
convey to her that she was the expert on this and not me. In hindsight, I wondered if 
this approach had gone some way to encouraging her to reveal herself in the way that 
she did. More importantly hOWCYCL Lizzie struck me as an extremely insightful and 
self-awarc fourteen-year-old, which surprised me both on account of her age and - on 
reflection - also on account of her medical diagnosis. As pre\'iously discussed, 
during work \\'ith my first participant RacheL I had allowed her medical diaglwsis to 
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"screen out" the fact that she was a teenager. In a similar way with regard to Lizzie. 
I realised that her medical diagnosis had somehow in my mind precluded the 
potential for self-reflection and perceptiveness which Lizzie so clearly demonstrated. 
Despite the pivotal nature of our second life-story session, there were nevertheless 
some associated concerns with regard to its direction. I became a little 
uncomfortable that an environment had been created which might have encouraged 
Lizzie to open up almost too much. Lizzie had shared some quite personal thoughts 
and feelings with me during this session, which she later deleted from her final story. 
Upon transcription, it struck me that the overall tone of the session had almost been 
reminiscent of a conversation within a counselling or therapeutic setting, rather than 
a research setting. In view of some of the issues that Lizzie was sharing with me, 
rather than trying to retain a detached researcher role, I found myself endeavouring 
to validate and empathise with her feelings and concerns, and in some instances to 
make some suggestions for how Lizzie could reframe her thinking in order to 
positively affect her emotional experience. 
Whilst not a trained counsellor and mindful of the ethical pitfalls of assuming this 
role, my approach sometimes seemed more akin to my interventionist work as a TEP 
rather than as a researcher with a more exploratory agenda. As such the line between 
researcher and practitioner did not feel clear to me. In addition, had I been working 
purely in my capacity as TEP, Lizzie's feelings and concerns would have been fed 
directly back to parents and teachers, in order that intervention work could be 
planned. However, owing to the confidential nature of our work, this was not an 
option. 
When editing her final story Lizzie decided to leave out a good proportion of the 
material arising from our second session. In hindsight it would haye been useful to 
find out why she had done this (although this opportunity was missed as Lizzie had 
sent me her final edited down version by post). My sense was that Lizzie has chosen 
to omit certain parts of the story because she wanted to show the story to certain 
people in her life, and thus \\'anted to protect their feelings. This decision, whilst 
entirely valid, len me with mixed feelings. In my role as researcher, I felt a sense of 
disappointmcnt that important data pCl1aining to a young person' s view of li k with 
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the autistic spectrum label would be "lost" from her finished life-story. Howc\cr 
also in my role as researcher I recognised that the participant must ha\"e ultimate 
control over her final life-story (Atkinson 1998). My desire for a full and rich life-
story could not become more important than the need for the participant to be an 
active agent in the creation of her story. 
Final considerations took place around my developing skills with regard to the 
research method itself. As with Rachel, ongoing decisions centred around knowing 
when to stand back and allow Lizzie to take control, and when to step in and be more 
directive, for example in my questioning or with regard to creating the final story. In 
hindsight, I realised that Lizzie had been particularly enthusiastic about the \'isual 
methods for creating the story, namely using the camera to take photographs and 
make videos. She had seemed less enthusiastic when responding to my suggestions 
about accompanying such visual records with the written word. I was initially 
surprised at this, as it was clear that she was already a keen writer. However on 
reflection, as she already wrote in her free time almost as a "hobby", I wondered if 
undertaking more writing may have held less attraction for her in terms of novelty. 
whereas the camera in contrast did. 
Interestingly I later realised that I was the one who felt uncomfortable about not 
having any written text, to accompany the visual records as "research data" and as 
evidence of our work together. Upon further consideration and supervisory 
discussion, it may in hindsight have been useful to experiment with an entirely visual 
approach to creating the life-story. It was possible that I had been influenced by a 
culture which places more weight on the written form, rather than on other ways of 
gathering data such as visual methods. 
On the other hand, I was relieved that Lizzie appeared keen to include the \ersion 
written from transcripts in her book and seemed happy to edit it herself, albeit in her 
own time. I hoped this meant that she had found the written life-story to be of \'alue 
as well. In a sense, it did occur to me that perhaps the \\Titten \"crsion may ha\e gone 
some way to crcating a more "coherent whole" \\'ith regard to her life. It may han: 
helped her to gain more insight into herself (Gillman ct al. 1997) and aided her \"iew 
of hcrsel f as a whole person (Konl 1997). Prior to our work together. Li/zie had 
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several separate pieces of writing relating to her life all completed at different points, 
which - as she said - had a habit of "falling out all over the place". Maybe now she 
had a life-story which brought those separate fragments together at that particular 
point in time. 
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CHAPTER SIX: CASSANDRA 
Introduction 
Following the choice about how she would like to create her own life-story. 
Cassandra originally told me she wanted to take photos, as well as make a book with 
writing in it. However as the sessions progressed, it became clear that Cassandra 
was keen to simply talk with me. Although she took some photos in between 
sessions, Cassandra told me that she had not really enjoyed taking the photos. \Ve 
therefore agreed she did not need to take them and as such the photos are not 
included with her story. 
We met for a total of four sessions at Cassandra's home, once a week, with each 
session usually lasting just over an hour. As agreed with Cassandra, a full story was 
produced by the researcher from the transcripts, which was condensed by the 
researcher into a shorter version in order for it to be fully accessible for Cassandra to 
change and edit as she wished. All attempts were made to include the integrity and 
essence of the longer version within the shorter version. The final accessible version 
as edited and finalised by Cassandra is included immediately below. The initial 
longer version was used for the purposes of analysis. 
As discussed with Cassandra's mother, Cassandra had a medical diagnosis of 
"Asperger's Syndrome", as well as "Moderate Learning Difficulties". Cassandra 
was aware of this, having already discussed it with her parents. Her attendance at a 
special school had also been discussed between Cassandra and her parents. 
Cassandra had been given the explanation by her parents that she would not be ahle 
to cope in a different school. 
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"Becoming a Young Lady": Cassandra's Story 
Growing up 
I didn't like being a baby. I'm so glad I'm not two or three anymore. I'm 
getting out of my childhood and becoming a young lady and I'm enjoying 
that. I do want to grow up. It's not much fun being twelve. It's better 
now than when I was seven or eight because I've got more 
responsibilities, like looking after my clothes. 
I started developing breasts when I was about nine or ten. In a couple 
of months, I'm going up a bra size to a 32AA. That's exciting because I 
want my boobs to grow. Me and my mum do 'mother / daughter shops.' I 
go to New Look and my favourite bit is chOOSing my new bras. I've had 
periods for a couple of years and they're always painful. They get on 
your nerves, it's just not nice. 
I'm a bit worried about boyfriend and girlfriend because I don't want to 
start off too early. I think having a boyfriend will be fun because it's 
good talking. Also because it's love. I'm a bit too young for a boyfriend 
right now. 
I'm obsessed with being pregnant, I'm very worried about it. I haven't 
learnt how to get pregnant yet. I would like a little girl if I was twenty-
nine or thirty, once my life is sorted out. 
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School 
I hated nursery school. It wasn't fun being at [mainstream] primary 
school either. You didn't learn about love and relationships and you didn't 
learn about how to get pregnant. I prefer my [specialist] Secondary 
school to Primary school. 
There was a girl in my Primary school who got me to touch her bum. I 
had three friends at Primary school, called Zoe, Sarah and Katherine. I 
don't see them very much anymore. I wish I'd gone to B. [mainstream] 
Secondary school with them. I don't have many friends at my Secondary 
school. I like my Secondary school. 
John is my best friend in my class. Also there's this nice boy called 
Graham and I've got a friend called Craig. There's a boy called Charlie 
who grabs me by the waist and he tickles me. I just want him to stop. 
The teachers have been getting cross at school because there's been a 
lot of bullying and swearing. 
I'm the only girl in my class and I would like more girls in my class. I'm 
mostly friends with year 7 main school girls, like Suzie, Sophie and Cara. 
There are some bullies in my school. Sophie keeps calling me nasty names 
and pulling my jumper. I think Suzie's becoming a bully too. I had a bit 
of an argument with Suzie and I'm not sure if we will get back together. 
I told a lie to my friend James. I said these girls picked on me when 
they didn't. I was in the timeout room all day. I was crying and I felt 
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very shaky. My teacher, Miss Evans really shouted at me. She was very 
angry, violent angry. She invaded my space. 
We have SRE at school and I like it. I learnt about love, sex education 
and personal space. I haven't learnt about being pregnant yet. I want to 
learn about that. I have a boyfriend at school. 
I like Miss Germaine at school, she's quite soft on us. I like Miss Evans 
but I don't like the way she tells me off. 
I started boarding last September. I don't want to leave school. I think 
I'll miss it when it finishes. I'm not really sure what I'm going to do when 
I leave school. 
About Me 
I've got a disability called Asperger's Syndrome. I don't see the world 
like everybody else. I try and understand the way others see the world. 
I find it hard to fit in. I feel very left out when I am outside of school. 
I get the giggles sometimes. I need to learn when to stop but it's quite 
difficult. I enjoy talking about things. I'm obsessed with hugging and 
cuddling people. I've got a thing about smells. 
My Family 
My dad's quite crazy at times. Once he stuck a jam doughnut in his face. 
I'd like my mum to have another baby, but she doesn't want to. I've got a 
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bit of an annoying brother called Chris. He's very cute, he looks good-
looking and he smells nice. He goes out quite a lot. I also have a half-
sister, called Amy and a half-brother called Nick. They're adults and 
they live their own lives. 
Friends 
My mum works quite a lot. She's very busy and she doesn't really have 
the time for me to play with my friend Craig outside of school. I never 
have any friends over from school. My mum and dad say no and it's 
unfair, because they live so far away. 
Free Time 
I like dancing, its good and I like Britney Spears. 
My favourite TV programmes are Eastenders and Waterloo Road. I like 
Eastenders because its good and I'm learning about life. I've got a DVD 
called "Angus, Thongs and Perfect Snogging." It's about teenage girls. 
I've got a DS and I play "Cooker Mamma 2" and Dream Weddings. 
I do trampolining club after school and it's good. I also do drama after 
school and its fun. When I come back for the evenings and weekends, I 
don't go out very much. My Auntie Vera has a dog called Mittie. Me and 
my mum take her out every Wednesday night. 
I've been to a wedding reception and it was good. I was all dancey. 
How I look 
I have lots and lots of layers in my hair. My mum wants it tied up for 
school. She says at the weekends I can have it however I want. 
I've got fifteen bottles of perfume. I like wearing glittery hoodies, 
short mi ni -ski rts and strappy vests in the summer. 
The Future 
If I could change my life now I would I would like more friends. I would 
like a mobile phone and a boyfriend. When I learn to cope with my 
disability, my mum and dad say they will let me out on my own. 
I told my mum that when I leave school at fifteen, I'm going to leave 
home. I would live with my friends. The thought of leaving school is a 
bit scary. 
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Researcher Reflection 
From the outset of the life-story work with Cassandra, my developing relationship 
with her seemed even more pertinent than with previous participants. Cassandra was 
my third participant and as such had waited a few months before startino our work 
t::-
together. From the outset she gave the impression of being very keen to meet and 
work with me. 
It soon became apparent that Cassandra was extremely interested in me. She 
regularly asked me questions about myself, sometimes of an extremely personal 
nature: These included questions around my own adolescent sexual development; 
questions relating to who I lived with; why did I not have children; what kinds of 
clothes and underwear I wore. It was clear on reflection that many of these questions 
were actually an attempt at understanding her own general and sexual dC\'elopment. a 
lot of which she clearly found confusing, as can be seen within the life-story itself. 
However some questions seemed also directed at gaining a genuine insight into my 
own life. In addition, Cassandra was particularly keen to gain my views on her life 
and development: For instance, she regularly (and sometimes repetitively) asked me 
whether I thought she was a child or a young person or adult. Leaving childhood 
behind and growing up was clearly a burning topic for Cassandra. 
Cassandra asked such questions in a very focussed manner, sometimes leaving me 
feeling quite uncomfortable. Upon reflection, the experience gave me an insight into 
how participants might feel who are at the receiving end of interrogatory researchcr 
questions. Moreover, although always conscious of needing to dcvelop sensitivc 
rapport with participants, Cassandra's persistent questioning nevertheless challenged 
a perhaps personal tendency as a researcher to maintain a degree of psychological 
distance from participants. Allied with this might be a perceived notion that the 
researcher is the person with the agenda and hence in control of the questions. As 
with Lizzic previously - albeit for different reasons - it was not possible to maintain 
this stance with Cassandra. She revcaled herself as a focussed researcher in her own 
right highly sk i lied in tIll' art of penetrative questioning, despite the Ltct that she 
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hardly knew me. It was sometimes a struggle to shift the focus from myself onto her. 
in order that I could begin to gain an insight into her own life. 
As described in her life-story above, Cassandra was clear that she enjoyed "talking 
things through" with people generally, and that she liked "having attention". She 
was also clear that she did not go out much once home after school, other than with 
her parents. She did not feel included by local teenagers in her street because of her 
Asperger's Syndrome. As a result, I had the sense that Cassandra really valued our 
time together, particularly as the sessions took place after schooL which was a time 
when she felt particularly "left out". For instance, Cassandra would regularly check 
how much time we had left during our sessions, and would try and negotiate more 
time together. One week where she was clearly unwell, she still wanted to ha\'e the 
session, despite repeated offers on my part to return the following week. When I was 
absent for a week owing to illness myself, Cassandra told me that she had missed me. 
At the end of her written life-story, Cassandra included a sentence detailing how nice 
it had been spend time with me. 
Again, whilst such comments were affirming on the one hand, they raised questions 
about my role as researcher, and how it is sometimes not possible to separate the 
researcher role from the role of "friend", I was also very conscious of trying to 
protect Cassandra's well-being as far as possible within our developing relationship, 
as it was important that her ongoing need for two-way communication with me was 
met as far as possible. However there were also the parallel demands of pursuing the 
research and addressing the research questions. The two requirements sometimes 
felt like competing agendas, almost akin to balancing two very different worlds, and 
I never felt confident that I had entirely succeeded in balancing both as the sessions 
progressed. In addition, needing to leave at the end of our work together, having 
begun to form our relationship, also brought a sense of discomfort. 
A second theme emerging from researcher field notes related to the potential for 
researcher inter\'ention, both directly in Cassandra's life in tenns of child protection 
issues. as well as with regard to answering her many questions about sexual 
dc\'eIopment. \\,ith regard to child protection. Cassandra told me about a recent 
c\'ent, whieh she did not ultimately wish to include in the tinal \\Titten lifc-s!t)ry, 
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saying it was private. In view of this, the details are not included here. Cassandra 
also told me there was a boy in her class who "grabs me by the waist and tickles me". 
She told me she found this highly uncomfortable and wanted it to stop. Cassandra 
had already told her teachers about this boy, however at the time she did not feel this 
had particularly helped. 
Both confidences (and particularly the first) raised important questions in my mind 
around child protection, and whether the infonnation needed to be passed onto 
Cassandra's parents. Following ongoing reflection and supervision, the decision was 
made to check with Cassandra whether there was any action she wanted me to take. 
Moreover, if over time it became apparent that I would need to pass the infonnation 
on regardless, I could give her the choice over who I told. In the event, Cassandra 
did not feel it necessary to raise either issue with other adults, and over time my 
judgement also was that this would not be necessary (she did not raise either issue 
again, and during subsequent sessions told me she enjoyed being at boarding school). 
A related issue was Cassandra's questions about sexual development and in 
particular pregnancy and how it happened, about which she was clearly very anxious. 
Again this highlighted the complexities involved in the role of the researcher and 
difficulties associated with trying to remain detached from a participant who clearly 
saw me as someone who could help her understand mysterious and anxiety-
provoking issues. Following ongoing reflection, I decided to abstain from explaining 
reproductive issues to her, although I did give Cassandra suggestions about who she 
might talk to. I was particularly concerned not to contradict the approach taken by 
her parents, which might risk causing confusion for Cassandra, as well as causing 
difficulty for the family as a whole. Moreover Cassandra was very clear in her life-
story that she was "obsessed with being pregnant", and she chose to read her whole 
life-story to her mother at the end of our final session. From her response to her 
daughter's written story, it was clear Cassandra's mother was already aware of her 
daughter's anxiety in this area. 
HO\\'C\'l~r these resean.:her decisions were not clear-cut or eas)' to make. The issues 
sen·cd tirstly as a strong reminder of my responsibilities as an adult working with a 
child. \\hether as rcsearchcr or as practitioner. Additionallv I realised that m\ 
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response to the same situations as a practising TEP would \'ery likely haye been 
different to my response as a researcher. As a TEP. I either may not ha\'e seen this 
child again, or if I had, there would have been a significant time period in between. 
Within EP practice, and with regard to possible child protection issues in particular, 
there is no luxury of time to form a gradual professional jUdgement about the 
necessity of breaking a child's confidentiality. This is the case even when the child 
has requested that it not to be broken, as in Cassandra's case. Professionals hayc to 
err on the side of caution at all times. Consequently this left me feeling a little 
uncomfortable around my decision of non-intervention, as this was not an approach 
which was usual for me. 
Cassandra regularly required my reassurance around whether the sessions would be 
kept confidential from her parents. She would often check whether what we talked 
about in our sessions were "our business". Cassandra was particularly concerned 
that our discussions about "hormones" and related sexual issues would not be 
divulged. She also needed regular confirmation that she was allowed to talk about 
anything she wanted. Cassandra differed from other participants in the extent of her 
need for this kind of reassurance around confidentiality. 
As we moved towards the final session where Cassandra would edit the final written 
life-story, she repeatedly checked that she did not have to show her life-story to her 
parents. Upon my suggestion, Cassandra felt it would be useful to remind her mother 
that the life-story was her own and thus private, which I duly did with Cassandra 
present and listening. At the end of the discussion, Cassandra told her mother: "This 
is Cassandra's private story, Cassandra Milton with Asperger's Syndrome" (although 
as described earlier, Cassandra did finally decide to show her mother the story at the 
end of our last session). 
Our discussions sometimes included content of a personal and sexual nature. 
Cassandra's repeated requests around confidentiality from parents - although entirely 
appropriate in yiew of the nature of life-story work and although ultimately revoked 
by Cassandra herself through sharing the story with her mother - ne\'erthe1ess 
sometimes kft me feeling uncomfortable and at times isolated in my role as adult 
I istLnCf and "confidante", As before, it highlighted tn me the ditlerence between 
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research practice and professional EP practice. In my professional capacity as a 
TEP, the child's view is often seen as key to intervention. and thus a lot of \\"hat the 
child says is fed directly back to teachers and parents in order to inform subsequent 
problem-solving. It is unusual that children ask for what they say to be kept 
confidential in this context. One effect within professional practice of "sharing the 
child's voice" with other adults is that any difficult or concerning issues for the adult 
can also be shared. Here however, as a researcher undertaking life-story work, 
confidentiality is paramount, hence it was necessary for me to hold and manage any 
feelings of discomfort as the work progressed. Cassandra's ultimate decision during 
the final session to share her story with her mother went some way to relieying my 
discomfort, as another adult was now sharing some of the issues. I had a sense that 
Cassandra was almost "reintroducing" her mother into her very personal Ii fe, and 
there was an associated sense of me "handing her back" to her mother. 
However, Cassandra's decision to read her life-story to her mother did cause me 
considerable surprise, in view of the many discussions we had had around 
confidentiality. Upon reflection, I wondered if it had been more important for 
Cassandra to have the opportunity to exercise choice per se, rather than the actual 
choice itself being the important factor. I also wondered if Cassandra was marking 
her psychological territory, attempting to claim a "voice" in a world where adults 
made most of the decisions affecting her life, a world which - certainly as a TEP - I 




Fred, my fourth and penultimate participant had a medical diagnosis of "High-
Functioning Autism" as well as "Moderate Learning Difficulties" as described by his 
mother. He was twelve years old at the time of the research. During initial 
conversations with Fred's mother, she told me that he was aware he had "special 
needs", and that he sometimes referred to himself as "Fred with special needs, a little 
chef who comes from Mars". His mother also described conversations where she 
had explained to Fred that he was different to his three siblings. had an "autistic 
brain", and hence did not have friends visit the house to the same extent as his 
siblings. 
Moreover, Fred's mother voiced her concerns that the life-story research method 
may not be appropriate for Fred. "Like most children with autism, he is in his own 
world", she commented. Fred's mother considered that Fred would find it hard to 
understand the concept of me even wanting to do a life-story with him. as he found it 
difficult to understand how someone else saw the world. She was worried that he 
would not co-operate, and that he may become upset. 
We therefore came to an agreement. Firstly I would work with Fred towards the end 
of the research time-frame, by which point I myself would be more familiar with the 
life-story techniques. Secondly, I would try one session with him to see how it went 
before proceeding any more. And finally, if from the first session the approach did 
not appear suitable for Fred, I would consider other methods of data collection 
instead. 
In the event, three sessions took place with Fred, all lasting about an hour each. In 
contrast to the previous three participants, these took place at school rather than at 
home. This was at the request of Fred's mother, as she considered that Fred \\l)uld 
be too tired at the end of the school day to undertake the sessions at home. 
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I was aware from discussions with his mother that Fred enjoyed usmg cameras 
generally. During our conversation at the end of our first session about the different 
ways Fred could make his life-story, he seemed enthusiastic about the photographic 
approach. As such, the story was put together by the researcher using only Fred's 
words, taken from the transcripts of our discussions specifically about the 
photographs Fred took. The story was checked and edited by Fred in the final 
seSSIOn. 
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"Lilo and Stitch": Fred's Story 
I really enjoy Lilo and Stitch. I've already made a book called Tom and 
Stitch. Sometimes I act out Lilo and Stitch to other people. Some 
people like listening to me. I like to act out the story without people 
asking questions. 
Stitch is an experiment and he escaped to earth. He met a little 
Hawaiian girl called Lilo. Stitch learnt a lesson about how to be kind . Lilo 
and Stitch are finding the one true place where they truly belong. That's 
where their home is, where they live. 
All the experiments are Stitch's cousins. Lilo and Stitch sometimes call 
them Ohana (this means family) and family doesn't get left behind. 
Fr 'd' ph%araph 1 
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About Me 
I think I enjoyed being little. When I was little, I used to have long hair. 
I remember when I first had my tooth out. I once ate dog food and my 
mum didn't know. It was horrible. 
I went to Bumblebee [mainstream] Primary School. It's a good school 
and I enjoyed it. The teachers were nice. 
I find all my school lessons hard now. A boy in my class called Ed 
sometimes tells lies. Sometimes I wish the lie detector experiment in 
Lilo and Stitch was real because then the experiment would bleep when 
he told a lie. Sometimes the teachers don't believe me and Ed keeps 
saying 'Yes he did.' 
I live in Townford, it's not that far from school. I like my bedroom. I 
don't spend a lot of time in there. 
At home I spend time with my brother, sister and mum. I always watch 
telly. My sister usually watches TV with me on Fridays. When it's Friday 
we always have pizza and then popcorn and watch a film. 
I like drawing but I am not really good at it. I just think ideas. I make 
drawings of the Lilo and Stitch cartoon. I made up some experiments. I 
coloured them and decided what they could be designed to do. I have 
millions of them. 
I've always wanted a laptop computer. 
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Fred's bedroom 
Fred 's photograph 2 
My Family 
My brother is called Mike. My other brother is in London. Mike is about 
16, I think. Mike is so kind to me. He is kinder than my little sister. 
Sometimes he cheers me up. Sometimes he teases me and makes me 
laugh. 
Fred 's photograph 3 
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My sister's name is Suzie. I th ink she is ten. She's sometimes silly. 
Once, when I was in the shower , she was speaking to me and she wasn't 
speaking. I said 'I can't hear you!' Sometimes I like her and somet imes 
we have arguments. Sometimes she cheers me up. Suzie goes to X 
[Primary] school. She has friends at her school and they come to see her 
at home. Suzie has porridge for breakfast but not all the mornings. 
" . -- .--
-- .: ~ 1"> .... 
Fred IS photograph 4 
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My mum is sometimes mean to me. She says nasty things when she is 
cross, if I did something naughty. She gets cross when I cry. I don't 
know what else to say about my mum. 
Fred IS photograph 5 
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Pets 
My dog is called Jaffa. She's everybody's dog and she's my dog. She 
always listens to other people. Once when I went on a walk , I said to 
Jaffa "Jump over that tree log." She just jumped. I talk to her usually. 
I don't know what I talk to her about. She listens and understands. 
Fred IS photograph 6 
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My brother's pet snake is a nice snake. He doesn't bite, he's fine. Once 
I held him. I like having a pet snake in the house. 
Fred's photograph 7 
Fred's photo of the researcher 
Fred' photo raph { 
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Researcher Reflection 
On meeting Fred, I soon shared his mother's concern that the way I had worked with 
my previous three participants may not be suitable for him. Upon meeting me and 
listening to my explanation about the life-story, Fred told me he knew about stories 
and had made his own story-book about "Lilo and Stitch". This was a Walt Disney 
cartoon film about an alien who meets a little girl on earth, both sharing the feeling 
that they do not belong. By the end of the film, both characters discover the concept 
of family through which they learn to experience a sense of belonging. Fred told me 
that he had watched this film many times at home. Early on in our first session, he 
began to tell me about the story, responding to some of my questions about the film 
as he retold it. However before long, he asked if he could act the story out to me 
directly instead, saying he thought it was more interesting that way. 
Although the majority of the first session was spent listening to Fred act out "Lilo 
and Stitch", I was able to negotiate fifteen minutes at the end to discuss with him the 
possibility of making his life-story. Fred responded positively to my suggestion 
about using the camera to do this, saying he thought he would enjoy it. Moreover, in 
view of Fred's enthusiasm to come back the following week, I decided to go ahead 
with the life-story research method as undertaken with previous participants. 
Upon returning for the second seSSIOn, Fred had taken several photographs as 
included above. However following a brief discussion of just a couple of these, Fred 
quickly asked if he could act out the second part of the "Lilo and Stitch" film to me. 
We negotiated that we would spend ten minutes discussing the remainder of the 
photot,Tfaphs, and we would spend the rest of the hour's session with Fred acting out 
the story. The third and final session followed a similar pattern: The first fifteen 
minutes were spent editing the final story on the laptop together. followed by Fred 
acting out the film for the rest of the time. 
As Fred acted out the \\'alt Disney cartoon, he made it quite clear to me that he did 
not wish to he interrupted by my questions. On the occasions that I tried to ask a 
question about the story. Fred would become quite upset saying. --Please can you just 
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let me finish". I therefore soon learnt that I needed to stick to our agreement: Our 
time for shared dialogue would clearly be at the outset only. In effect it was as 
though Fred wanted me to be his audience only. It was notable that at the end of our 
sessions, Fred was often reluctant to return to class. It struck me this could either 
have been on account of finding his lessons hard (as described in his life-story), or 
that he was being given the rare opportunity of an "audience". 
Following the end of our work together, I questioned whether I had been right to 
persist in persisting with the life-story research method with Fred, albeit in a 
condensed form. In view of Fred's enthusiasm about "Lilo and Stitch", it appeared 
that this story was a very important feature of his life. As such, I wondered if my 
approach should have been further adapted, using the story as a central framework 
for all our conversations. For instance, although I had obtained and watched the film 
myself at home, in hindsight it may have been useful for us to watch at least some of 
the film together. Questions could have been put to Fred about the characters, and 
attempts might have been made to link these with people in his own life. The 
emotional experiences of the characters could also have been explored, and again any 
connections with Fred's own emotional life might have been apparent. For instance 
a theme which ran through the film included feelings of "not belonging" in the 
world. This experience was particularly real for one of the characters who was an 
alien from another planet. In view of Fred's description of himself (reported by his 
mother) as "Fred with Special Needs, a little chef from Mars", I wondered if he 
might have identified with the feelings of "not belonging" which were portrayed in 
the film. I was disappointed to have missed the opportunity to explore this further. 
Alternatively or additionally we could have made a video of Fred acting out the film, 
and / or collaboratively written the story of "Lilo and Stitch" to make a book. Again 
here, the video or story-making process may have served indirectly as a \'Chicle for 
questioning about links with his wider life. 
During our sessions and in \'iew of his ob\'ious desire for an audience rather than 
someone to talk to, I had ample opportunity to observe Fred during our sessions. In 
particular I was struck by the difference in how Fred used his voice when he was 
acting, compared to when he \\as not acting. For instance when engaging in our 
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short discussions about the photographs, Fred spoke in a \"ery soft and quiet voice 
which sounded like that of a much younger child. Yet when acting the story of "Lilo 
and Stitch", Fred tended to project his voice as though he was on stage. His yoice 
would become strong, deep and often proclamatory in its tone. At other times and 
depending on the character, Fred's voice would become sharp and high, sometimes 
with a squealing tone to it. On occasion and according to the development of the 
story, Fred would even break into very loud and enthusiastic song. On watching the 
film between sessions, I realised Fred was offering me a very accurate impersonation 
of the different character voices he had heard. 
At times, I found Fred's ability to "throw himself' into his performance and to have 
such a wide repertoire of voices a little disturbing. On reflection, it was the stark 
contrast between Fred's "usual" voice and his acting voices which proyed unsettling 
to me at times. In addition, I noticed that Fred had memorised many of the lines 
correctly, reciting them as scripts which involved using some quite complex 
language. Again this represented a strong contrast with the language Fred used when 
he was not acting. At those times, the vocabulary he used seemed to be that of a 
much younger child. It felt as though I did not really know who the "real" Fred was, 
and this created a sense of confusion for me. 
A final theme in my written observations of Fred related to my perceptions of the 
different worlds that he inhabited. When acting out the story, it felt to me as though 
he was totally absorbed in that world. I could imagine him running the visuals of the 
film in his own mind as he acted them out. His levels of absorption were such that. 
when another student started kicking our door very loudly from the outside as well as 
swearing very loudly, Fred did not appear to notice, carrying on with the story. At 
one point the specialist centre manager told us she was locking the door for our 
safety. Again Fred continued acting during and after she spoke to us. There had 
heen a good degree of negotiation for even the small amount of time where I was 
allowed to share his world and discuss his life through the photographs he had taken. 
EYcn here I had the sense Fred was doing it for me rather than because he really 
wanted to. I was surprised to find during a t1eeting moment in our second session, 
that I felt angry with Fred o\"er this. I later realised that this was because I had felt 
dominated by his world. whilst my world felt squeezed out and my voice silenced. 
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On saying goodbye to Fred I had a sense that our work together had not been 
properly finished. I felt that he was not completely satisfied by the outcome. and 
neither was 1. I also felt a sense of sadness that maybe we had not connected as fully 
as I would have liked, and that I had maybe missed opportunities to do this. That 
said, I was heartened by the fact that Fred said he wanted to keep the life-story, as 
well as the book I had bought him to keep it in. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: LIAM 
Introduction 
Four life-story seSSIOns took place with my final participant Liam, each lasting 
around forty minutes. On discussion with Liam's mother and as with Fred, she felt 
quite strongly they should take place in the school rather than home en\'ironment. In 
Liam's case, she felt there was a risk that he would feel threatened by an unfamiliar 
person working with him at home. Liam's mother also commented that he was quite 
an anxious young person, and I would have to work to "gain his trust". 
Access to Liam was negotiated with his mother over period of about six months. 
Whilst she was initially enthusiastic for him to be one of the first participants in the 
research, there followed a period of emotional and behavioural difficulty for Liam. 
Liam's mother did not feel it was appropriate for him to be undertaking the life-story 
sessions with me as well during this time. As such Liam was included as a final 
participant, at a time when his mother felt he would be ready to take part. 
Liam was fourteen at the time of taking part in the research. As described by his 
mother, Liam had a medical diagnosis of "Autistic Spectrum Disorder". He also had 
difficulties with reading and writing. His mother told me that Liam was aware of his 
label and his parents discussed it with him, although his mother was unsure about 
Liam's understanding of his label. She also highlighted that Liam understood why 
he went to a special school, namely that it was a school for young people with special 
needs. 
On giving Liam the choice as to how he wanted to make his life-story, Liam said he 
"just \vanted to talk". I offered him the opportunity to record some of our 
conversation in writing at a later point if he wanted to. He responded to this by 
saying "I might need some help with my writing". I took this as an indication that, 
although he felt he needed help. he nevertheless saw himself as engaging in the 
writing process. As such and in contrast to the pIT\'ious four participants. Liam 
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wrote his story himself, whilst I acted as scribe and made suggestions where 
appropriate. This story is presented on the following page. 
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"My Free Time": Liam's Story 
I like going out. I like shopping a little bit but I like Tesco's the best. I 
like buying foods that I like, like bread rolls, baguettes and burgers. I 
like buying orange juice and milkshakes. I like visiting shops, like DVD 
shops and I buy some DVDs. I choose the ones I want and I buy them. 
Dad takes me to the DVD shop. 
I like going to the theatre to see the Chuckle Brothers. Some of the 
bits are funny. At the end of the show I sometimes get their autograph. 
Larry, Arthur (Larry's cousin) and Larry's dad came to the theatre too. 
Larry comes over and we play on the Sims. Larry helps me with the Sims, 
and some bits I can do myself. I build the houses and move the 
furniture in. Larry makes the family. Sometimes I stay the night with 
Larry. 
I like watching TV. I like watching Postman Pat, Fireman Sam and the 
Chuckle Brothers. 
At school, lessons I like are DT and swimming. In DT, I make boxes and 
shelves and I take the boxes home to put things in it. Year 9's go 
swimming with the Year 8's. Lessons I don't like are music and dance. 
It's hard to do the dance moves. I don't like music because we do 
singing. I don't like the way I sing. 
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At home, my favourite room is my bedroom. I've got my TV, my game 
console and my DVDs. I watch these on my own. My pets are cats. They 
are called Lucy and Dylan. I like them. Lucy talks a lot. Dylan claws on 
the sofa, he's the young one. I choose my own clothes and I just wear 
any clothes. I think my mum goes and buys my clothes. 
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Researcher Reflection 
As highlighted by his mother, it was clear on my first meeting with Liam that he \\·as 
anxious about meeting me. For instance on first entering the room. Liam walked 
very quickly over to the window and looked out of it, avoiding all eye contact with 
me. This behaviour evoked anxiety on my part for a number of reasons. Firstly. I 
felt it was my responsibility to bring his levels of discomfort down and I was unsure 
whether I had the ability to do this. Secondly (and rather more selfishly). Liam \\·as 
my last participant. I was by now operating within considerable time constraints and 
I did not want him to withdraw from the research. 
Fortunately I was able to quickly apply a lesson I was learning through the course of 
the research, namely to place the participant at the centre of the research process as 
far as possible. As such, I simply asked Liam whether he wanted to continue 
standing up, or whether he wanted to sit down. I was surprised at how quickly he 
responded to this question, as he came and sat down very quickly. A good 
proportion of time during the first session - and beyond - was spent in this way, using 
simple choice-based closed questions during our interactions in order to ascertain 
what felt manageable to Liam with regard to our work together. 
Using this kind of approach, I came to realise that the concept of choice itself was 
very important to Liam. I also realised that, once Liam felt he had a choice, it was 
possible for him to change his mind around certain positions he had previously taken. 
For instance during the first session. he was quite clear he did not want to discuss his 
school experiences as part of his life-story. However by the final session, he felt able 
to discuss school and to include a section on this in his life-story. It was notcworthy 
that Liam differed from previous participants in that he used significantly less verbal 
communication. tending to give either single words or short sentenccs as answcrs. 
HOWCH.T I realised through a process of trial and error that, by presenting qucstions 
in a dosed rather than open fonnat, with a choice of possible answers as prompts, the 
likelihood of Limn answcring more fully was increased. 
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As my sessions with Liam progressed, particular attention was paid to Booth and 
Booth (1996:62) as highlighted in Chapter Three: Methodology. These researchers 
consider narrative inquiry research methods with regard to participants who han~ 
fewer verbal language skills or who are unresponsive. In particular I was keen to 
experiment with some of the techniques they suggested. These included: 
Simplifying questions and giving suggested possible answers as described above: 
using "leading questions"; rephrasing questions in a hopefully less intimidating way: 
and where necessary, abandoning a topic and starting a new one. 
With regard to working with participants with less verbal communication, Booth and 
Booth (1996) also highlight the danger on the one hand of rejecting particular lines 
of questioning too early, whilst on the other hand appearing overly inquisitorial. 
This was a balance I found particularly hard to strike with Liam. As was seen at the 
very outset of the first session, it was possible for Liam to change his mind following 
an initial refusal to discuss particular subjects, given the right questions and / or 
approach. However at times, I also had a strong sense that I had pushed him far 
enough with a certain subject. Signs of this included Liam's body language (shifting 
away from me, looking down at the table), as well as an increasing number responses 
such as "I don't know", or "I can't remember". As Liam appeared to have less 
verbal communication skills at his disposal than previous participants, it felt even 
more important for me to try to cue into these non-verbal indicators, in order that he 
still retained the sense of choice which was so important to him and, equally 
importantly, that his boundaries were respected. 
That said and in contrast to the previous participants, Liam took much more control 
over the finished life-story product. In effect he dictated to me \vhat he wanted 
written down, and he was very clear with me what he wanted to include and what he 
did not. As with previous participants who had also opted to leave certain sections 
out, this left me with a sense of disappointment that Liam's "whole story" was not 
captured. Howe\'er in the case of Liam, I was particularly pleased that he felt able to 
take this control, and to retain ownership over the story by using me as scribe, acting 
_ or not acting - on my suggestions as he saw fit. On further ret1ection, my own 
increasing contidence around the life-story technique itself may also have enabled 
me to let go of some researcher control, in order that a more genuinely collaborative 
research partnership could take place. 
Final Conclusions to the Life-Stories 
Within this chapter, some of the richness of my experience of working with these 
young people has been conveyed. As described previously in Chapter Three: 
Methodology, the finished life-stories are considered the "field texts" in this study. 
These life-stories and researcher reflections evolved into a "research text", after they 
were both analysed using a narrative analysis technique. This process re\'ealed ovcr-
arching emergent themes, which will be discussed in Chapter Nine: Disclissioll of 
Themes. Their relevance to the research questions of the study will also be explored. 
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CHAPTER NINE: DISCUSSION OF THEMES 
Introduction 
I found that people were usually blinded by their own insecurities or egotism or 
selfishness. People seemed so ignorant in their self-assured black-and-\\"hite 
conception of 'nonnality'. Every so often however. someone would wonder 
whether others had something to learn from me in trying to understand my 
difference. 
(Williams 1992, p.146) 
In light of the statement above from the published autobiography of a woman 
labelled with autistic spectrum, the preceding life-stories as well as the discussion to 
follow will improve our understanding of current participants' experiences of 
difference. This is of particular relevance to the primary research question, namely: 
How do young people with the autistic spectrum label see their lives and 
experiences? 
With regard to this question and the narrative analysis processes described under 
Chapter Three: Methodology, five narrative themes were revealed as common to 
several or all life-stories. These included relationships; special interests; self-
knowledge and self-understanding; awareness of the autistic spectrum and finally 
experiences of school. All five themes are presented below under Emergent 
Themes and Researcher Reflections are also used in this analysis. Links are made 
with previous research with young people labelled as on the autistic spectrum. With 
reference to the second research question, relevant issues will subsequentl y be 
explored, by addressing the question ... 
How do these lik e.ljJcricllccs relate to theoretical models and disciplinary 
pcrspedin's? 
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Finally and on account of the relevance of psychological frame\\'orks within the 
field of educational psychology, the final Chapter Ten will be devoted to exploring 




The importance of peer relationships featured in all the young people's stories: For 
instance, all three girls described a number of friends in their lives. whilst Liam 
regularly socialised with a boy from his school. As previously described, I also 
sensed that several participants were keen to interact with me. As such, although 
these relationship needs differed qualitatively with each participant, relationships 
were nevertheless built between all five young people and myself. 
Despite this ability to construct relationships both with others and myself, a sense of 
social isolation and desire for increased contact with friends (and sometimes family) 
was evident particularly in some of the girls' stories. All three girls commented that 
they rarely saw friends outside school, and two of them expressed a wish for this to 
be the case. A desire for increased interpersonal relationships and friendships was 
also found in earlier studies with young people labelled as on the autistic spectrum 
(Cesaroni and Garber 1991; Molloy and Vasil 2004). Previous studies also found 
that diagnosed children suffered with feelings of lonel iness and social isolation 
(Bauminger and Kasari 2000; Molloy and Vasil 2004; Humphrey and Lewis 2008). 
With regard to the boys, a lack of extra-curricular peer contact was also evident. For 
instance in Fred's story, when at home, he wrote "I always watch telly". It is also 
noteworthy that within his story, Fred chose to report the visits of his sister's friends 
to their house, rather than an occasional visit by his own friend (briefly mentioned at 
the end of our work together). In contrast to Fred, Liam described more regular 
contact with a friend from school, however he too spent a lot of time watching 
tdevision. In comparison with the two girls, it was less clear whether the boys 
actively desired increased social contact with friends after school. 
Family relationships also featured within the stories to varying degrees, although the 
implications for participants appeared more complex. The content of Cassandra and 
LiZ/ie's stories, as \\'ell as of our \\'ider conversations, suggested that the two girls 
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talked quite openly with their mothers about a range of topics including the autistic 
spectrum. Rachel's relationship with her mother in contrast centred on their shared 
love of horses, whilst Fred's story suggested a close relationship with his older 
brother rather than either parent. Both Cassandra and Rachel missed older siblings 
who had left home. 
As is no doubt common in the majority of families with adolescents, Issues of 
parental control were obvious in some of the young people's descriptions. Howe\,er 
in these cases and perhaps not surprisingly, there was an additional element of 
control which appeared to relate to the participants' impairments. Cassandra's life-
story and our associated conversations sometimes revealed a contlict between her 
desire to live her own life as a developing teenager, and her parents' views on this: 
As she described, 
When I learn to cope with my disability, my mum and dad say they will let me 
out on my own, when I learn to act better with it. 
(From Cassandra's life-story) 
Despite the young people's obvious desire for relationships however, they were not 
easy to achieve. Cassandra's story revealed complications in her relationships, for 
instance with female friends at school, at times suggesting she felt bullied. She also 
described being physically tickled and taunted by a peer. Fred made reference to a 
similar experience with a difficult classmate in his story, whilst Rachel and Lizzie's 
stories both reveal perceived bullying experiences in (mainstream) Primary school. 
Relationship difficulties and bullying experiences were also reported in previous 
studies of young people labelled with the autistic spectrum (Connor 2000; Molloy 
and Vasil 2004; Humphrey and Lewis 2008; Camarena and Sarigiani 2009; Tobias 
2009). This will be discussed further below under Relevance of Developmental and 
Alternative P~ycllOlogy Frameworks. 
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Special Interests 
Each participant had at least one special interest, which appeared to take a central 
position in their lives. As described earlier, it was sometimes a challenge to balance 
the participants' "individual worlds" with my own "world", including my research 
agenda. 
It was however noteworthy that the essential individuality of each participant 
emerged through their respective and very diverse special interests. Moreo\'er, it 
appeared that their interests also offered participants positive benefits, for instance 
with regard to building relationships with others. In the case of Rachel, her passion 
for horses gave her opportunities to spend time with her mother as well as with her 
friend "at the yard". For Lizzie, her understanding of the autistic spectrum allowed 
her to share relationships with school peers probably based on a sense of shared 
identity. Cassandra's interest in her developing sexuality offered her opportunities 
for "mother and daughter shops", whilst also providing a structure for "talking things 
through" with her auntie. For Liam, a shared interest with his friend ("The Chuckle 
Brothers") led to group social outings both with his friend as well as \\'ith their 
respective sets of parents. 
In the case of my own experience with Fred, the implications of his special interest 
particularly for developing relationships was less clear. As described earlier, I had 
felt unable to build the kind of relationship I had wanted to \\'ith him. Ho\\'e\cr it 
may have been that for Fred, the process of "being listened to on his own terms" may 
have been valuable in its own right, in a world where such opportunities were 
perhaps more scarce. For instance, although he told me he really enjoyed acting out 
the story of "Lilo and Stitch", in answer to my question about whether people in his 
life ever listened to him do this, he replied only "sometimes", 
In some cases special interests also afforded positive opportunities for increased sel f-
understanding. This was most ohyious in the case of Lizzie, \\'here her knowledge 
about the autistic spectrum served to create insight about both herself, about others 
such as hcr classmates as \\'Cll as about her "nonnaI" family relations, As she 
commcnts with regard to her understanding about the autistic spectrum: 
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Learning this was helpful because it means I can know how much autism mv 
frien~s have got, and also how much I have got. That also helps me understand 
my friends better and it helps me understand myself better. 
(From Lizzie's life-story) 
Rachel's passion for horses helped her better understand her own place within the 
family, as she continued her maternal family's love of riding. In the case of 
Cassandra, her obvious preoccupation with her developing sexuality was clearly 
fraught with confusion and anxiety on the one hand, whilst also proving an exciting 
prospect on the other. 
Self-knowledge and Self-Understanding 
As described in Connor's (2000) study with young people labelled with autistic 
spectrum, through their stories and our wider discussions, nearly all current 
participants showed a capacity for self-understanding and self-knowledge, though 
this was to varying degrees: Lizzie's notable capacity for self-insight was revealed 
both in her story and during our conversations. Cassandra also described for instance 
how "I sometimes seek attention at school" and she felt very clear when a teacher 
had "invaded my space". A personal liking for solitude was clearly expressed by 
Rachel, again suggesting a degree of self-knowledge. During our final discussion, 
Limn revealed himself as able to reflect on his experience of our work together, 
saying it had been "tricky" on account of the "thinking" involved. 
Moreover, all participants showed some understanding of the range of their 
emotional experiences as described within their stories and discussions, although this 
was more obvious with regard to the girls. For instance, Lizzie \'ividly described 
regular experiences of anxiety, which often centred around autistic spectrum related 
impainnents such as her sensory experience of loud noises. Regular feelings of 
worry and anxiety were highlighted by Cassandra, for instance with regard to having 
a boyfriend and getting pregnant, whilst Rachel highlighted se\eral occasions where 
she had fclt "emotional" or "upset". Emotional references in the hoys' stories \\ere 
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less obvious, although Fred's story included a reference to his own and others' 
emotions. 
Several participants described additional feelings of worry and anxiety specifically 
with regard to the longer-term future on leaving school, again more obvious in the 
case of the girls. F or instance, Rachel expressed anxiety that, once she finished 
school, she may have to move away from her friends with her family. whilst 
Cassandra also expressed worry that she may not see her friends once she had left 
school. 
It should finally be highlighted that all participants made references to positive 
emotional experiences. However comparatively more regular descriptions of 
challenging feelings also resonate with the narratives in Molloy and Vasil's (2004) 
study described earlier. 
Awareness of the Autistic Spectrum 
Several participants were aware of their autistic spectrum label. As also found in 
Molloy and Vasil's (2004) study, Lizzie was clear in her life-story that it helped to 
learn about the autistic spectrum. It was also clear from Cassandra' s story that 
discussions had taken place with her around her diagnosis and in view of her 
enjoyment of "talking things through", it was likely that she found this helpful. Fred 
(as described by his mother) was aware he had "special needs" although 
unfortunately the opportunity was missed to explore this with him directly during our 
seSSlOns. In effect, it was Rachel who appeared the most unclear about her autistic 
spectrum label. This was in keeping with her mother's views described earlier 
regarding Rachel's lack of awareness of her diagnosis, and the lack of direct 
discussion about it with her by her parents. 
Lizzie stood out in her obvious desire to talk about her autistic spectrum 
impainnents, for instance describing her sensory difficulties in some detail as \\'ell as 
ditliculties around changes to her normal routines. both of which caused her 
considerable anxiety. Other impainllents which she herself directly linked to her 
autistic spectrum label were ren~aled through her story. These included problems 
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understanding language as well as speaking "differently" herself, having a "'different 
brain" to "normal" people, being "slower at learning", not knO\\'ing "when to stop" 
and not understanding social protocols such as when to go on stage during prize-
gIvmg. Lizzie too was clearly very aware of the differing degrees of autistic 
spectrum impairments of all her classmates. In Lizzie's view howe\'er, there \\'ere 
also some positive aspects of having autistic spectrum characteristics. These 
included being really good at drawing, enjoying younger children's cartoons as wcll 
as not knowing when things were real or not (e.g. dinosaurs) and "going on an 
adventure" to find out. 
Cassandra's story also revealed an awareness of her autistic spectrum impairments, 
although to a lesser extent than Lizzie. For instance, Cassandra considered that as a 
direct result of her "Asperger's", she did not see the world like everyone else, had a 
tendency to be "rude" and was "not good with people who don't have disabilities". 
She also described "obsessions" with smells, textures and hugging people as well as 
difficulties when others speak too loud or "sit too close". 
Cassandra and Lizzie both described common social experiences arising as a result 
of their autistic spectrum label, albeit not always wishing to include these in their 
stories. The range of descriptions included feeling different to others, not "fitting 
in", not being "understood" - and in Cassandra and Lizzie's case - sometimes also 
not being able to understand others. As described by Cassandra: 
I've got a disability called Asperger's Syndrome. I don't see the world like 
everybody else. (I do try and understand the way others see the world. I don't 
think others at home and school try and understand the way that I see the 
world). I'm a bit different to everybody else, because I don't really understand 
different people that well, I'm not very good at fitting in. It's not very fair 
really, I mean I do feel very left out especially outside of school. I don't play 
with very many people around here, and I would like to but I can't. so it's a bit 
unfair. 
(From Cassandra's life-story) 
Likewise Lizzie reported feeling very different to the rest of her family. As she 
highlights: 
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My sister doesn't understand me. I don't understand her because she's normal. 
My.family don't have autism like me. I ha\'e a different brain to them. '\ly 
famIly are all nonnal. They're all normal apart from my friend Rick\. He·s 
the only one with Asperger's out of my whole family and friends o~tside of 
school. There's no one with autism in my family or the rest of mv friends. 
They are all nonnal. -
(From Lizzie's life-story) 
As described earlier, Fred's special interest "Lilo and Stitch" seemed to provide a 
relevant metaphor for the underlying experience of exclusion and sense of difference 
described by several of the participants. Such experiences of feeling different 
resonate with the perspectives of young people explored in several studies 
highlighted earlier (Cesaroni and Garber 1991: Molloy and Vasil 2004: Humphrey 
and Lewis 2008; Camarena and Sarigiani 2009; Tobias 2009). 
Experiences of School 
All apart from Fred reported that they preferred their (specialist) Secondary school to 
Primary school. With regard to primary schooL four had gone to a mainstream 
setting whilst Liam had attended a specialist primary school. In her description of 
her mainstream Primary school, Lizzie commented that they "definitely did not 
understand me" - in her view, as evidenced by the amount of time spent working 
outside the classroom with a Teaching Assistant. 
Rachel and Cassandra both commented on their sadness at separating from friends 
from Primary school (who had gone on to mainstream secondary school), and who 
they did not see any longer. Cassandra wished that she had gone with her old friends 
to Secondary school, as then "I would have had quite a lot of friends". 
Reports about teachers both in Primary and Secondary school were mixed. For 
instance with regard to her current school, Cassandra was clearly disturbed by her 
teacher's recent handling of an incident \\'hich left her feeling "very shaky and very 
unhappy". It was Iikelv that Lizzie particularly appreciated her (autistic spectrum 
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specialist) secondary school, in view of the volume of details she chose to include 
about this in her story. As portrayed in her story, Lizzie was obviously aware of the 
"nonnality" of her family, which was in contrast to her '"different brain". :-\s also 
seen in her story, Lizzie had a clear interest in the autistic spectrum itself. In vie\\" of 
these issues, school was probably providing Lizzie with a sense of relief at being 
with people who shared the same autistic spectrum - related experiences as her. 
This sense of relief experienced by being with others who share the autistic 
spectrum label was also described in Molloy and Vasil's (2004) study, whereby 
young people reported benefits of attending "Asperger" support groups for similar 
reasons. 
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Links with Theoretical Models and Disciplinary Perspectives 
As detailed earlier in Chapter Two: Literature Review, there are a number of 
perspectives with which the autistic spectrum can be viewed, the most common 
being medical and traditional developmental psychology frame\\'orks. HO\H~\er, 
social perspectives were also revealed as highly relevant, for instance a social model 
of disability or alternatively a social constructivist perspecti\'e as applied to the 
autistic spectrum field. All such perspectives will now be reconsidered in the light of 
themes to emerge from the life-stories and associated researcher reflections. 
Links between the Life-Stories and a Social Model 
Social barriers and relationships 
It could be argued that the participants experienced a fundamental sense of 
powerlessness over their own lives, on account of the disabling social barriers they 
faced. For instance, they were clearly reliant on their parents to organise extra-
curricular social contact with school friends and other peers. A lack of inclusion 
within their local communities was also revealed in the current stories, and as such it 
was arguably even lTIOre important that participants were encouraged to foster 
existing friendships. Although geographical distance was cited by several 
participants as the reason their parents did not arrange for them to see friends after 
school, it is also feasible that parents did not fully appreciate their children's need for 
increased social peer contact. If this was the case, it is possible they were adhering 
to the stereotypical view of individuals labelled with autistic spectrum, namely that 
they do not need relationships nor value social above individual worlds (Bagatell 
2007; White and Roberson-Nay 2009). 
This tendency to fonn negative attitudes based on their label had also at times been 
reflected in my OW\1 manner towards participants: For instance. earlier on in the 
research my tone had been some\\'hat patronising, as though I \\as speaking to much 
\'OUll!..!,cr childrcn. Situations such as these highlight a process whereby incorrect 
. ~ 
attributes an~ confclTcd by others onto labelled individuals. In this \\'3Y unhelpful 
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social constructions around labels such as the autistic spectrum and associated 
impainnents are created, leading to a view that.. ... 
.. . disability involves the social oppression of people whose impainnents mark 
them out, or are discursively constructed as marking them out as 'different.' 
(Thomas 2007, p.49, my italics) 
Social barriers were additionally faced by participants owmg to a lack of 
opportunities for involvement in their local community. As a result, the participants 
were highly dependent on school for peer relationships: In the case of Lizzie, it is 
arguably possible to infer from her life-story that school was in some respects her 
"life-line" - a place where she felt understood by others who shared her impainnent 
experiences. This resonates with the views of teenagers from Molloy and Vasil's 
(2004) study as well as with the narrative of Ben (Bagatell 2007). for whom 
attending autistic spectrum support and social groups increased feelings of 
belonging. However, as subsequently seen in Ben's narrative (Bagatell 2007), such 
groups are not ultimately a substitute for other social relationships. As Ben 
describes, 
'I am sick of social skills groups .... Why can't someone go to the bar with me 
or chess club? That's what I need.' Perhaps by shifting attention from deficits 
to social participation, individuals with autism, like Ben, may be better 
prepared to engage in the process of identity construction. leading to a full and 
Ineaningfullife. 
(Bagatell 2007. p.425) 
With the exception of Rachel, nearly all friendships described by the participants 
were with peers from their (specialist) school. Opportunities to build relationships 
with adolescents without the autistic spectrum label did not appear to be readily 
available, no doubt further reinforcing participants' feelings of difference in 
comparison with their peer group. This was partly a function of their life 
experiences: Having been excluded from all other avenues. then the only peoplc 
they would meet would be those with the same label. Rachel was the only young 
person who described an active friendship with a peer who was not diabrnosed with 
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autistic spectrum. It is possible that the opportunity for Rachel to continue her 
family's horse-riding tradition was equally valuable in its potential for contact \\'ith a 
world "outside of the autistic spectrum". 
A further undercurrent to the stories includes the reactions of others to participants, 
and most notably a lack of social understanding of difference. For instancc. 
Cassandra's attempts to explain her differences to peers in her local neighbourhood 
were singularly unsuccessful. My own reactions to difference had also been clearly 
portrayed, whereby my anxiety and fear at the outset of the research slowly cyolved 
into a concern with trying to place the participant at the heart of the research process. 
As described by Oliver (1990) with reference to a social model vicw of disability. 
such anxiety on the part of others is a common social barrier faced by those \\'ho are 
perceived to be different, which becomes a feature of systemic social prejudicc 
towards them. My own increasing confidence was achieved only through the process 
of building individual relationships over time, rather than viewing the young people 
as a homogeneous group sharing the same label and hence the same 
("insurmountable") difficulties. 
Finally, social barriers in the lives of participants were evident in that key decisions 
around when they could engage in "typical" teenage actiyities were clearly to be 
taken by parents. There was little sense that the young people were currently treated 
as equal partners in the decision-making processes about their lives, and particularly 
social lives and relationships, to a significant degree. 
Social barriers and identity 
With regard to an "autistic spectrum identity", participants were dependent on the 
amount of infonnation their parents (and school) chose to give them. Clearly some 
were more infonned than others, and some more willing to talk about the subject 
than others. However one could not help but wonder about the effects on Rachel of 
not having discussed her label with her family nor apparently at school, thus 
contributing to a lack of clear understanding of her own individual di ffcrences. Such 
a lack of information could ultimately obstruct Rachel's understanding of hersel f and 
her OWI1 Ii fe, I f one assumes a "second-\\a\t~" interpretation of the social model 
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which, in addition to a focus on social barriers also emphasises the lived experience 
of impairment (e.g. Hughes and Paterson 1997), it was clear that the latter \\"as not 
currently a feature for discussion in the life of Rachel and her family. 
When reading Lizzie's story on the other hand it could be argued that at times she 
over-identified with her autistic spectrum label, as also seen in the case of one of the 
participants in Molloy and Vasil's (2004) study. Nevertheless, identification with the 
autistic spectrum label may well have been enabling Lizzie to experience a shared 
identity with her similarly labelled peers based on a perceived sense of shared mutual 
understanding. It was likely that this shared identity was all the more important to 
Lizzie on account of feeling so different to members of her own "nonnal" family" 
The need for a shared autistic spectrum identity was also seen in Ben (Bagatell 
2007), who experienced a huge sense of relief on entering the "Aspie" world. 
Experiences of shared identity such as these form the foundations for the growing 
self-advocacy movement within the autistic spectrum field (Rose 2008). 
This is also of relevance to Oliver's (1990) social model view of disability, whereby 
the cultural portrayal of images through the media, films and books has ensured that 
disabled people have historically been portrayed as either "pathetic victims of some 
appalling tragedy or superheroes struggling to overcome a tremendous burden" 
(Oliver 1990:61). As such, identities are externally imposed onto disabled people by 
their cultural environment (Oliver 1990). In the case of the autistic spectrum, it could 
be argued that labelled individuals are portrayed within the media as "mad," or 
"loners", although also sometimes as "triumphant" as in the film "The Rain Man". 
Importantly however, all such identities are externally prescribed and thus lend 
themselves to being challenged and opposed by the individuals involved (Oliver 
1990). Increasingly, the self-advocacy autistic spectrum movement as well as the 
growing numbers of autobiographical publications combine to challenge popular 
social portrayals of the autistic spectrum. As such, an alternative collectivc identity 
to popular cultural portrayals is claimed, in a similar way to processes within the deaf 
community (Rose 2008). 
llowcvcr it is important to highlight that. with regard to patterns of "group identity", 
these relatcd as much to gendcr and agc as \\dl as to a sharcd autistic spectrum label. 
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For instance, the girls' stories were clearly far longer than those of the boys, 
reflecting also that the girls were more willing to talk to me in depth than the boys 
(although as described earlier, the boys differed greatly from each other in their 
approach to the life-story work and the way they chose to interact with me). Gender 
differences were also present in the apparently stronger ability of the girls to reflect 
both on themselves as well as their own emotions. A similar group identity around 
their age was also evident. For instance and through their life-stories, all participants 
revealed themselves as interested in areas that commonly attract the attention of 
teenagers, e.g. computer games, TV, puberty and horse riding. There is no doubt too 
that my own age and gender status mediated my relationships with the participants. 
Had I been male for instance, it is likely that a different "group pattern" with regard 
to gender would have emerged. My status as a person without the autistic spectrum 
label no doubt also influenced the nature of our interactions. As Oli\'cr (1990) 
describes in this regard, cultural identities externally imposed on disabled people all 
too often do not account for other aspects of their identities, hence compounding 
already existing socially disabling barriers for people with impairments on account of 
other equally important aspects such as their gender, race. age, etc. (Oliver 1990). 
Social barriers within the research process 
Even within the research itself, social barriers were created that at times obstructed 
the course of the research. For instance, negotiating confidential access to the young 
people had posed significant challenges even once the sample had been identified 
and agreed. Parents had needed ongoing reminders of the need for a private room, 
and of the fact that their child's story was confidential. Similarly when undertaking 
the life-stories at school, regular interruptions took place whilst sessions were 
underway, again despite regular requests for privacy. Given these situations and 
despitc repeated assurances around anonymity and confidentiality. it was not 
surprising that several participants chose not to include elements of our wider 
discllssions In their stories. Hence and to varying degrees, the stories wcre 
"sanitised", most likely in order to make them acceptable to parents to whom all 
participants dccided to show their finished stories. 
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Yet, ironically it was through this process of final editing that participants exercised 
their power at least within the research process, as they exercised agency over \\'hat 
to include and what to leave out. It was likely in some cases that participants omitted 
certain sections in order to protect the feelings of their parents and other family 
members or school professionals. In this regard, they revealed themsel\'es as choice-
making individuals, active agents, sensitive to the needs and feelings of others and 
able to adapt themselves accordingly. As such, although a lack of power in their 
lives was undeniable, it would nevertheless be wrong to construct these young people 
solely as "powerless victims". Such a view is in direct contrast to a social tendency 
to generally perceive disabled individuals only as victims with little sense of their 
own power (Oliver 1990; Atkin and Hussain 2003). 
It could be argued that, through the final editing of their life-story, participants were 
able - at least partly - to access their own voice, in a world dominated by the voices 
of more powerful adults. As described by Booth and Booth (1996). through narrative 
inquiry research methods such as the life-story method, barriers faced by 
marginalised groups are lifted with regard to their inclusion in academic research and 
potential for being heard: 
The 'excluded voice thesis' postulates that narrative methods provide access to 
the perspectives and experience of oppressed groups who lack the power to 
make their voices heard through traditional modes of academic discourse. 
(Booth and Booth 1996, p.55) 
The links between the current life-stories and a social constructivist perspecti\c on 
the autistic spectrum will now be explored. 
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Links Between the Life-Stories and Social Constructivism 
Social constructivism and "individual worlds" 
In some cases participants' special interests appeared to have the effect of creating 
another world for the participant as we worked together. As previously described, it 
felt at times as though my world (and the research agenda) was competing against 
the individual world of each participant. This was particularly true in the case of 
Fred, where his world seemed to seal him off from me. There are a number of 
possible reasons why this may have happened: For instance, Fred may han? felt 
anxious around me and may not have wanted to do anything that he percei\'ed as 
beyond his capability. By disappearing into his own world Fred retained a lot of 
control over how we spent our time, in contrast perhaps to his encounters with the 
"outside world" where he may have experienced a good degree of powerlessness 
over social interactions. It is noteworthy that, when working with Fred, I sometimes 
felt dominated and marginalized and again, perhaps this was a reflection of his own 
experience of the "outside world". 
An alternative explanation of Fred's apparent preference for his individual world 
may have been that he actually felt quite happy there, hence experiencing little need 
to leave it. In this sense, I was the one with the problem rather than him, as it was I 
who was finding his choices uncomfortable. Although it is impossible to directly 
compare the experiences of Fred and Donna Williams for reasons described earlier, 
this tension between an individual world and the "outside world" resonates with the 
words of Donna Williams in her published autobiography .... 
These 'helpful' people were trying to help me 'overcome my ignorance' yet 
they never tried to understand the way I see the world. It seemed so simple to 
them. There were rules. The rules were right. I obviously needed their help to 
learn them. 
(Williams 1992, p.78) 
When adopting a constructiyist perspectiyc. it is argued that there are many ways of 
yicwing reality and cxperiencing "the world". It is a medical model approach which 
pri\'ikgcs a pat1icular and apparently "nonnal" experience oyer others. If reality 
werc regard cd as multi-facetcd and di\·crsc. then the choices made by Frcd during 
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our work together would be viewed as an expression of his different construction of 
"the world" compared to my own - different but not necessarily representative of 
individual pathology. Moreover, the choices I made within our work together may 
also have hindered our respective abilities to share worlds based on a shared 
understanding of reality, reflective also of the social nature of reality construction. 
For instance if I had watched the film of "Lilo and Stitch" with him and used that as 
a platform for the interviews, this may have paved the way for more two-way 
communication between us. A final alternative explanation for Fred's retreat into his 
own individual world may have been reflected by a possible reaction by him. to 
being made to feel different within a society that is obsessed with being ·'normal". 
Several other participants also created individual worlds, most notably through their 
special interests: However in contrast to Fred, Cassandra regularly and repeatedly 
tried to make a bridge between her world and mine, through her ongoing questioning 
around sexual and adolescent development. Such differences in the way participants 
managed their negotiations between their own world and the outer social world again 
reflected their individual differences and fundamental uniqueness. 
"Normality" and difference 
Several participants expressed a sense of feeling different to others. For instance 
Lizzie expressed her understanding of the concept of "normality" within her life-
story, a concept with which she herself could not identify. Cassandra's descriptions 
of being different and "not fitting in" also implied a similar notion of "normality" 
from which she too felt distanced. Whilst again avoiding direct comparison between 
the preliminary readings and the life-stories of the main study, such experiences of 
feeling different when living within a dominant social discourse of "normality" were 
also neverthless described within the published autobiographies (See Appendix 10 
for additional details about these descriptions). For instance. Holliday Willey (1999) 
speaks of her desire not for a cure of her autistic spectrum impairments, but rather of 
a remedy for society's fix.ation on "normality". Interrogation of such a cultural 
discourse of "normality" is also a feature of a social constructivist perspective: In 
this regard and in her analysis of autobiographies published by adults labelled with 
autistic spectrum. Smith (1996) highlights Grandin and Seariano's (1986) 
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portrayal of the irony of such a nonnal / difference dichotomy when the \'ery nature 
of the autistic spectrum itself has been so contested over the years: 
In this way, she captures the ongoing construction and reframing of autism and 
emphasises its unfixedness against the fixedness of diagnostic labelling and the 
fixedness of theories promoted by certain experts. 
(Smith 1996, p.241) 
Through writing her autobiography, the opportunity is created for Grandin to reframe 
her own unhelpful constructions both of herself and of the autistic spectrum (Smith 
1996). As such, she now no longer considers herself as "mad" rather as "autistic" 
(Smith 1996). Through the process of writing and publishing autobiographies such 
as this, a counter discourse to that of deviance and pathology is created whereby 
behaviours make perfect sense when seen in the light of autistic spectrum 
impainnent difficulties (Davidson 2007). Here, through the process of creating their 
autobiographies, those with the autistic spectrum label and "through their narrative 
efforts .... resist identities attached to their behaviours and redefine themselves" 
(Smith 1996:243). 
It is likely that similar self-reframing processes were at play for the current 
participants as they jointly created, revised and edited their life-stories. Moreover, 
through the process of reading published autobiographies and life-stories such as 
those in the current study, the social constructions of their readers with regard to the 
autistic spectrum are also challenged. 
Having reconsidered some social perspectives in the light of emergent themes from 
the current study, a medical model view will now be further explored. This will be 
followed by an examination of the links between the current life-stories and a 
traditional developmental psychology framework, whilst altematiyc psychological 
frameworks will also be discussed. 
The Life-Stories and a Medical Model 
Ironically social constructions of selves as engaging in meaningful behaviour in the 
context of autistic spectrum impairments, could not have been achieved without 
reference to a medical model which categorises such impairments. The \alue gained 
from a medical perspective is also highlighted within the narrative inquiry study of 
Ben's identity development (Bagatell 2007) described earlier whereby. 
Hearing a doctor talk about the neurological aspects of autism helped Ben to 
construct a new life narrative, to reframe his experiences and behaviours. 
(Bagate1l2007, pA19, my italics) 
This resonates with Lizzie's VIews, where she found increased knowledge and 
understanding around the autistic spectrum helpful, whilst both Williams (1992) and 
Holliday Willey (1999) expressed relief on taking on the autistic spectrum medical 
label in adulthood. When living in a world where medical diagnoses are constructed 
as important, it would seem that labels such as the autistic spectrum are reassuring in 
terms of explaining difference. Moreover, it was clear particularly in the case of 
Lizzie that identification with her medical label had several positive effects: Firstly, 
it enabled her to develop into a "success story" in the eyes of her teachers, whereby 
her "achievements" were celebrated by them as she gradually and partly overcame 
her autistic spectrum- related impairments, akin to the final "triumphant" theme seen 
in the "Rain Man" film. Also and as previously discussed, identification with her 
medical label probably enabled Lizzie to experience a shared identity with her 
similarly labelled peers, with all the benefits that this brought. 
Such positive elements ansmg from medical labelling processes reveal the 
complexity of the issues at hand, such that it becomes important not to ovcr-
problematise medical practices of assessment and diagnosis. As highlighted earlier 
by Gillman (2004). labelling and diagnosis practices are not unhelpful per se. In 
contrast, it is the rigidity and fixedness of the conclusions drawn from such labels 
that are counter-productive. leading to a wider tendency to bTfOUP people into a 
category that precludes recob1J1ition of the spectrum of individual di fference seen in 
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people without the label. Yet, as seen within the current life-stories and wider 
conversations of the present study, there were important individual differences 
between participants. These were evidenced for instance in their wide variety of 
special interests as well as in the contrasts between their various personalities. Their 
senses of humour were dissimilar, their individual responses about relationships with 
families and friends were very varied and there were notable differences in the 
subjects participants wanted to discuss and avoid. My experience of working with 
each participant revealed that the differences between them often outweighed their 
similarities as a result of a shared autistic spectrum label. This resonates with 
Davidson's (2007) analysis of autobiographical publications by adults with the 
autistic spectrum label, where significant individual differences were also found 
between each author. It is these aspects of individual difference within autistic 
spectrum diagnoses that is missed by a purist medical model view. 
A related danger of a fixed adherence to diagnoses is that a person's medical label 
becomes their identity, at least in the eyes of others and sometimes in their own as 
well (Gillman et al. 2000). As already described, I had become part of this process 
upon allowing participants' diagnoses to screen out other factors relating to their 
identities, for instance being a teenager. 
Relevance of Developmental and Alternative Psychology Frameworks 
A traditional developmental psychology 1'iew 
There were several contradictions between findings from the current study and those 
reported in the epistemologically positivist developmental psychology field. For 
instance, the current life-stories revealed some positive benefits arising from 
participants' special interests, including opportunities for shared relationships as well 
as increased self-understanding. This is in contrast to traditional developmental 
psychology literature where special interests are described using the language of 
pathology, deficit and disorder. symptomatic of a disordered cognitivc style (as seen 
for instancc in Bailey et al. 1996; Trevarthen 1996: Green et al. 2000). The evident 
capacity for sci f-understanding of current participants, and their understanding of 
others. is also in contrast to a traditional developmental psychology model of the 
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autistic spectrum whereby children labelled as on the autistic spectrum are deemed to 
lack "theory of mind", precluding an understanding of their own mental states. as 
well as those of others (Baron-Cohen and Bolton 1993). Preyiously re\"iewed 
psychological research also highlights that diagnosed children struggle to understand 
and express their own emotions. 
That said, there were clear links between Lizzie and (to some extent) Cassandra's 
descriptions of their lived experience of autistic spectrum impainnents and the 
developmental psychology literature previously reported. These impainnents 
spanned across all three areas previously reviewed, including the social arena 
(maintaining friendships, managing social situations), experiences of emotions 
(difficulties controlling oneself) as well as language (understanding and using 
language) and cognition (difficulties with learning; problems with changes to the 
routine; sensory impainnents). Whilst these impainnents were usually described in 
negative terms, Lizzie's view that not all autistic spectrum characteristics are 
problematic is of particular relevance to a traditional developmental psychology 
discourse of deficit and disorder. For instance, Lizzie described her enjoyment of 
younger children's TV programmes (also appreciated by Liam) as a positivc 
advantage - "the fun part of autism"- compared to her friend without an autistic 
spectrum label who did not enjoy them. It is viewpoints such as these on individual 
lived experience that is missed in much traditional autistic spectrum psychology 
research. 
The autistic spectrum social skills difficulties reported earlier in the psychological 
research (e.g. Frith 1989; Bailey et al. 1996; Trevarthen 1996) were also evident in 
the current stories, for instance in Cassandra's descriptions of arguments with peers. 
However, what is unclear both from current and previous studies is the extent to 
which social peer attitudes to difference are responsible for such difficulties. as 
opposed to the effects of autistic spectrum social impainnents themselves. For 
instance in the case of Cassandra, there was sometimes confusion on her part (and 
hence on mine as well) over whether she was being directly bullied by others, or 
whether hcr own social impainnents were themselves standing in the way of her 
relationship-building. It is likely that. in accordance with a traditional developmental 
psycholog~ child-deficit vie\\", indiYidual social skills difficulties are ovcr-
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emphasised in situations such as these, whilst the child's environment in the form of 
unhelpful social attitudes around difference is ignored. As Molloy and Vasil (2004) 
describe with regard to "Asperger's Syndrome", 
Why is it we wonder, given that AS, as a medical syndrome, is characterized 
by a child exhibiting poor social skills and the inability to make friends, that 
when that child is placed in a less hostile environment with other children there 
is frequently a marked increase in social interaction, and friendships often 
develop? The ability to form these friendships in safer environments may 
indicate that stigmatisation, or at least the child's sense that they are differe~t 
from others, might be a factor in preferring solitary play, although other issues, 
such as sensory overload, may be important as well. 
(Molloy and Vasil 2004, p.124-125) 
It should be noted that Cassandra's situation highlights the danger of focussing either 
solely on individual impairment or on the environment, to the complete e:\clusion of 
the other: In assuming that the cause of problematic relationships are autistic 
spectrum-related social difficulties, genuine instances of bullying may be missed, 
thus setting up further barriers for individuals such as Cassandra with regard to 
achieving fulfilling friendships. Conversely, through a narrow focus on the bullying 
behaviours of others, opportunities may be missed to help individuals develop their 
own social and relationship-building skills. It is possible that some of the 
participants' mixed responses towards school (both mainstream and specialist) may 
have been explained by a lack of such differentiation within these environments 
between the effects of environment on the one hand, and the effects of individual 
impairments on the other. 
Possibilities offered l~r alternative psychology frameworks 
There is a dearth of psychological literature \vhereby alternative less deficit-dri \en 
psychological frameworks are applied to the autistic spectrum. These might include 
applications from a social psychology systems view (e.g. Bronfenbrenner 1979). 
wherehy the child is considered in the context of the environment. Here the impal't 
of \'arying systems such as family, schooL community and wider cultural and 
political systems are also considered to affect the e:\periences and behaviours of 
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children. Viewed from this social ecological perspective, the chosen "narrative" (in 
the sense of social discourse) of the school or family around the autistic spectrum 
would affect the child's experiences of Ii \'ing with this label. 
Alternatively, a humanistic psychology model (e.g. Rogers 1951; \1aslow 1970) 
could also be applied to the autistic spectrum field. For instance the need for all 
people to experience a sense of belonging and a sense of worth is highly relc\"ant 
when considering the current participants' feelings of exclusion and difference, as 
well as the social barriers they faced. There is moreover a gap in the literature with 
regard to the views and experiences of young people labelled with the autistic 
spectrum themselves. In line with a social constructivist epistemological stance, it 
could be argued that applications of Personal Construct psychology (e.g. Kelly 
1963), would be useful in exploring the world-views of children in order that a better 
understanding of their individual lived experiences can be gained. 
In line with Lizzie's view on the "fun part of autism" and the notion that special 
interests are not necessarily pathological - and in contrast to a developmental 
psychology focus on deficit and disorder - the field of Positive psychology (Seligman 
and Csikszentmihalyi 2000) provides a helpful alternative with regard to focussing 
on assets rather than deficits within the autistic spectrum. Finally the life-story 
research method (e.g. Lieblich et al. 1998; Crossley 2007) as applied within the 
current study holds particular promise for autistic spectrum research. Whilst the 
study has several limitations (to be discussed below), it has furthered understanding 
of the individual experiences of the young people involved, with the subsequent aim 
of facilitating social change through EP practice. 
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Emergent Themes: Conclusions 
Social barriers within participants' local and wider environmental contexts \\'ere 
revealed as very pertinent to the participants' lives. However, it should not be denied 
that participants also lived with autistic spectrum - related impairments to varying 
degrees. Whilst medical and traditional developmental psychology models do 
address such issues of impairment, they do not however allow for portrayals of 
unique lived experience as captured in the current study. Moreo\'er within such 
models, impairment is constructed as representative of deficit and disorder. whilst 
considerations of environmental and social barriers as experienced by diagnosed 
young people are absent. 
Social perspectives and alternative psychological frameworks with regard to the 
autistic spectrum were highly relevant to the current study. With regard to the social 
barriers faced by participants, a pure social model (Oliver 1990) was shown to be 
significant. However it is also argued that adherence to a pure social model \'iew of 
disability can "side-line" impairment (Hughes and Paterson 1997). This view paves 
the way for a "second wave" of social model theory (Hughes and Paterson 1997) 
whereby social barriers faced by participants are interrogated, whilst awareness is 
raised of the unique nature of their lived experiences of impairment. Furthermore, 
experiences of exclusion and difference were clearly portrayed in both Cassandra's 
and Lizzie's life-stories, whilst nevertheless living in a society where the dominant 
discourse is one of "normality". As such a social constructivist perspective is also 
highly relevant, in order that popular but unhelpful attitudes about the autistic 
spectrum can be examined and ultimately reframed. Finally and in place of 
traditional developmental psychology models, alternative sociaL humanistic and 
positive psychology frameworks are considered as important. These offer the 
possibility of redressing the balance within the traditional developmental psychology 
tield. The latter is currently restricted by an exclusion of environmental 
considerations and by a narrow emphasis on deficit notions of impairment. The 
significance of such alternati\'e frameworks for the practice of EPs will be discussed 
in the final chapter, after consideration below of the limitations of the present study, 
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Limitations of the Present Study 
As detailed earlier in Chapter Three: 111ethodology. narrati\'e psychology and life-
story research methods have many strengths. For instance, they improye 
understanding of unique lived individual experience, whilst also offering the 
opportunity for therapeutic benefits from the research experience. 
Limitations of Narrative Inquiry Approaches 
Although rooted within the branch of narrative psychology, the current study was 
also linked to the broader narrative inquiry field, an approach which is characterised 
as spanning a broad variety of fields and disciplines (Daiute and Lightfoot 200-t~ 
cited in Creswell 2007). As such there is huge diversity in ways in which narratiyc 
inquiry can be used. For instance it is employed both as an approach to data-
collection as well as with regard to data analysis (Creswell 2007). As highlighted by 
Reissman (Reissman 1993: 16-17), "There is no binding theory of narratin~ but 
instead great conceptual diversity". As a consequence of this, there are few 
prescribed ways in which a narrative inquiry can be carried out, few "how-to 
manuals" to consult, thus rendering it particularly complex and challenging to use 
(Lieblich et a1. 1998; Creswell 2007). This was certainly reflected in the experience 
of carrying out the present study, which at times felt a little akin to a journey of 
discovery. 
Narrative inquiry has also been criticised for its lack of potential for 
representativeness and generalisability to a wider population (Crossley 2007). It is 
usually based on small sample numbers as in the case of the present study. 
Experimental research concepts of reliability and validity also cannot be applied to a 
narrative inquiry study (Reissman 1993). As such. narratives such as the life-stories 
in the current study also are not representative of "the truth" (Atkinson 1998). and 
ncither are their analytical interpretations. As described by Reissman (199~) \\ith 
rcgard to narrati H~ inquiry studies ... 
All fonns of representation of experience are limited portraits. Simply stalL'd. 
we are intcrpreting and creating tcxts at cyery juncture, letting symhols stand 
for or takc the place of the primary cxperience. to which wc ha\'e no direct 
'1 • ,,',' Meanin.\.! is amhiguous because it arises out of a process of intcraction lICLl:.".,. c::' 
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between people: self, teller, listener and recorder. analyst. and reader. 
Altho~gh the goal may be tell the whole truth, our narrati\e about others' 
narratIves are our worldly creations ...... Meaning is fluid and contextual. not 
fixe? and universal. All we have is talk and texts that represent reality 
partIally, selectively and imperfectly. -
(Reissman 1993, p.15) 
Upon accepting that life-stories cannot represent "truth", some would go so far as to 
say they can therefore be considered as no more than "fiction" (e.g. Denzin 1989). 
As such, it is not difficult to see how the field of narrative inquiry is sometimes 
considered as an art form, rather than a rigorous scientific method (Crossley 2007), 
easily leading to criticisms of heightened subjectivity, individualisation and 
personalisation (Atkinson 1998; Clandinin and Connelly 2000). 
A further difficulty experienced during the analysis of the life-stories was that there 
is no one "correct" interpretation of them (Atkinson 1998), rather there are always 
multiple possibilities for narrative analysis (Atkinson 1998; Chase 2005). This 
further reinforces the subjective nature of the analytic and interpretive process. 
Moreover, and in contrast to the aims of experimental research, a further criticism 
levelled at the narrative inquiry field is the notion accepted by narrative inquiry 
researchers that they influence the data. This is portrayed for example through the 
quality of the researcher / participant relationship, which often has a significant 
impact on what is relayed in the subsequent story (Atkinson 1998). In this regard it 
could be argued that, cOlnpared to the boys, the girls' relative willingness to talk to 
me was a direct reflection of our qualitatively stronger relationship. This resulted in 
girls' stories that were much richer in terms of content, depth and detail. 
It is also accepted in studies such as this that the researcher will also significantly 
influence the process of data analysis. This is evidenced by the treatment of current 
researcher reflections as data, and by the acknowledgement that the chosen ways of 
both analysing and interpreting data are strongly influenced bv the researcher's 
preferred theoretical models and stances (Goodley, Lawthon. Clough and \100re 
:200-l). Within the CUtTent study, a personal adherence to social perspectives on the 
autistic spcl'trum, and to social and humanistic psychology frame\\orks. has no doubt 
influenced conclusions drawn from the data. A final criticism of a study such as this 
might be levelled at the existence itself of analytic interpretation of the stories. \vhich 
arguably takes final ownership of the stories away from the participants themselves 
(Goodleyet al. 2004). 
Whilst not denying the need to take such criticisms very seriously, counter-
arguments to these criticisms are also relevant to the present study. For instance and 
with regard to life-story work, Goodley et al (2004) introduces considerations of 
"authenticity" in place of validity with regard to life-story study, He describes this as 
an epistemological stance which is ... 
.. . engaged with the authentic meanings of a story and its narrator rather than 
devising measures that measure what they purport to measure .. 
(Goodley et al. 2004, p.98) 
As far as the issue of "truth" of life-stories is concerned, Goodley et al. (2004: 107) 
consider that it is more important that stories such as those in the present study 
promote "positive social change". Lieblich et al. (1998) also argue that, rather than 
focussing on the "truth" or validity of a narrative, a process of "consensual 
validation" should take place, whereby ongoing dialogues take place with other 
researchers to share ones' interpretations and subject them to critique. The concept 
of "trustworthiness" has also been proposed (Reissman 1993; Atkinson 1998). 
According to Reissman (1993 :64-68) this can be gauged by four principles: 
"Persuasiveness" (an examination of whether the analysis is grounded in the data as 
well as in theory); "correspondence" (ensuring the stories and interpretations are 
checked with participants involved); "coherence" (including whether important 
themes recur through the narratives) and finally "pragmatic use" (which concerns 
how relevant the study is for future research directions). The current study is 
considered to meet three out of four criteria for "trustworthiness." Howc\cr, with 
regard to the concept of "correspondence," although the life-stories were tinalised hy 
thc participants themselves, subsequent researcher interpretations werc not checked 
by them. This could be considered as a significant limitation. 
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Atkinson (1998) considers that the "trustworthiness" of life-stories can be further 
assessed by allowing a close relative to check if they are factually correct. in ess(,I1CC 
as a form of data triangulation. In actuality, the current study was carefully designed 
to screen out this possibility, in order that the voices of the young people could be 
heard in their own right. However, clearly the disadvantage of such a decision \\'as 
the loss of opportunity for data triangulation such as that proposed. 
Finally, Goodley (1996) reinforces the importance of researcher reflexi\'ity and 
transparency around inferences made from a narrative analysis of life-stories. The 
centrality of researcher reflections within the current study have been made explicit 
in this regard. 
Limitations of the Current Study and Implications for Future Research 
A particularly challenging issue encountered as the study progressed included 
decisions on the part of several of the participants, and most notably Lizzie. to omit 
important elements of our wider conversations from the final life-story. However, as 
described by Atkinson (1998), within the process of co-creating life-stories the 
participant should have ultimate authorial control over their story. and this must take 
precedence over any research concerns for rich data. As such, only the life-stories as 
finally revised and edited by participants are treated as research data, with the 
consequence that some valuable participant insights and experiences from our wider 
discussions are omitted. 
Further constraints specifically relevant to the current study included that narrative 
analysis of the stories relied very much on their content. lt could be argued that the 
study would have benefited from supplementary "participant observations" as a 
technique for both triangulating and adding to the stories. This approach may have 
furnished useful further information relating to autistic spectrum impairments. a topic 
which using the current data collection / analysis methods. only Lizzie really 
disellssed in depth. As such it is considered that combining a participant observation 
approach with the life-storv research method would pro\e a fruitful direction for 
future research. 
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Also with regard to choices for data analysis. a thematic narrati\c analysis was 
employed which again focussed very much on content (Lieblich et a1. 1998). rather 
than for instance on the form of the stories such as their tone (e.g. Crossley 2()()7). 
type of plot (Lieblich et a1. 1998) and use of language and vocabulary. :\ 
triangulatory analysis undertaken from these latter angles may have provided useful 
insights into how children with the autistic spectrum label construct stories about 
themselves and in particular, use language. As such future research should include a 
wider array of narrative analysis tools in order that the richness of the data can be 
fully explored. 
Also with regard to data analysis, although several participants used the digital 
camera to take photos or make a video, these were not treated as research data within 
the current study, rather simply as a stimulus for the oral life-story interviews. As 
such it could be argued a valuable opportunity was lost to triangulate data emerging 
from the stories themselves. There is therefore a need for future research to make 
full use of technological visual aids and equipment, and to treat visual data with the 
same respect as the written word during data analysis processes. Such approaches 
would be particularly relevant when working with young people labelled as on the 
autistic spectrum but with less language than those in the present study. It is also 
important to consider creative interpretations of the life-story method and adapt these 
to individual participants. Consideration should be gi\'en for instance to using 
alternative research mediums such as fiction, as a framework for eliciting young 
people's experiences, if participants struggle to respond to traditional methods, as in 
the case of Fred. 
Finally the study was constrained by time. There was a sense that richer life-stories 
may have been created particularly in the case of the boys, had more time been 
available to build stronger relationships with them from the outset. 
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Conclusion 
The current chapter has examined the themes and issues arising from the life-stories, 
whilst relevant links to theory and disciplinary perspectives have been made explicit. 
Some key limitations have also been presented alongside suggestions for future 
research. 
The study will now conclude with a consideration of the relevance of psychological 
models as they apply to current findings, together with an exploration of their 
implications for the practice of EPs. 
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CHAPTER TEN: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIO:\fS FOR 
PRACTICE 
Introduction 
Following narrative data analysis of the life-stories within the current study. certain 
key themes emerged from the stories. These related to a desire for increased social 
relationships particularly outside school, as well as the existence of difficulties and 
perceived bUllying within participants' present and past relationships. In contrast to 
a traditional developmental psychology view, participants' special interests offered 
some positive benefits for their lives, whilst the young people also showed a capacity 
for self-understanding and self-knowledge to varying degrees. Again in contrast to 
some of the psychological literature and particularly in the case of the girls, 
participants showed an ability to identify and discuss their emotional experiences. 
and in particular described more challenging feelings such as worry and anxiety. 
Several participants felt it was useful to both have information about their autistic 
spectrum diagnosis as well as to discuss it with others. In the case of Lizzie, it is 
possible that she over-identified with the autistic spectrum label at times, although 
being at school was particularly valuable as it enabled her to experience a shared 
identity with others. Nearly all friendships described by the participants were with 
peers from their specialist provision, who were also labelled with the autistic 
spectrum. With regard to the effects of their diagnosis, some participants placed a 
strong focus on social barriers such as not belonging and not feeling understood. 
Some also referred to their autistic spectrum related impairments. Descriptions of 
school experiences were mixed, although nearly all preferred their secondary 
(specialist) school to primary school. 
There were important individual differences betwcen participants and their stories. 
which were greater than autistic spectrum-related similarities. In terms of group 
similarities, these wcrc evident with regard to gender and age, as wcll as effects of 
the shared medical label. Although they showed active agency within the rcscarch 
proccss. participants faced a range of social barriers within their OWI1 livcs. Thesc 
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included lack of opportunities for involvement in their local communities and lack of 
facilitation by parents of peer contact after school. On a wider level, disabling 
attitudes were revealed on the part of others including the researcher, whilst the 
effects of living in a society dominated by the discourse of "normality" also 
emerged. 
The implications of these findings for EP practice will now be discussed. 
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Implications for Academic and Professional Educational Psychology 
Direct Insights from Emergent Themes 
Direct implications for EPs involve incorporating the above insights gained from 
participants' life experiences into one's own professional practice. as \\ell as 
"cascading" those insights to other EPs, teachers, other professionals and parents. 
Such realisations include: challenging popular stereotypical assumptions that autistic 
spectrum diagnosed young people are not interested in nor value social relationships: 
questioning suppositions that they are unaware of their own and others emotions. or 
lack the capacity for self-reflection; interrogating the view that their special interests 
are necessarily pathological; and reframing popular notions that such young people 
are unable to exert active agency on their own behalf. These stereotypical attitudes 
tend to arise from a fixed adherence to dominant medical and traditional psychology 
perspectives on the autistic spectrum. In contrast, EPs need to recognise - and 
encourage other professionals and involved adults to recognise - that young people 
are first and foremost unique individuals with strong individual differences, 
regardless of their medical diagnosis. 
Nevertheless, the issue of medical labelling and diagnosis cannot be ignored as 
young people live in a society where medical labels exist. Given this fact, and as 
suggested by the findings from the current study. information about their autistic 
spectrum label and its implications - both social and individual - is likely to be of 
benefit to young people. EPs therefore need to highlight the importance of open and 
honest discussion of their autistic spectrum label with diagnosed young people. 
whilst families clearly need to be jointly engaged in this process. Involved adults, 
including EPs, need to be aware that diagnoses can provide relief to individuals and 
families by taking away uncertainty (Gillman et al. 2000). They are not detrimental 
as a standalone concept (Keil. Miller and Cobb 2006). although it is the social 
constructions of others around those labels that are sometimes unhelpful. EPs also 
need to be conscious of the fact that according to current educational systems. 
diagnoses often open the door to particular services. interventions and resources 
(Keil et al. 2006). and can ensure children within the education system are prote(ted 
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by relevant legislation (e.g. Department for Education and Skills 2001: Disabilitv 
Rights Commission 2006). 
The benefits of spending time with other people similarly labelled should also be 
recognised by adults involved, and opportunities facilitated for this by EPs and other 
related professionals, for instance through implementing autistic spectrum social 
groups. Findings suggest too that some autistic spectrum diagnosed individuals 
would benefit from extra help to maintain their social relationships. There is also a 
need for EPs and all adults involved with diagnosed young people to be particularly 
sensitive to their challenging feelings of worry, anxiety and / or anger. 
Nearly all-current participants preferred their secondary (specialist) school to 
primary school. There are a number of possible interpretations of this. For instance, 
four out of five participants attended a mainstream primary school, which may 
indicate that for this small group of young people. the greater expertise pro\ided at 
their specialist secondary school outweighed the benefits of being included in a 
mainstream environment. Furthermore, knowledge and experience of the autistic 
spectrum is now increasing dramatically in mainstream schools - it was possible that 
this was not the case when current participants attended their mainstream primary 
schools. Alternatively, by the time they reached secondary school, participants and 
their families were probably by now more used to living with the autistic spectrum 
label, thus possibly generally rendering the educational experience easier. 
Regardless of these possible explanations however, EPs need to be aware that 
placement issues are not black and white and that, as evidenced in the current study. 
the merits of specialist autistic spectrum provision cannot be discounted. 
Theoretical models and EP Practice 
With regard to the relevance of theoretical models and disciplinary perspective for 
F P practice, current findings suggest that positivist de\'elopmental psychology 
research is of some use in highlighting autistic spectrum impainnent ditlicultics. 
Howcver the dangers of fonning generalised assumptions and stereotypes around 
indi\'iduals should bc strongly highlighted by EPs to the relcvant professionals and 
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parents. As such it could be argued that medical and traditional developmental 
psychology perspectives - when used as a conceptual framework to inform EP 
practice - are of limited value in understanding the unique perspectives and Ii fc 
experiences of young people themselves. Such perspecti\"es are also limited by a 
lack of reference to important disabling social and environmental factors and are 
constrained by a narrow focus on impairment constructed as deficit and disorder. :-\s 
suggested through the life-stories, a social model of disability is particularly relevant 
to the work of an EP in order that barriers faced by young people in their social and 
learning environments can be identified and challenged collaboratively with the 
adults involved. Moreover, EP practice that is underpinned by an epistemologically 
social constructivist stance holds promise with regard to challenging unhelpful social 
constructions around the autistic spectrum label. It is important to highlight that such 
unhelpful constructions may exist on the part of EPs themselves (as was reflected in 
the experience of the current researcher), highlighting the importance of a need for 
continual and ongoing reflexive professional practice when working with children 
labelled as on the autistic spectrum (Billington 2006). 
The implications of such social VIews are such that, in place of medical and 
traditional developmental psychology models, there is a need for applications of 
alternative social, humanistic, positive and narrative psychology frameworks within 
the practice of EPs. In this way environmental factors within the lives of young 
people can be addressed, whilst there is also recognition of the child as a whole 
being, with the very "normal" human need to belong. In place of a focus on 
pathology, the assets of children labelled as on the autistic spectrum should also be 
considered (Billington 2006), whilst Personal Construct psychology approaches 
(Kelly 1963) ensure that their views remain central during EP assessment and 
intcrvention work 
However it could be argued that EP work continues to be framed by a "Special 
Educational Nceds" (SEN) discourse to some extent, which is dominated by medical 
and traditional psychology models of categorisation, labelling and pathology, with 
little concenl for addressing the social barriers faced through oppressivc systems 
(Kcil ct al. 2006). Such a discourse leavcs little pressure on schools to changc thcir 
practices and learning clwironments to accommodate children who may be different 
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(Frederickson and Cline 2002; Keil et al. 2006), raising particular challenges for the 
EP adopting social views on the autistic spectrum and applying alternative 
psychological frameworks to their practice. 
When working within such a "SEN" discourse, EP practice tends to be casework-
driven rather than concerned with systemic factors, co-constructing a discourse of 
child deficit through the use of assessments often linked with the allocation of 
resources and provision (Korn 1997). As Korn (1997) describes. 
In its move toward psychometrically informed practice, psychological 
assessment has largely abandoned its function as a means of furthering 
understanding about children's lives. It has resulted in a further transformation 
of the role of psychologist from child advocate to technician. 
(Korn 1997, p.29) 
Moreover when working within such a discourse, EP facilitation of school-based 
interventions also tends to be framed by a traditional developmental psychology view 
of the autistic spectrum. Thus social and learning interventions are either facilitated 
or directly implemented by EPs, geared at "normalising" children often based on 
behavioural psychology approaches (Andrews 2006). These include applied 
behavioural analysis techniques such as those described by Lovaas (1977; cited in 
Tutt, Powell and Thornton 2006), and Wilkinson (2005), where the emphasis is on 
changing the child to meet the demands of her environment. Moreover, whilst useful 
in its highly visual component, the TEACCH approach is also basically behaviourist 
in orientation (Tutt et al. 2006). Cognitive-based interventions are also sometimes 
designed by EPs with schools in order to increase a child's "theory of mind" 
(Greenway 2000). However, as commensurate with traditional developmental 
psychology models, the conceptual framework of such interventions is one of 
remedying child deficits, whilst environmental and wider social influences / barriers 
are ignored. 
On the other hand, according to social views of thc autistic spectrum \\'hich lend 
thcmsehcs to altenlativc psychological frameworks, rather than focusing on 
pcrccin.~d deficits within the child, FPs direct their cfforts at ensuring the classroom 
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and school environment is adapted to the needs of the child. For instance. social 
ecological theories (Bronfenbrenner 1979) are applied whereby EPs work 
systemically with schools and families (Provis 1992). \\'hilst support is also targeted 
at autistic spectrum policy implementation at both school and local authoritv len?!. 
01 
Importantly, teachers, parents and increasingly the wider community are considered 
as key in finding solutions, rather than individual children in need of being "fixed". 
Systemic work with teachers is also carried out through a Consultation frame\\'ork 
(e.g. Wagner and Gillies 2001), using for instance a solution- rather than problem-
focussed approach (e.g. Rhodes 1993). This is based on a Positi\'e psychology 
orientation (Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi 2000), underpinned by a social 
constructivist view of reality to reframe unhelpful perceptions (De Shazer 1985). In 
keeping also with a Positive psychology orientation, assessments and interventions 
are also designed to identify and channel the assets of children. avoiding a narrow 
focus on perceived pathology (Billington 2006; Lasser and Corley 2008), 
There are a range of EP-facilitated interventions based on a social model view of the 
autistic spectrum, whereby the reduction of social and learning environmental 
barriers is paramount. Such interventions also address the concerns of the 
humanistic psychology field, whereby children labelled as on the spectrum 
increasingly feel a sense of belonging. Relevant approaches include "Circles of 
Friends" (Whitaker, Barratt, Joy, Potter and Thomas 1998; Newton and Wilson 
1999), specifically designed to increase inclusion and reduce bullying. Importantly, 
autistic spectrum-related information should also be shared with peers in order to 
increase their tolerance of difference (Connor 2000; Gus 2000). With regard to 
specifically improving the learning environment, mentoring and buddy schemes can 
be used (Connor 2000) as well as collaborative learning approaches with peers 
(Grey, Bruton, Honan, McGuinness and Daly 2007). All such approaches would 
however need to be linked to the individual needs of the young person. As also 
portrayed in the life-stories of the current study. each child labelled with autistic 
spectrum is highly unique (Connor 2000), as indeed is the case with all children. 
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EP Practice and the Individual Child 
As highlighted in Chapter Two: Literature Review, to the researcher's knowledgt? 
there is no other research designed solely to gain the perspecti\es of young people 
labelled as on the autistic spectrum. It could be argued that this is also retlected 
within EP practice, whereby the child's voice is often deemed secondary to the 
voices of more powerful others - including those of EPs themselves. As described 
by Kom (1997), EPs can sometimes lose sight of the fact that their primary client is 
the child herself. 
As such, and assuming a belief in the centrality of young people's views, EP practice 
should avail itself of techniques stemming for instance from Personal Construct 
psychology (Ravenette 1999; Beaver 2003) and Solution Focused Therapy (Rhodes 
1993). These aid understanding of the world-view of the child and help improve 
understanding of their constructions of reality, which should be used to infonn 
subsequent interventions. As reflected in the current research process, careful 
thought needs to be given to the rights of children and confidentiality of their views 
during EP practice. For instance, the EP should consult young people over whether 
they actually wish their views to be shared with others. 
Also with regard to individual young people, and as portrayed in the current study, 
infonnation given to them about their diagnosis helps to increase levels of self-
understanding (Whitaker 2006). As such special consideration should be given to 
decisions around information disclosure as tailored to individual circumstances. As 
shown in the current study, such decisions cannot be made without collaboration 
with the child's family, working alongside their constructions of the autistic 
spectrum as well as those of the school. 
Although a strong focus on social and environmental barriers was revealed within thc 
current study, the lived cxperience of autistic spectrum impairment also emerged. 
This was particularly evident in the area of relationships. As such and alongside 
social intcn'Cntions described above, individually based interventions can also be 
facilitated by EPs. Howevcr these should be carried out with the aim of impnning 
indi \'idual coping resources ~I deemed appropriate by thc young persoll in qucstion, 
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rather than with the goal of "nonnalisation" of diagnosed young people. For instancc 
a "Social Story" approach can be used to explore a range of possible responses to 
specific social situations experienced as problematic (Humphrey and Le\\"is 2008). 
Interventions could also include direct work using role-play and coaching either 
individually or in groups, around challenging social situations (Connor 2000), as wcll 
as specific input on building and maintaining friendships (Gutstein 2003). 
Finally and with regard to the learning environment m particular. EPs need to 
support teachers to ensure appropriate adaptations are made within classrooms as 
well as through teaching methods, in order to cater for any individual impainnents 
such as sensory difficulties, problems understanding language or difficulties with 
changes to the routine. 
EP Practice and Life-Stories 
Participants in the current study highlighted ongomg expenences of worry and 
anxiety, bringing to the fore the therapeutic role sometimes adopted by EPs. The 
process of creating the life-stories themselves held therapeutic value for the 
participants. As described by Korn (1997) with regard to narrative psychology 
approaches within EP practice, 
In constructing the narrative of a child's life through the process of assessment, 
psychologists become engaged as advocates for children ... Rather than 
uncovering immutable truths, the process of psychological assessment can 
contribute to understanding children's lives by creating a coherent and 
plausible story of children's lived experience that enables others to act on their 
behalf. 
(Kom 1997, p.35) 
As such the life-story method itself is relevant as an intervention for children labelled 
as on the autistic spectrum, either directly undertaken or facilitated hy EPs. Through 
working with young people to create their life-story, opportunities are created not 
only to explore their experiences, perspectives and challenges as portrayed in the 
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current study. but when followed through as an intervention, opportunities can be 
created to allow "positive storytelling and / or alternative narrati\'es" to be created 
(Goodley et al. 2004: 169). From a counselling and psychotherapeutic angle there are 
clear links between the life-story method and the field of narrati\'c therapy (e.g. 
DeSocio 2005; McLeod 2006). As described by DeSocio (2005). the contcnt of life-
stories often reflect the dominant self-beliefs of their narrators which in tum 
influence their behaviour. Other more helpful self-constructions may not han? yet 
been considered. By working with individuals to change the language in their life-
story, new meanings for their life can be considered thus creating the potential for 
new stories to be lived. Moreover. narrative therapy approaches diverge from 
traditional psychological therapies in their relative lack of psychological anal ysis and 
interpretation of individuals. Rather the ways in which their life is construed by the 
individual is taken as a starting point for subsequent collaborative and therapeutic 
work (McLeod 2006). 
It could be argued however that both within EP practice, as well as within the busy 
school environment, the time taken to undertake life-story work may serve as a 
significant obstacle. Aside from the constraints of time, incorporating narrati\'C 
approaches into psychological practice also presents epistemological challenges 
when working within professional discourses dominated by traditional psychology 
models (Crossley 2007). However it is only by spending quality time with young 
people labelled as on the autistic spectrum that unhelpful social constructions around 
these young people can be reframed. 
Narrative Approaches and Community Psychology 
Current findings suggest that participants had little social contact with peers after 
schooL and lacked involvement with their local community. This is of increasing 
relevance to EPs, the focus of whose role is beginning to widen to encompass a 
community orientation (MacKay 2006; Stringer. Powell and Burton 2006), In place 
of a traditional psychology focus on deficit and disorder as applied \\'ithin a narrow 
fIX-US on the school el1\'ironment, a community psychology approach is underpinned 
bv both humanistic and social psychology principles (Stringer ct a!. 2006). wherehy 
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again the child is considered within the wider systems of family and community. as 
well as school. Viewed from this perspectiYe, EPs work together - often as part of a 
multi-disciplinary team - with schools, families and increasingly the yoluntary sector 
to ensure the needs of young people labelled as on the autistic spectrum are met 
within the wider contexts of their lives as a whole. 
As highlighted by Goodley et a1. (2004), there are strong links between the li fe-story 
method and the field of community psychology. Both life-story work and 
community psychology are considered to share a mutual allegiance to emancipatory 
paradigms, whereby work is undertaken with marginalized indiyiduals who are 
considered experts on their own lives, and whereby the goal is to facilitate social 
change (Goodley et a1. 2004). Although referring to life-story work within a research 
framework, it could be argued that Goodley et ai's (2004) \'iews below are also 
highly relevant to the practice of EPs as emerging community psychologists: 
Following the tenets of a liberating view of community psychology, the aim 
here is to invite people into research who are so often the distant audiences of 
our research. Historically psychology, for example, has created a body of 
knowledge on people, about people, with the aim of restoring normality or 
betterment to people's lives. Potentially, and in contrast, researching life 
stories delTIOnstrates an approach to emancipatory research, which locates 
research paradigms - such as psychology - back in the community. Now 
located, our traditional passive recipients of psychological theory become co-
researchers, and theoreticians, challenging the distinction between expert and 
client, psychologist and participant and researcher and researched. 
(Goodley et a1. 2004, p.179-180) 
Final Reflections 
The themes emerging from the study will go some way to moving on the agenda for 
social change within the autistic spectrum field, through the practice of professional 
educational psychology. As such, the study will conclude with the words of a 
practising EP who himsclfhas an autistic spectrum label: 
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There needs to be more reliance upon the practices and findin~s of social 
psychologists, and less emphasis on the clinical obsession with statistic.ll 
norms. There must be a shifting of values within clinical and educational 
psychology to take into account the autistic individual's right to be himself and 
determine his own life. Humanistic principles might, alongside the social 
psychological understanding of individual difference, facilitate such a chan~e, 
The problem is that - whilst ever it is a system run by the so-called 'nonn:ll' 
individual (and for that sort of individual) - that change will never come. 
(Andrews 2006, p.l 05) 
Through the life-stories of the current study and associated researcher reflections, 
some of the qualitative features of working with each young person have been 
conveyed, together with an over-riding researcher experience of the participants as 
unique and whole human beings in their own right, irrespective of diagnostic labels. 
Despite sharing the autistic spectrum label, the individual differences between 
participants in terms of their personalities, temperaments, ways of interacting both 
with me and with the research process were significant. As a direct consequence of 
undertaking this research, I hope I will no longer see the label in place of the person. 
Rather I will seek to remember that young people are people first and foremost, and 
any additional labels they have are secondary to this. 
Moreover and also as a result of carrying out the present study. the anxiety that I 
initially felt around working with young people diagnosed specifically with autistic 
spectrum, has dissipated. I learnt that, through placing the young people at the heart 
of the research and taking the directional lead from them as far as possible, my 
experience of interacting with them became extremely rewarding. I will seek to 
incorporate this lesson into my ongoing practice as an EP when working with young 
people with an autistic spectrum label. 
The experience of carrying out the research within a narrative inquiry framework 
was at times a journey of discovery. However my sense also is that it is enormously 
flexible, enabling the inclusion of participants who might othcr\\'ise be excluded 
from more traditional research frameworks. Moreover I believe the narrative 
inquiry field holds great promise when specifically used to explore the experiences 
of young people labelled with autistic spectrum. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Letter to Headteacher and Centre Manager 
Sian Clark, Researcher 





Dear Headteacher / Centre Manager 
ra~ University of 
mf:i BRISTOL 
Norah Fry Re earch 
Centre 
3 Priory Road 
Bristol, BS8 1 TX 
Tel: 0117 331 0987 
Direct: 0117 331 0977 





www.bri .ac.uklDepts orahFry/ 
Norah Fry Research Centre Ethical 
COlnmittee Representative (univer ity 
contact in event of ethical concerns): 
Beth Tarleton. 
Email: beth.tarleton@britol.ac.uk. 
Tel: 0117 3310976 
I am writing to seek your assistance in making contact and undergoing d ctoral 
re earch with orne students in your school. The purpo e of the re earch would b t 
d p n our under tanding of the life-experience of young p pI wh ha e b n 
gl n the label f auti tic pe trum. It i often difficult to under tand hung 
p pI th w rId , but by gi ing them a 01 e, v ilit f 
pr iding upp rt D r them in wa that ar hi \\ ill nhanc 
du ati nal and phI gi al pr vi ion and int f\ ntion b th 1 all and nati naIl . 
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I would like to work individually with between 5-8 young people from your chool, 
in order to jointly create their life story with them. I ould flr tl like to nd out 
information letters via yourself to all parents who are most likely to be intere t d and 
whose children, through prior discussion with yourself, would be able to give 
informed consent to the research. If you were able to also send out a letter in upport 
of the research to these parents at this stage, this would also be very u eful. On e 
they received this letter, and having talked it through with their son or daughter, the 
parents would be given the option of expressing interest either to you or I a the 
wish. I would then make the flnal selection of participants myself trying if po ible 
to ensure a spread of age, gender and ethnicity. 
The research would subsequently entail each young person meeting with me n thr e 
separate occasions, for between half-an-hour and an hour a time. There will be a 
week between each individual interview. The interview will be terminated if the 
young person indicates they would like to stop. During these sessions we would 
together create their individual life story. Each young person would decide how thi 
would be done, e.g. through writing, photographs, artwork, drama, video, etc. When 
creating the life-story, a false name would be used for each young person, as well as 
for any other people identifled by the young person in their life-story. The school 
would also be given a false name. This is to ensure that all the young people, as well 
as your school and its population, remain anonymous throughout the research. Each 
young person would keep the life-story they have created. Once involved, the young 
people would still be free to withdraw frOlTI the research at any point, and their 
information from that point would not be used. The anonymised life-stories would 
subsequently be used as a basis for a discussion in my doctoral thesis. 
I hope to meet with you soon in order to discuss this further. 
Yours sincerely, 
Sian Clark 
SA (H n ); PO E' MEd. (P chol g f Educati 11); Edu uti nal PhI gi t in 
Doct ral Training, ni r it of Bri t 1 
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APPENDIX 2 
Headteacher / Centre Manager Consent Form 
11~ University of 
mf:1 BIUSTOL 
Norah Fry Research 
Centre 
3 Priory Road 
Bristol, BS8 1 TX 
Tel: 0117 331 0987 
Direct: 0117 331 0977 
Fax: 0117 331 0978 
E-mail: John.Franey@bristo1.ac.uk 
Web: www.bris.ac.ukiDept 1N0rahFry/ 
Tel: 07748624924 (Sian Clark, 
Researcher direct) 
"Life-Stories of Young People Labelled with Autistic Spectrum" 
Please tick or cross each box if you agree with the statements. 
You have explained the purpose of the research project to me 
verbally D on paper D other method D 
I confinn that I understand and agree with the reason for, and method of the re earch. 
D 
I gi my p nnl ion for the research r to go ahead with thi re ear her D 
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SigIled ................................. Date ...................................... . 
(Headteacher of special school) 
SigIled .................................... Date ...................................... . 
(Manager of specialist centre provision) 
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Sian Clark, Researcher 







Parent Information Letter 
I!~ University of 
mf:i BRISTOL 
Norah Fry Research ..:::~ 
Centre 
3 Priory Road 
Bristol BS8 1 TX 
Tel: 0117 331 0987 
Direct: 0117 331 0977 






Norah Fry Research Centre Ethical 
Committee Representative (univer ity 
contact in event of ethical concern ): 
Beth Tarleton 
Email: beth.tarleton@bristo1.ac.uk. 
Tel: 0117 3310976 
I run cUlTently und rtaking doctoral research into the life- t rie and experi n f 
young people wh ha e been gi en th label of auti tic pectrum. It i oft n diffi ult 
to und r tand h \ oung peopl e the world, but b giving th m a vi, we can 
inc!' a e th po ibilit of pr viding upp rt for th III in \Va that ar r I vant and 
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useful. This will enhance educational and psychological pro\'ision and interyention 
both locally and nationally. 
Specifically, I would like to deepen our understanding of hO\\' these young people 
see their own lives. Your child and I would do this together by de\'eloping their Ii fc-
story according the individual needs of your child. I would ha\'e met \\'ith you tIrst to 
discuss with you the best way for me to communicate with your child and ho\\ best 
to design the sessions. If you were willing for your child to become in\'olnxi in this 
research, it would then involve your child meeting with me on three separate 
occasions, for between half-an-hour and an hour a time, during \\'hich time wc would 
together create your child's life story. There would be a week betwcen each 
interview. The interview would be tenninated if your child indicated that they had 
had enough. Your child would decide how their life-story would be created, e.g. 
through writing, photographs, artwork, drama, video, etc. When creating the Ii fc-
story, a false name would be used for your child, as well as for any other people 
identified by your child in their life-story. The school would also be given a false 
name. This is to ensure that your child remains anonymous throughout the research. 
Your child would keep the life-story they have created. 
I would then use this anonymised life-story, along with those completed with other 
young people, as a basis for discussion in my doctoral thesis. Here I would describe 
how an improved understanding of these young people's life experiences relates to 
educational and psychological theory, practice and intervention. 
I f you feel you may be happy for your child to take part in the research, I would be 
bTfateful if you would check with your child first whether it may be something thcy 
would be interested in themselves. If so, I would be grateful if you would fill out thc 
slip below and retUTIl it to the Prospect Centre, for the attention myself. beforc the 
end of May. 
I will be selecting a final sample of between fi\'c and eight young people, and if 
possible I will try to reflect a spread of ethnicity. agc and gender in the sample, As 
such. it is possible that, haYing cxpressed an interest. your child may not be 
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subsequently selected for the final studv. HOWe\'CL if this scenario did take place. 
with your pennission I would keep your name on my list to contact later if possible, 
I hope to hear from you soon. 
Yours sincerely, 
Sian Clark 
BA (Hons); PGCE; MEd (Psychology of Education); 




Parent Consent Form (1) 
t1~ University of 
UJf:j BRISTOL 
Norah Fry Research Centre 
3 Priory Road 
Bristol BS8 1 TX 
Tel: 0117 331 0987 -=:... 
Direct: 0117 331 0977 




Tel: 07748624924 (Sian Clark, 
Researcher direct) 
Email: sbohana@blueyonder.co.uk 
Life Stories and Experiences of Young People Labelled with Autistic Spectrum 
Child's name: ...................................................... Year group: ..... ... .. ... . . 
Please tick or cross each box if you agree with the statements. 
You have explained the purpose of the research project to me 
verbally D on paper D other method D 
I confinn that I understand and agree with the reason for, and method of the r earch. 
D 
I give my penni sion for the researcher to send an infonnation pack to m child. D 
igncd .......... .... ........ ..... .... .... ...... .. . . Dat ....... ................................ 
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APPE DIX5 
Parent Consent From (2) 
g~ Univer ityof 
mf:J BRISTOL 
Norah Fry Re earch 
Centre 
3 Priory Road 
Bristol BS 1 TX 
Tel: 0117 331 09 7 
Direct: 0117 33 1 0977 
Fax: 0117 331 097 
- ... 
--
E-mail: lohn.Frane @bri to1.a .uk 
Web: 
www.bri.ac.uklDept orahFry// 
Tel: 0774 624924 ( ian Clark 
Researcher direct) 
Email: bohana@blueyonder.co.uk 
Life-Stories of Young People and Adults Labelled with Autistic Spectrum 
Child's name: .......................................... Year group: .............. . 
Please tick or cross each box if you agree with the statements. 
You have explained the purpose of the research project to me 
verbally D on paper D other m th d D 
I confin11 that I under tand and agree with the rea on for and m thod of the r ar h. 
D 
I g1 my p 11111 n fI r my child t be in 1 ed in the r ar h pr j t. 
D 
[ under tand that I an \ ithdraw my hild f1' m parti ipating. If thi th , their 
inC nnati n \i ill not bud fr m that tim 11\ ard . D 
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I understand that my child will collaboratively create his or her life-story with the 
researcher. This may involve using a tape-recorder. camera or video-camera t() create 
the life-story, depending on how the child wishes to approach this. D 
I understand that the life-story will remain confidential to my child, and that they will 
keep their life-story. I understand that my child may not wish to share their life-story 
with me. The researcher would only break the confidentiality of my child in the yel)' 
unlikely event that she considered my child or others to be at risk. D 
I understand that the researcher will digitally record the life-story sessions for her 
data collection and transcription purposes. D 
I give permission for the data collected about my child to be used: 
As part of a presentation of the findings by the researcher, where my child cannot be 
identified D 
As part of a doctoral thesis written by the researcher. where my child cannot be 
identified. D 
In the form of quotations or descriptions in the above, where my child cannot be 
identified. D 
By other researchers in other organisations, where my child cannot be identified. 
D 
Sl'gned ..... Date ...................................... . .............................. . 
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APPENDIX 6 
Participant Information Sheet 
ra~ University of 
mf:j BIUSTOL 
Norah Fry Research 
Centre 
3 Priory Road 
Bristol BS8 1 TX 
Tel: 0117 331 0987 
Direct: 0117 331 0977 






Tel: 07748624924 (Sian Clark 
Researcher direct) 
Email: sbohana@blueyonder.co.uk 
Norah Fry Re earch Centre Ethical 
Committee Repre entative 
(University contact in e ent of ethical 
concerns): 
Beth Tarleton 
Email: beth.tarleton@bristol.ac. uk. 
Tel: 0117 3310976 
I mTI doing some research. This is because I want to learn how to work better with 
young people. 
• I would like to understand how young people see their own lives, 
• I would like to help them to create their own life-story. 
• I will use what I imd out to help teachers and other professionals make 
young people's lives better. 
• I want young people like you to take part in research. You are the expert 
on your life! 
I would like to come and talk to you about your life and to help you create your 
own life-story. 
ImpOliant thing for ou to know: 
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We could use a tape recorder, camera or video camera if you 
would like to create your life-story in this way. 
This will not be listened to or watched by other people, 
unless you want it to be. 
We could also tell your life-story using art, writing acting or 
anything else that you would like to use. 
You are in charge of how to make your life-story. 
I will also record our sessions using a digital recorder. This 
will make sure that we use your words, pictures or actions to 
make your life-story. It will also help me remember what we 
say. 
We will meet about three times to create your life-story. 
Each time we will spend between half-an -hour and an hour 
to create your life-story. 
There will be a week between each interview. 
When we create your life-story we will use a pretend name 
for you. 
We will use a pretend name for your school. 
We will use a pretend name for any other people you may 
talk about. 
This is called anonymity. 
This is because I want you to be really honest about your 
life-story. 
You will keep your finished life-story. 
D 
I will go away and write something for Iny university about your life-story. 
I will share what I write with teachers and other professional . 
It i up to you whether you want to do thi . 
If y u do de id to d it, you can stop doing it at any time. 
You will reat ur lit! - tory your If with my help if y u 
n ed it. 
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We are likely to have a fun time doing this. 
It is very unlikely that you will feel bad, but if you do, we 
can call your parent to help. 
Your parent will know that slhe must not tell anyone else 
about your life-story. 
What you need to do! 
If you do want to be involved you need to complete the consent form. 
If you, or your parents want to know anything else before you decide, feel free to 
phone or email me. 
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APPENDIX 7 
Participant Consent Form 
1.1~ University of 
ma BRISTOL 
Norah Fry Research 
Centre 
3 Priory Road 
Bristol, BS8 1 TX 
Tel: 0117 331 0987 
Direct: 0117 331 0977 
Fax: 0117 331 0978 
E-mail: John.Franey@bristol.a .uk 
Web: 
www.bris.ac.uklDepts orahFry/ 
Tel: 07748624924 (Sian Clark, 
Researcher direct) 
Email: sbohana@blueyonder.co.uk 
Name: .................................................................. . 
School: ................................................................. . 
Year group: ...... 
Please tick each box if you agree with the statements. 
I understand what this research is about. 
I understand why I am making my life-story with Sian. 




lund r tand that I can lea e the project at any tim . If I d 111 u d. 
D 
I understand that we may use tape recorders, cameras or \'ideo-cameras or an)1hing 
else I would like, to create my life-story. D 
I understand that Sian will also digitally record the sessions, so that she remember~ 
everything we say. D 
We will use false names for me, my friends. any other people, and my school. 
Only Sian and I will know it is my life-story. I can share my life-story \\'ith others 
myself if I choose to, but Sian will not. D 
Sian will try to make sure what we do is fun. It is unlikely I will become upset. If I 
do get upset, Sian can call my parent to help. D 
There is only one reason Sian might tell someone else about my life-story. This is if 
she thinks someone is hurting me in my life, or if I am hurting someone else. This is 
extremely unlikely. D 
I give permission for my life-story to be used: 
• As part of a presentation by Sian to other adults, where no-one will know who I 
am. D 
• As part of a report by Sian, where no-one will know who I am. D 
• In the form of quotations or descriptions, where no-one will know who I am. D 
Signed ................................... . 
Date ., .................................... . 
APPENDIX 8 
Key Areas for Exploration 
(Sent to parents for information) 
1.1~ University of 
ma BRISTOL 
Norah Fry Re earch 
Centre 
3 Priory Road 
Bristol, BS8 1 TX 
Tel: 0117 331 09 7 
Direct: 0117 331 0977 
Fax: 0117 331 0978 




Tel: 07748624924 (Sian Clark 
Researcher direct) 
In the sessions we will aim to cover these key areas. 
Friends 
A best friend? 
Friends at home 
Friends at school 
Adult friends 
Peer friends 
Any friends from when they were younger? 
Pets 
I there ne. 
What' it like fI r th m t ha e a pet. 
Would the lik apt, if \ hat kind. 
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What's special about their pet? 
Free time 
What do they do when they are not at school? 
Is this what they would like to do? 
What would they like to do? 
TV 
Favourite TV programme? 
Computers 
Favourite computer activity? 
Family 
Brothers, sisters, parents, grandparents, etc. 
Favourite family members 
Any family members that are tricky for them? 
Any others they would like? 
Any special relationships? 
School 
Favourite activity at school? 
Anything they don't like? 
Favourite teacher / adult? 
Getting to school 




'''hat I wcar 
l\ly special things 
Any special interests 
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APPENDIX 9 
Plans for Visual Resources during Life-Story Sessions 
Visual prompts used with all participants 
• Visual prompts to explain notion of "choice" over life-story fonnat e.g. book; 
film; photographs; artwork; a spoken story. etc. 
Other visual resource plans, not subsequently required 
• Visual time-line or "life-plan" to explain temporal nature of life-story, with a 
beginning, middle and end. 
• Visual symbols and pictures to represent each key area for exploration. 
These could then be physically placed on the "life-plan" as each key area is 
explored to create the life-story. 
• Use of photos provided by parents to visually mark each part of the life-story. 
• Use of one plan for good experiences and one for bad experiences. 
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APPENDIX 10 
Narrative Analysis of Two Autobiographies published by Adults 
Labelled with Autistic Spectrum 
. Thi~ study was also submitted as a Research j!ctlzods Assignment to Bristol 
Unzverszty, January 2009. The original assignment has been slight~l' adaptedfor the 
purposes of the current appendix. 
Part One: Background and Rationale 
Introduction 
The following is an account of one method of analysing two autobiographies written 
by adults with the autistic spectrum label. Its purpose was to infonn the main study 
which would consist of a set of life-stories, created collaboratively with young 
people with the autistic spectrum label. This study of two published autobiographies 
was undertaken as an exploration of how best to analyse narrative material pertaining 
to life experiences. 
Much of the epidemiological research into the autistic spectrum is undertaken from a 
realist ontology and positivist epistemology. In contrast, there is little interpretivist 
research undertaken from a nominalist stance, with regard to gaining a deeper 
understanding of the life experience generally of children or adults with the autistic 
spectrum label. In summary, if one assumes that the very basis of impainnent 
categories has to be questioned, one way of doing this is to explore the insights and 
life experiences of the individual people that are "categorised". It was with this in 
mind that the field of autobiographical writing was first considered. 
Narrative Analysis and Autobiographies 
A number of psychologists ha\'C applied a narrative analysis approach to the analysis 
of written autobiographies in general (e.g. Bruner 2001: Freeman and Brockmeier 
2001: Frccman 20(4). Freeman (2004) considers that autobiographies are usually 
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written with a particular purpose in mind, in order to teach their audience something 
new. Likewise, Freeman and Brockmeier (2001) describe ho\\'. through writing 
autobiographies, narrators imbue their life-stories and experiences with a meaning 
that can only be done in hindsight. In this sense. it could be argued that 
autobiographical writing is a purposive act, undertaken to inform. teach and facilitate 
new insights on the part of its readers. This psychological perspective regarding the 
underlying purposiveness of written autobiographies, fits well with one of the aims 
of the current study, namely for the researcher to learn about the life of people 
labelled with the autistic spectrum. 
There are now a good number of published autobiographies written by adults \\,ho 
have themselves chosen to take on the autistic spectrum label (e.g. Williams 1992: 
Lawson 1998; O'Neill 1999; Jackson 2002; Grandin 2006: Tammet 2006). Towards 
the end of one of these autobiographies, the author gives an account of the response 
of a medical doctor, who reads her autobiography prior to its publication: 
He pointed out that there were many children who had had experiences like 
mine and that my book may be important in understanding them. 
(Williams 1992, p.166) 
This statement is central to the rationale for analysing the published autobiographies 
and the research questions of this early study developed from this rationale. These 
questions were as follows: 
• 
• 
How do individual adults It'ith the label autistic spectrum see their own /in's 
and experiences? 
Halt' can this be used to inform plans for l~fe-story work It'ith young people 
who hm'e been gi\'('n the autistic spectrum label? 
On reading the literature on psychological approaches to the narrati \l~ analysis of 
written autobiographies (Crossley 2000; Brockmeier 200 I: Bruner 2001: Freeman 
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and Brockmeier 2001; Harre 2001; Freeman 20(4) it was clear that specific elemenb 
and themes were widely considered as relevant to autobiographical writing gen~rally. 
However, two themes were particularly recurrent: These \\'ere firstly the 
development of "self' or "identity", and secondly the construction of "socio-cultural 
environment" or "culture". With reference to the former. Bruner (2001 :32) considers 
that specific "turning points" are evident in the written narrati\"es of autobiobTfaphers 
when describing the process of their "self' or "identity" formation. Bruner defines 
these "turning points" in the following way .... 
.. .. those episodes in which, as if to underline the power of the agent's 
intentional states, the narrator attributes a crucial change or stance in the 
protagonist's story to a belief, a conviction, a thought. 
(Bruner 2001, p.31) 
With reference to the second recurrent narrative theme, Bruner (2001) considers that 
depictions of "culture" within written autobiographies generally run parallel to their 
portrayals of the development of "self'. Freeman (2001) also highlights the inter-
relationship between the construction of "self' and the construction of its 
surrounding "socio-cultural environment". He comments that. 
The self, and narratives about the self, are culturally and discursively 
'situated' .... simply put, 'my story' can never be wholly mine, alone, because I 
define and articulate my existence with and among others .... 
(Freeman 2001, p.287) 
Selected Autobiographies 
Two published autobiographies were analysed written by adults who ha\'c chosen in 
adulthood to take on the autistic spectrum (Williams 1992; Holliday \Villey 1999). 
Liane Holliday Willey was born in 1961 in the US. Her autobiography was 
published in 1999 when she was 38. The autobiography chronicles the experience of 
a child bTfowing up with a strong sense of being difTerent from others an)und her. 
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However, Holliday Willey's childhood is described as relatively stable despite her 
difficulties, which she attributes to the fact that she had both famih and childhood 
friends who loved and accepted her for who she was. Presenting as gifted and 
talented at school,. there was no consideration by teachers that her social and 
communication difficulties, hypersensitivity and obsessional behayiour required any 
additional support. The diagnosis of her own daughter with Asperger's Syndrome 
proved to be a real turning point for her, bringing a sense of relief, self-understanding 
and acceptance that her own sense of "differentness" could at last be explained. 
Holliday Willey's autobiography caused some controversy partly O\\'ing to the fact 
that at the time of publication, she had not been formally diagnosed (although later 
received a formal diagnosis of "Asperger's Syndrome"). Her autobiography also 
portrays how she has been able to increasingly manage her difficulties over time. It 
could be argued that this could give false hope to others who have more severe 
impairments less amenable to amelioration over time. 
Donna Williams (author of the second autobiography in the current study) was born 
in inner city Australia in 1963. She was formally diagnosed as "autistic" in 1990 
when she was 29. Her autobiography was published two years later. In contrast to 
the first author, Williams was brought up in highly abusiyc family which was 
continued by others until early adulthood. 
As with the previous text, publication of this autobiography also caused controversy, 
however for different reasons. As a result of the significant abuse suffered by the 
author as a child, it could be argued that it is consequently difficult to ascertain 
which individual difficulties were experienced as a result of the child abuse, and 
which were as a result of autism. 
Description of the Data Analysis Process 
Early data analysis of the autobiographies inyolved re-reading both tcxts several 
t· Thc aim of readin.!..!. these texts was to gain a better understanding of how lmcs. _ 
thcsc adults saw their own liycs. It was with this in mind that the tool of narratiyc 
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mqUIry was subsequently considered for the purpose of data analysis (Reissman 
1993; Clandinin and Connelly 2000; Daiute and Lightfoot 2004: Clandinin 200"7). 
since an underlying principle of narrative inquiry is that reality is not external and 
objective, rather constructed individually by individual people (Reissman 199~). 
Moreover, the doctoral thesis within which this early study is situated. will seek to 
improve psychological intervention for children \\'ho have been given the autistic 
spectrum label. In view of this, a psychological approach to narrative analysis \\'as 
favoured. 
A narrative analysis framework was adopted using Bruner's (2001) definition of 
"turning points" to portray the development of "self", combined with Bruner's 
(2001) and Freeman's (2001) concept of a "culture" within which this "self' 
develops (see definitions detailed earlier under Autobiographical Research). 
Following early readings and re-readings of the two selected autobiof,Tfaphies, two 
time-lines were created for each autobiography. Recorded verbatim from the text 
along the first time-line are instances where the narrator's psychological "turning 
points" appeared to fit Bruner's definition. It should be noted immediately however 
that this process constituted highly subjective researcher decisions, thus immediately 
weakening the case for using this type of method of data analysis. 
Along the second time-line, constructions of the "socio-cultural environment" / 
"culture" were also recorded in a similar fashion for each autobiography. Time-lines 
were then compared and contrasted between the two autobiographies, and any 
recurrent themes, similarities and differences were noted. (See Appendices 11-14 for 
the time-lines). 
Issues of Validity 
Reissman (1993) considers that the validity of narrati ve analysis is a complex area. 
Owing to word constraints, it will not be possible to explore such issues in the detail 
that they warrant, however they will be discussed in depth within the final doctoral 
thesis as a whole. 
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With this caveat in mind, two of Reissman's (1993) criteria for evaluating the 
validity of narrative analysis do merit consideration here, e\·en though they apply tn 
oral rather than textual narrative data. One of these criteria includes the concept of 
"persuasiveness" (Reissman 1993 :65). Reissman considers that the "persuasiyeness" 
of a study which uses narrative analysis can be evaluated according to whether 
researcher interpretations of the data are backed up with eyidencc from the data 
itself, and also whether alternative interpretations of the data are considered. As can 
be seen in the Data Analysis Results (Part Two) section below, all results were 
presented with at least one section of textual data from the autobiography to which 
those results relate. Alternative interpretations of the textual data were also 
discussed within Discussion of Results (Part Two), 
In addition, the criterion of "pragmatic use" (Reissman 1993 :68) is also of relc\ance 
here. This involves consideration of whether the study can form the foundation for 
the future research of others. It could be argued that this early study infonns 
subsequent research to some degree, albeit that of the current researcher at this early 
stage. 
In Part Two to follow, the narrative analysis of two autobiographies will be 
presented and relevant discussions and conclusions for the purposes of the current 
study will be drawn. Finally a reflective critique of this method of data analysis will 
be offered. 
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Part Two: Data Analysis 
Narrative Analysis Results 
Autobiography (1): Pretending to be Normal, Holliday Willc.I' (1999) 
"Turning Points" 
The timeline constructed for the purposes of data analysis was scrutinised in detail. 
It was noted that the "turning points" in Holliday Willey's account could possibly tit 
Bruner's (2001) definition in Autobiographical Research (Part One) abo\'e. where a 
change in the narrative plot occurs as a result of a change in the narrator's belief or 
mental state. The most defining "turning point" in the autobiography can be seen 
when, following her daughter's diagnosis with Asperger's Syndrome, she finally 
identifies herself with a label which explains a life-time of difficulties. 
Though it has taken thirty-eight years, I cannot express what a relicf I feel to 
finally 'get' me. 
(Holliday Willey 1999, p.17) 
Another major "turning point" occurs during the period when the narrator leavcs 
home to go to university. Here the narrator describes how, following a very difficult 
transition, she slowly begins to pull herself out of a deep sense of isolation and fear: 
Ever so slowly I began to find ways to help myself deal with the struggles I 
faced. 
(Holliday Willey 1999, p.57) 
and soon after, 
... 1 found I cared less about the differences that kept me from figuring pc\.)plc out. 
(Holliday \Villcy 1999, p,)9) 
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The final significant "turning point" occurs when, following the diagnosis of her own 
daughter with Asperger's Syndrome, Holliday Willey realises she herself has abl) 
lived with individual difficulties that could be explained by this label. For her, this 
realisation comes with a sense of huge relief, finally putting an end to her 
psychological struggle: 
I had finally reached the end of my race to be normal. And that \\"as exactly 
what I needed. A finish - an end to the pretending that had kept me runnin!.! i;1 
circles for most of my life. ~ 
(Holliday Willey 1999, p.112) 
"Socio-Cultural Environment" 
The "socio-cultural context" or "culture" (Bruner 2001; Freeman 2001) within which 
these personal "turning points" are set, represent a parallel narrativc thread within the 
current autobiography. For Holliday-Willey. the culture in which she grew up is 
revealed at times as being cruel in its attitudes and behaviour. For instance, she 
describes how: 
Children with autism .... were institutionalised, with no hope for a better 
tomorrow. So everyone believed. 
(Holliday Willey 1999, p.30) 
Fortunately, the narrator escapes this harsh fate, partly on account of having been 
born to parents who accept her for who she is and partly owing to her lack of 
associated learning difficulty. Whilst some of these factors protect Holliday Willey 
from a life-time of institutions, they also count against her, as her less nbyious 
individual needs are consequently neither recognised nor addressed during her 
schooling .... 
Only those students with extreme special needs were typically identi tied and 
assisted. 
(Holliday \Villey 1999. p.3J) 
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Within her ongoing narr t' H ll'd ,. 
, " a lve, 0 I ay \\ llley constructs a present-day society. 
whIch stIll contmues to harbour a vestige of these rigid attitudes: 
What I wish for is a cure for the common ill. ... that makes people compare 
themselves to a normal that is measured in terms of perfect and absolute 
standards, most of which are impossible for anyone to meet. 
(Holliday Willey 1999, p.121) 
Her wish instead is for a society which, ... 
.. . continues to break the boundaries of normal. .. and then, maybe then, the 
world really will welcome all people. 
(Holliday Willey 1999, p.75) 
Autobiography (2): Noboc/.v Nmt1zcrc, Williams (199]) 
"Turning points" 
The autobiographical timeline was again scrutinised for significant "turning points" 
(Bruner 2001). For Williams, significant "turning points" particularly within the first 
half of her life-story, tend to be facilitated by significant others, who act as a 
"catalyst" for such episodes. For instance, when reflecting on the physical and 
mental abuse she suffers at home by her mother. Williams describes how a teacher 
finally enables her to build up courage to ask for help: 
... even when he raised his voice. I could still sense his gentleness, He was the 
first teacher at that school to whom I had made an effort to explain what was 
happening at home. 
(Williams 1992. pA8) 
Later, a psychiatrist called Mary. also proves a significant influence on \\'illiams in 
facilitating another "turning point:" 
Mary was to become the most important mental influence on my life ... 
(Williams 1992, p.92) 
As Williams' autobiography progresses, significant "turning points" haH? as their 
focus intrapersonal rather than interpersonal relationships. \\'illiams experiences a 
growing connection with her own sense of "self' which exists independently of other 
people. For instance she describes how: 
.. .1 began to catch glimpses of my true self. 
(Williams 1992, p.11 0) 
Over time this develops into a more secure and stable cxpenence of "self", 
culminating in an ultimate "turning point" where, 
I finally felt at home within myself within 'the world.' 
(Williams 1992, p.160) 
As with Holliday Willey (1999) above, discovery in adulthood of the autism label 
also constitutes a significant "turning point" for Williams. However here, a rather 
more "mixed picture" is presented here: 
Perhaps this was the answer or the beginning of finding one. I looked for a 
book on autism. There upon the pages I felt both angered and found. 
(Williams 1992, p.165) 
and also, 
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The label would have bee I . 
. . n use ess except that It helped me to forg1\c m\'sdf 
and my famIly for bemg the way I was. . 
(Williams 1992, p.170) 
"Socio-Cultural Environment" 
As with Holliday Willey, there is a clear narrative theme of society's perceptions and 
"culture" which permeates her childhood through to her early adult years. This 
reveals a society limited by its need for a cultural "norm:" 
People seemed so ignorant in their self-assured black-and-white conception of 
'normality. ' 
(Williams 1992, p.146) 
And, as reflected in the words of a childhood peer. 
You're mad .... Why didn't you just try to talk, like normal people? 
(Williams 1992, p.36) 
The heavy sarcasm used by Williams below, serves to emphasise her sense of 
growing injustice towards the culture and society in which she grows up: 
These 'helpful' people were trying to help me to 'overcome my ignorance' yet 
they never tried to understand the way I see the world. 
(Williams 1992. p.78) 
Williams cleverly uses characters within her narrati\'e as a kind of "mouthpiece" 
against which she contrasts the prevailing socio-cultural attitudes. Through these 
characters, Williams raises the possibility that it may be society itself that has 
something to lean1 from people like her. rather than the other way round: 
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Every so often ... someone would wonder \\hether others had something to 
learn from me in trying to understand my differentness. 
(Williams 1992, p.146) 
and likewise through another character: 
~We think it is we who have to teach autistic people,' Kath said, ':\ow I see it 
IS us who have so much to learn from them.' 
(Williams 1992, p.172) 
Discussion of Results 
Similarities and Differences between Autobiographies 
Both autobiographies portray psychological "turning points" (Bruner 2001) as crucial 
elements within the process of the development of "self'. Holliday Willey and 
Williams both use "turning points" to enable them to make sense of difficult life 
experiences, and in both cases, their ultimate "turning-point" is one of sel f-
understanding and self-acceptance. As such, their constructions of an emerging 
sense of 'self,' and associated "turning points", serve to create a story which IS 
incrementally progressive and improving over time (Gergen 2001 :254) 
Holliday Willey's "turning points" appear as relatively free from the influence of 
other people (other than indirectly, as in the case of her daughter's diagnosis and her 
own subsequent realisation). For Williams in contrast, the role of sibrnificant others 
during these "turning points" is greater, as in the case of the teacher and later thc 
psychiatrist who both playa significant role in facilitating an indi\'idual "turning 
point". 
There could be sc\eral reasons for this qualitati\'c difference in the author< 
cxperiences of "tun1ing points", Firstly, during her autobiography. Hollida) \\'illc\ 
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describes her family and ci I f fi' d d . . 
rc e 0 nen s unng her chIldhood and teenage years as 
very accepting and supportive. As a result of more positi\'e social experiences in her 
earlier years, it is possible that she has less of a need for others to facilitak her 
psychological "turning points" when challenges are met later on. By then, a 
foundation has been laid by others on which she can draw. \Villiams on the other 
hand, describes a shockingly abusive childhood. suffering physical and psychological 
cruelty by her parents in early childhood, continued by others right through to her 
early adulthood. As such, her need for the compensating positive influence of others 
could potentially be greater, in her struggle for the development of "sel f'. 
Alternatively, and/or additionally, individual and temperamental differences between 
narrators could account for some of the differences in their respectiYe portrayals of 
"turning points" within their respective life-stories. 
Yet it is nonetheless noteworthy that, for both authors, a strong identification with 
the label of autism in early adulthood comes as a welcome release, helping both to 
reach their final defining "turning point" where they accept themselves for who they 
are. In this sense, it is a medical label which ultimately facilitates the positi\'e end to 
their life-story. This highlights the extreme complexity of the issue of medical 
labelling and diagnosis. As argued at the outset, the danger of a medical diagnosis 
discourse is that "individual experience" is marginalized. Yet it is this very 
discourse, which ultimately provides a sense of relief for the authors. 
It is however noteworthy that there are qualitative differences between the authors' 
experiences of their identification with a medical label. For Holliday Willey, her 
discovery of the autism label is described only positively. For Williams in contrast, 
her discovery of the autism label is more mixed. Again, such differences in these 
narrators' accounts could be explained by the differences in their early family 
experiences. For Williams in particular, the process of unravelling the effects of 
autism from the effects of her childhood abuse can only be considered as hugely 
challenging. AlternatiYcly, interpretiYe differences between the two authors relating 
to the autism label could also mirror ongoing socio-cultural debates around medical 
categories such as autism. Whichever interpretation is fayoured, the inherent 
complexities and contradictions of the processes surrounding medical diagnoses are 
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clear. As such these issues w·ll b . . d fu h .. . 
, 1 e reVlsIte rt er \\"lthm the doctoral thesIs as a 
whole. 
Although both narrators portray to differing degrees a sense of value in their 
identification with the autism label, both share a strong indictment of the socio-
cultural fixation on a concept of "normality". This fixation by society poses 
significant challenges for both narrators in their struggle to develop a sense of "self·. 
Interestingly, whilst both wish for a society which is truly inclusive of all people, 
each narrator perceives the benefits of this possibility slightly differently. For 
Holliday Willey, the main reward of a truly inclusive society would be that 
everybody felt welcome. Williams on the other hand seems to go one step further, 
suggesting that people with the autistic spectrum, are themselves in a position where 
they have something uniquely important to teach society as whole. 
Reflections and Conclusions 
Benefits of Data Analysis Approach 
This approach to data analysis has answered the first research question of this 
preliminary study to some extent. For both autobiographers, the development of a 
sense of "self' has been crucial in enabling them to perceive their own life in a way 
which is ultimately triumphant. In addition, psychological "turning points" within 
their life-stories are constructed as important milestones in this process. 
With regard to using these findings to inform plans for life-story work with young 
people, the following conclusions could be tentatively drawn: Firstly, it may 
possibly be useful for the researcher to tease out any "turning points" within their 
life-experience as described by the young person. Moreover. with regard to the 
autism label itself, the study has highlighted to some extent the complexitics and 
contradictions inherent with the discourse of medical diagnosis. As such, researcher 
dT0I1s wi II he made to remember that each young person' s relationship \vith a label 
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such as the autistic spectrum is likely to be highly unique and individuaL as was 
clearly portrayed in the autobiographies analysed. 
Limitations of Data Analysis Approach 
The method of data analysis employed nevertheless has several limitations. In 
particular there are researcher concerns with regard to the use of timelincs for the 
purpose of data analysis. It could be argued that timelines such as these constrict and 
segment the data in such a way as to lose the richness and breadth of the lived 
experiences that are being portrayed. When considerinL! the future analysis of 
~ -
collaboratively created life-stories with young people, using time-lines in this way 
could deny the very "personhood" of the young people involved as well as the 
"essence" of their individual life-stories, constraining their words into pre-defined set 
categories. 
Additionally, the time-lines do not allow the researcher to take a \'lew of the 
autobiographies as whole entities, rather they fragment the stories into a rigid 
methodological framework. In this way the time-lines represent a deductivc 
approach to data analysis with a tendency towards a realist ontology. This is in 
contrast to the underlying principle of narrative inquiry whereby reality is socially 
constructed by individuals. As the current study aimed to use a social constructivist 
epistemological basis for data analysis based on the narrative inquiry tradition, it 
could be argued that this method of data analysis was not true to the study's overall 
aIm. 
An alternative approach might employ a more inductive approach to data analysis, 
and one which is also more faithful to the principles of narrative inquiry. This would 
involve viewing both the autobiographies and forthcoming collaborativc1y creatcd 
life-stories, in a much more holistic way. The stories themsehcs could pro\ide a 
starting point for generating a methodological framework through the generation ()f 
themcs, which could then be subjected to further analysis and interpretation. 
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Narrative Analysis Time-Line 
Time-Line 1 
Foreword: First published in 1991, Nobody 
Nowhere ... was read by millions of 'ordinary 
people' . .Ironically it gave a voice to men and 
women around the world as they were gripped 
and swept up by my story, which often exposed 
them to their own deeply hidden and sometimes 
imprisoning truths. Its publication, and that of 
the many works it opened the way for, 
dramatically changed the treatment, education 
and statistics ... and helped shape worldwide 
social, political and cultural changes in the field 
of autism. 
Foreword continued: Autism was a taboo word 
still scraping its way out of the shadows of 
Bettelheim's Debunked ' refrigerator mother' 
thesis (that emotionally cold professional, 
middle class mothers had caused their 
children's autism). Many who had been 
diagnosed with autism or labelled 'psychotic' 
infants in the 1960 's were institutionalised in 
infancy or, if they appeared to progres by 
adulthood, were never told the 'dirty secret' of 
their own condition and often had never met 
someone else ' like themselves.' 
Foreword cOl/til/ued: Following publication of 
Nobody Nowhere, people flocked to 
psychiatrists and psychologists, saying 'Me 
too!' Some r heard from had lived with yeal 
of institutionalisation, abuse, homeles ne sand 
chronic unemployment. Others were taking 
their first communicative tep through typed 
communication. 
Soon the word 'auti tic' took on a dynamic 
-imilar to the division between deaf and Deaf 
culture in which those who accepted implants 
and u ed speech were considered deaf ( mall 
'd') and those who didn't and used fluent ign 
language con idered them elve Deaf (with big 
, D') . Thcre were tho e who aw their auti m 
a integral t their elfl100d and to be 
celebrated and tho e who saw it as a condition, 
requiring management and thi wa reflected in 
their elf introduction a an 'autistic' versu a 
'person with auti 111' . Tho e who Ii ed in both 
of the e world. wcre pre umed und ided 
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Nobody o'where: S Cl -
Cultural A pect 
Foreword cOl/til/ued: For the ne\l fe\\ 
years, auti m was tril belreved to be 
extremely rare, affecting around 4 to every 
10,000 people. The auti mtereotype wa ' 
of mute, ullen, middle cia boys. It \\ a 
believed that 90 per cent of people \\ ith 
auti m were e erely mentally rctarded and 
that tho e with auti 111 were tOcapable of 
empathy or clo ene . 
Foreword COl/til/Lied: The wor\.. of Han_ 
perger had ju t been tran lated into 
Engli h and the fi t diagno e of 
A perger' yndrome were till on the 
horizon. Augmented communication had 
not yet hown the world that fun ti nally 
non-verbal people could be intelligent and 
demand equahlY and dignity Internet and 
email were not mainstream There were 
none of the chat room. internet forum ', bIg 
auti m conferenc or blog we have today 
Foreword COl/til/lied: WIthin a few years 
the number of diagno es of A perger' 
Syndrome welled and there wa an era of 
impli tic belief in 'high-functionll1g' and 
'Iow-functioning' people Wlth auti m. At 
the ame time, works by functionally non-
verbal people with auti m appeared and 
challenged many a umpllon about being 
' low-functioning. ' 
Among tho e with perger', there were 
tho e who didn't want to be a ' oclated \\ Ith 
the di abled vi ion of 'auti m' and tho 'e 
who came to u e the telm 'autIstIc' 
politically and culturally, often fighting 
fiercely against any notlOn of treatment or 
cure. In the internet age, onhne 
organizat ion formed to ehemently dl 'eu 
'aUli tIC' light . 
Foreword continued: Old stereotypes died 
as quickly as the new one aro e. 
Progressively, a low-functioning people 
showed high abilitie and high-functioning 
people spoke about the severity of some of 
their challenges, the puri m of high- and 
low-functioning fell apart. 
"You're mad," she said with di sgust. "Why 
didn ' t you just try to talk, like normal 
people?" she asked. 
These ' helpful' people were trying to help 
me to ' overcome my ignorance' yet they 
never tried to understand the way I see the 
world. It seemed so simple to them. There 
were ru les. The rules were right. I obviously 
needed help to learn them. 
r found that people were usually blinded by 
their own insecurities or egotism or 
selfi hness. People seemed so ignorant in 
their self-as ured black-and-white 
conception of ' nonnality. ' Every so often, 
however, someone would wonder whether 
others had something to learn from me in 
trying to under tand my differentness. 
Foreword cOlltinued: The tenn A 0 
(Autl nc pe truro 01 order) \\ a - born. 
allOWing autl m, perger' , and POo- 0 
(Pen: i\ e De\elopmental 01': rder ( 
otherwi e Speci fi d) t be pre ' eO(~d, Cor the 
fir t time, a one gr up. Thl ' \\a ' . on 
repla ed \\;th C (Aut1- m pc trurn 
Condition) and finall) \\ Ith (being on 
the auti tic pectrum). XObOl/-l ' YOIl'ht!rc; , 3\\ 
the dawn on thi ra into 3 h It 1I \ ie\\ of 
auti m a multifac t d 'nonnaltt) . \\ Ith the 
volume turned up. 
"You're mad, y u know that. 0 nna," she 
once aid, trying t gct a reaction. 
The Head of Departrn nt called me 'a 
complete and utter mor n.' 
She aid he had never en him look . 
'normal.' Thad ne er felt r d under t d 
another indi idual 0 well. 'We think it i 
we who ha e to tea h autisti people,' Kalh 
aid.' ow I ee it i u who have mu h 
to learn from them.' 
Afterword:l do not believe being sane or 
intelligent is any more superior than 
h~vin.g ~ental health issues or learning 
dlsablhtles. Often those with mental health 
issues have turned their back on the 
alienating normality others are conditioned 
to believe is a real and desirable goal. 
Similarly, those with learning disabilities 
may experience things in a much more 
sensual way than 'normal' people. They 
may overlook what are sometimes very 
corrupting complexities, and rely instead 
on instinctual reaction and response. 
Epi/ogue: People think of reality as some 
sort of guarantee they can rely on. Yet from 
the earliest age J can remember I found my 
only dependable security in letting go all 
awareness of the things usually considered 
real. In doing this, I was able to 10 e all 
sense of self. Yet this is a strategy said to be 
the highest stage of meditation, indulged in 
to achieve inner peace and tranquillity. Why 
should it not be interpreted as such for 
autistic people? 
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Afterword cOlltinued: Regardle ~ f m 00. 
anxiety and compul iYe di rder-. I d not 
think I am 'mad,' though at time I \\a. 
convinced by the b lief. oftho 'e around me 
that thi mu_[ ha\e been . 0 . 
Epilogue cOlltil/lIed: In the \: orld thc 
mpha i- i. on mplexlty, yet it is 
mi lading t belic\ e that comple,ity cannot 
be found in implicity. P oplc wh pnde 
them elvc on the ability t think in complex 
way with a c n i u mind hay\; oftcn . till 
not found the ability t thlOk in :symb Is with 
a ub-con ci u mind. In lhi blind . clf-
a urance, 0 many attempt · are made by 
well-meaning people to drag children' . 
con ciou ne into the o-called c mplcxiti s 
f'the world' without first a klOg I what 
extent that world is worthy of thcln. Perhap 
this i the real madne ' • nmvete and 
ignorance. 
Time-Line 2 
My father catered to my fascination for 
small fancy things and shiny object . .. . The 
he - who he was - deserted me. When I 
found another he who I liked, many years 
later, it took me several years to make the 
connection that these two people were in 
fact the same people. 
In the darkness of that cupboard r found 
Carol within myself. 
This teacher spent a lot of time with me, 
trying to understand how I felt and why I 
did the things I did. Even when he raised hi 
voice, I could still sense hi gentleness. He 
was the first teacher at that school to whom 
I had made an effort to explain what was 
happening at home, though I still never 
discussed what was happening within 
myself. His mood never changed. He never 
seemed to betray my trust. 
It wa alTanged that 1 would ee Mary twice 
a week for the first couple of weeks. The e 
week were to tretch on into month and 
then into year. Mary wa to become the 
mo t important mental influence on my life 
ince I met that stranger named Carol in the 
park fOUlicen years before. 
Nobody owhere: Turning 
Points 
Thi tranger, \\ho [only e\er met nee. 
was to change my life. Sh b arne 'thl.: gi rl 
in the mirror.' Later r b arne arol. 
I thank God for Tom; though he ' caped a 
Jot of the abu, c and name-calling, he mon.:u 
in my world. 
Sh at aero from Willie and told me that 
he didn't think that I \Va a tough as I 
thought I wa and that he thought lh rc was 
a cared little girl in ide me who wa, trying 
to get out. I wondered if she knc\\ ho\\ right 
he wa . 
Mary and I cemed t have agrcl.:d that most 
of rny pr blem were due to thc way in 
which p oplc re ponded to me, which \\ a" 
an under tandablc deduction in \ ic\\ of thc 
fact that I fund rno t 'ocial onla ( hard to 
under-tand or rc. p nd to and that I '8 \\ the 
\\ rid \ ry c1earJ) in t m1 or ' thcm ' and 
'u . 
My father. .. . wa enthu ia tic about 
anything about which I wa 
enthu ia tic .. .. He made my return to chool 
eem like an adventure and I began to look 
forward to it. 
Through my mu ic I began more and more 
to reach and express my true elf. My mu ic 
spoke of the thing r loved, of the wind and 
the rain, of freedom and hope, of happine 
in impl icity and of triumph over confu ion . 
However, the clo er I came to bringing 
myself out, the greater became the fear 
which caused serious conflict between my 
inner self and the characters I u ed to 
communicate with the out ide world. 
[ had retreated very trongly into feeling 
nothing again. The fight to regain and hold 
on to my true sci f had now done a complcte 
tum-around, and [ was not leaving. I wa 
running. 
Donna wa beginning to win the battle. Thi 
time however he wa not fighting to min'or 
omeone el e. She wa fighting to come out 
to someone who wa her mirror. 
I \\a '\\i nging r m n e trl:l11c! t , t 
lh r, a ' both ani and \\ II h \H:rc t.: h 
oth r' antith T '1 t th traP 'L \\un." 
\erhlgher. and c;a h . lucdc!\cl p u\\lt h 
m) ne\\ e:\p nc;n C ", I '~ an 10 ' ateh 
glimp: ' fm)true ' e1f 
[ had left behind 111) ompul i n t bt.:c )mc! 
lik Mar) in the face f . mething morc 
aluable. I had begun to tf) to find ut ab )ut 
my. eI f. .. ach Ide had be un t be oml! 
m re 10 ' I) aligned to 111) trucclf, th )ugh 
till mil apart fr m ne another 
I had be orne u far quieter per n I \"as 
afraid of\"hat ecmcd hk.e a ne\" me. It \\u 
a though I had ' tepped int a new pair f 
. hoc with an eeric old feeling ab ut them I 
had not t fully ackno,,,ledged that Donna 
\ a finally on hcr \\ay out int 'the \\orld.' 
I felt I had known thi . man m) entire life ... 1 
had failed t repond t the fear \\hi h 
em d t feed n my losenc hk.c a 
vultur . In failing, 1 had \\on kn \\ tng 111y 
fcar, kn \'. ing his, nd kl1(m ing the necu lD 
tf) t learn to ign rl! It \\e made an 
unbr akablc pr mi c tota) In tou 'h ... 
I was again painfu lly aware of the cIa ene s 
but kept reassuring myself that it was 
safe ... Thi s self-assurance was something 
new .. .I finally felt at home within myself 
within ' the world.' 
Suddenly it jumped out at me from the page. 
It was the first time since my father had said 
it four years ago that I' d heard the word. 
'Auti sm,' it read, ' not to be confused wi th 
schizophrenia.' My heart jumped and I 
shook. Perhaps thi s was the answer or the 
beginning of finding on e. [ looked for a 
book on autism. 
By now I was developing a clear awarenes 
of an '1' and I was becoming aware that I 
wou ld have to lose my dependence on 
characters as something separate from 
myself. I was, however, not ready to tum to 
people. 
The war against ' the world' was over. 
Nobody had won. There was a truce. 
Julian \,a far a\\"a) no\\. but the me r d 
found and b n able to hold n to had 
danced in the light long nough to I-..no\\ that 
this wa the wa out. 
Ther up n the page I tI It b th angered 
and found. The ech cd _peech, the inability 
to be touched, the \ alking on tiptoe, the 
painfu lne of und" the pinning and 
jumping, the rocking and r p titian m I-.. cd 
my \ hole life. 
I wa bathing in th freedom t be me. I 
had a olid en e of home and belonging 
wi thin my own body. Ther wou ld be n 
more elf-abu e. There wou ld be no more 
all owing anyone el eta abu e me. or 
wou Id r be pu hed beyond what I cou Id 
handl e with a elfintact. 
The label would have b n u cless e cept 
th at it helped me to forgive my elf and m 
family for bing the \\ay I wo . . 
I needed to meet other .... r d met a world of 
so-called 'normal' people - the people I'd 
aspired to become. ow it was time to meet 
people still trapped in the place I had come 
from and some ways still was. 
I have .. spent time with those labelled 
'autistic.' This was the only group which 
spoke my own language so well that I 
realized that much of what I had thought of 
as my personality was the result of autism-
related challenges turning up the volume on 
my natural personality traits. 
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I at back on the noor, lIning up the uttOTI' 
in categorie . Perf) approa h d, plel-cd up a 
button here and there and added them t my 
row where they belonged. Withoul 10 king 
at him, I kne\\ \,hat he \\'a ay ing. The e 
'game' had al\\ay belonged I me. \\ I 
saw that the e 'game-' belonged t auh:tic 
people. 
y mother' indulgence in her 0\\ n \\ rld 
and rejectIOn of 111lne ir meally all \\ cd me 
the olitude and pri\ aey from which t 
tudy and teach my If thing '; my 
character. ithout thi it" po Sible I 
would ne r have been able to de\elop my 
intellect through the ham ler f illie and 
ability to t e mmunieate thr ugh the 
character of Carol. It \\'a the e two 
mechani m of detachment \'. hieh helped 
me to live independently and a me from 
a life in an in tiruti n. The~ Iw thing al 'o 
led mc on a journey thr ugh whl h, piece by 
piece, I finally found the ability t stand a a 
feel ing elf in the' world.' 
Time-Line 3 
Today we know we need to help children 
with AS that other people have other points 
of view. Back when J wa young we imply 
as umed children were innately equipped 
with this knowledge. 
At the very least, I wish someone had 
helped me more. But high school wa in 
some ways a survival of the fittest. Only 
those students with extreme special need 
were typically identifi ed and as i ted . 
Everyone else was left to find their own 
way. 
I know in my heart and in my head, that if [ 
had owned more AS knowledge, if [ had 
been able to objectively under tand that 
terms like rigid thinking, semantic 
pragmatic di order, ocial impaimlent, 
echolalia, bilateral coordination probl m , 
sensory integration dysfunction and auditory 
discrimination, were very rea l words that 
defined who I was, I would have made 
small changes in my course .. ... And mo t 
important, I would have asked for the 
support I really needed . 
o casionally I would find omeone who 
would let me make things up a I went 
along but for the most part I knew people 
expected me to merge with them a 
incon picuou Iy as po sible. By my twentie 
I knew the e premi e were true. 
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Pretending to be Vorm !: 
oci - ultural p t 
Looking ba k. [ an ~a,lI~ee \\ h~ 01) 
par nts.01) p.}chlatrn and m} 
paedlatri ian dlO1I'.cd m} aell n. a 
pr 0 IOU or creatl\" altcmatl\~ to thl: 
norm Thought · f anything relatl..'d to 
auti 01 \\ ould hay b n th farthe. t thing 
from their con IOU ne~ ' CllIldrcn \\ nh 
autl 01 li\ d 10 a \\ rid of their own. The} 
often hurt them eh. shne\...ed. raged and 
n \er ·poke. The) \\ r lO:tltutl nalJ"ed. 
\\ Ith no hope of a bett r tomorro\\ . 0 
I am n t ertall1 If pI..' ialnced ' \caming 
c ntr ex ltd then. 10 the lot 1970 ... < nd 
early 19 0 , but I d \...n \\ it nevcr \\Quld 
ha\e urrdtomet \1 ' 11 nean)\\a) 
Ha\ ing n \ r b 'n Identified a. anythlOg 
other than giftcd, I had nothll1g to raise my 
u picion ', nothlllg to make me think I 
would benefit from 'tudy s\"'IIL partner. 
peer mentoring, • 101 \...J1L counselllllg, or 
ev ncar er plann ing. 
He never qu tt ned me r ritici/ed me, he 
ju t let me be. If only v ryone ould b 
that gra i u - maybe then, we \\ould n 
\ n need a d finltlOn for perger 's 
My deep. dark fear. .. i ' that there are 
people in earch f fr1 nd hip \\ho \\ III 
n v r find any .... 01 I be aue of their 
I hope that, a ' Idy c ntlllucs to brea\... thL 
boundan s of n mlal, the boundane sO 
many annot ee and many cannot lind, 
thl blight Whl h robs g d pc pic (t 
gr \\ th and hapPlOe: . \\ til bb Into dl tant 
h 110\\, un ' en and unforgdtable. nd then, 
maybe then.th "orld reall) \\ill \\I..'lc In\: 
all pc pie. 
Too often tho e with AS get 10 t in a world 
of di couragement and damaged elf-
e teem, and in that world there are few 
avenues for happine . 
.. .I do not wish for a cure to A perger 's 
Syndrome. What I wi h for, i a cure for the 
common ill that pervades too many li ve; 
the ill that makes people compare 
themsel ves to a nonnal that i mea ured in 
tenns of perfect and absolute standard , 
most of which are imposs ible for anyone to 
reach. I think it would be far more 
productive and so much more ati fying to 
live according to a new et of ideal that are 
anchored in far more subjective criteria, the 
fluid and the affective domain of life, the 
tuff of : 
wonder. ... curio ity ... creativity ... in vention .. 
originality. Perhap then , we will all find 
peace and joy in one another. 
. . . E\ ryone ha ' th right to figurc ut their 
own nonnal. .. and \\ hen all th figuring ut 
and reflecting is fini:hed. the pint \dll 
remain , that every n hould be atlordcd a 
great deal of freed m and re ped a thc) 
ch 0 e \\ ho and \\ hat \\ \\ i J1 bt:colTIc. 
Time-Line 4 
Though it has taken thirty eight years, 1 
cannot express what a relief it i to finally 
get me. 
I eventually found success in an activity 
that channed, interested and fulfilled me. 
I found the speech and dramatic arts club. 
Speech competitions taught me a great deal 
about myself especially when 1 was off the 
stage ... Off stage I did not have the luxury 
of pretending . .I remember the first time I 
knew there was a vast difference between 
what I was able to make myself do in front 
of an audience and what I could coax from 
myself when I was left without the stage 
lights. When I had to be me around peers T 
had not known for a long time, especially 
peers J was meeting for the first time, r 
froze. 
Yet when I was trong, I was very strong. 
And ever so slowly 1 began to find ways to 
help myself deal with the struggles I faced. 
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Pretending to be J onna!: Turning 
Points 
Untill \ as ome\\ h re ar unci len, ear ' 
old, I held my elf :eparate fr mother ... . 
Little did I reali -e it wa al 0 a \\ondcrful 
way for me inadvertently to learn ho\ to 
u e my nonverbal communication skills 
when I wa n t pre 'enting a picce of 
literature. I wa oming to under tand that 
word on pap r omctimc had to rcam to 
be heard, but that word poken" ith a 
di tinct oice and compelling exprc ' ion 
could whi per, for the combination was that 
powerful. 
My real difficulty came when I began to tell 
my elf my differcnce wcre not just 
upcrticial incidental, but crack In my 
dignity. 
As I began to find thing that worked to 
balance my y tem, I found I cared Ie. s 
about the differen es that kept me from 
figuring people out.. aybe I had Just 
gro n tired of vie\! ing lal -kIlL a 
anoth r academl las, a foreign language 
that I had to ,tudy, research and bscn.e. 
Eithcr way, 1 I t mtcr st 111 the ondltlon or 
human ', but I ne,er I t ll1tere °t 1Tl the 
My slow descent into total confu ion and 
overwhelming anxiety attack did lead me to 
visit a counsellor on campu who gave me 
some of the best advice I ever 
received ..... She reminded me in only a few 
hours of time together, that I was a capable 
woman who could do so many thing with 
my life, if only I would learn to tame my life 
and make it work. Excellent advice for 
anyone, but life aving advice for someone 
with AS. 
It did not take long for me to realise that 
once again, I was not following a normal 
path. Once again, I found myself face to 
face with my Asperger traits . 
All the insecurities and frustrations I had 
carried for so many years were beginning 
to slip away. I had not imagined a thing. I 
was different. So was my little girl. 
Different, challenged even, but not bad or 
unable or incon·ect. .. 1 knew my innate 
understanding of what the world of AS is 
like would help my daughter make her way 
through life. Together we would find every 
answer either of u ever needed. 
I have come to the c nc]uslOn that. e\ en 
though I ne d to top doing it. it i" Imp]) 
ea ier to echo. mor omf rtable and 
typically more ucce '. ful uperfi iall} to 
pretend to be om one I am n t. ... But it \ . a 
ride I have decided I need to get off. 
In no time at alII gobbled up e cry . p ck of 
information I could find on a if it were 
the ery oxygen I needed to breathe. .. t 
last I had rea on and xplanation 0 rich 
and real [ could almo t touch 
them .... Slowly [let bit and piece of who [ 
was e cape my lip . 
I had finally reached the end of my race to 
be normal. And that wa exactly what I 
needed. A fini h - an end to the pretending 
that had kept me running in circle for mo t 
of my life 
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